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General Introduction



• • V 4 * - * - - Introduction

In this thesis methods are developed to reconstruct the 3-D trajectories of radiopaque
markers which are attached to the heart. This general introduction starts with a brief
description of the anatomy and function of the heart, followed by explaining the
importance of measuring regional cardiac deformation. Methods currently used to
measure regional deformation are briefly reviewed, and our choice for the technique of
following radiopaque markers in an X-ray stereo camera set-up is motivated. The
principle of measuring 3-D positions in an X-ray stereo camera set-up is presented, as
well as the problems which occur when reconstructing the 3-D trajectories of many
identical markers in a set-up of unknown geometry. In the developed solutions, a model
for position estimation is used which is based on the Singular Value Decomposition [ 1 ]
(SVD). The principle of the SVD model is briefly explained and the chapter concludes
with a presentation of the aim and outline of the thesis.

Dynamic behaviour of the heart

The heart is a hollow, thick-walled muscle, which pumps the blood through the vascular
system. The left panel of Fig. 1 schematically shows a long-axis cross-section of the
heart. The heart consists of four cavities, the right (RA) and left (LA) atria and the right
(RV) and left (LV) ventricles. The blood which returns from the systemic circulation
is collected in the right atrium, and the blood from the pulmonary circulation is col-
lected in the left atrium. The left atrium is separated from the left ventricle by the mitral
valve (MV), and the right atrium from the right ventricle by the tricuspid valve (TV).
During the systolic phase the blood in the left ventricle is ejected through the aortic
valve (AV) into the aorta (AO). Similarly, the right ventricle empties via the pulmonary
valve (PV) into the pulmonary trunk (PT).

All four aforementioned valves are located in the basal plane of the heart. The apex
is located opposite to the base across the ventricles. In the right panel of Fig. 1 a
schematic short-axis cross-sectional view of the heart is shown. The plane of cross-
section is indicated in the left panel of Fig. 1 by the dot and dashed line AA. The free
wall of the right ventricle is significantly thinner than that of the left ventricle. The inner
and outer surfaces of the ventricles are the endocardium and epicardium, respectively.
The tissue of the cardiac wall between the endocardium and the epicardium is referred
to as the myocardium, and consists mainly of striated muscle.

The different phases of the cardiac cycle occur practically synchronously on the right
and left side of the heart. So, for simplicity the phases are described with respect to the
left half of the heart only. In the diastolic phase the left ventricle is filled with blood
from the left atrium. Filling is completed by the atrial contraction, which is initiated by
depolarization of the sinus node. Then the ventricle contracts and the systolic phase
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FIGURE 1. Ze/? /?a«e/: Long axis cross-section of the heart. Right atrium (RA), left
atrium (LA), right ventricle (RV), left ventricle (LV), tricuspid valve (TV), mitral
valve (MV), pulmonary valve (PV), aortic valve (AV), pulmonary trunk (PT), aorta
(AO), papillary muscles (PPM). /?/'g/tf/?a«e/: Short axis cross-section of the heart in
the plane indicated by AA.

starts. The pressure increase in the left ventricle causes the closure of the mitral valve.
In this phase the two left ventricular valves are closed, so left ventricular volume
remains constant. During this isovolumic contraction phase, left ventricular pressure
increases rapidly, and when it exceeds aortic pressure, the aortic valve opens and the
ejection phase starts. As a result of the relaxation of the heart the outflow stops and the
aortic valve closes. The ventricular volume remains constant while ventricular pressure
decreases in this so-called isovolumic relaxation phase. As a result of complete relax-
ation the atrium is filled and diastole starts again. When left ventricular pressure drops
below left atrial pressure, the mitral valve opens and the rapid filling of the left ventricle
starts.

Blood and oxygen is supplied to the myocardium by the coronary arteries. The usual
consequence of stenotic atherosclerosis is an inadequacy of this supply caused by
(partial) occlusion of these arteries. Regional myocardial ischemia is induced and
myocardial function is restricted. Contraction of the ventricular wall is essential for the
pump function of the heart. The reduced function in the ischemic region is reflected by
reduced segment shortening or even segment lengthening [3-5]. In order to investigate
cardiac mechanics in relation to ischemia, one must be able to accurately measure
regional motion and deformation of the myocardium with sufficient resolution in space
and time.



Regional measurement of cardiac deformation

Various techniques are in use to measure regional myocardial motion and deformation.
These are based on two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and following attached markers, visualized either optically or by the use
of X-rays.

With ultrasonic 2DE the motion of the heart can be measured noninvasively [6-9].
The resolution of the method is limited, and distinct identifiable points cannot be
followed in three dimensions. Recent developments in MRI are of importance. By a
new method called tagging, specific regions of the myocardium are labelled and
myocardial motion can be derived from the displacement and deformation of the
patterns [10-14]. At the present state of the art, when using tagging in MRI, only the
motion in the image plane direction is measured and the MR imaging procedure
requires stable periodic motion during hundreds of heart cycles. Nevertheless, the rapid
developments in this field are very interesting and may lead to an MRI-based non-
invasive method of following distinct tagged points in 3-D with sufficient resolution in
space and time.

Regional motion and deformation may be measured by following markers attached
to the heart in a sequence of images. In our laboratory the deformation of the heart was
investigated in open-chest dogs by following about 50 optical markers which were
attached to the surface of the left ventricle [15-18]. Major drawbacks of the method are
that an opened chest is required during measurements, only short term effects can be
investigated (maximum duration experiment: one day), and the two-dimensional
deformation of only a 40 mm * 40 mm part of the surface of the anterior free wall of
the LV is measured.

In the coronary arterial tree, bifurcations can be visualized with cineangiography.
They are used as natural markers when investigating 3-D heart motion in closed-chest
experiments [3,19-21]. Radiopaque markers often have been implanted to serve as
identifiable points in measuring heart motion, using single or stereo X-ray recordings
of the heart [22-28]. At present, following the motion of implanted radiopaque markers
by an X-ray stereo camera set-up seems to be most appropriate for obtaining accurate
3-D motion data of the heart with sufficient resolution in time and space [11,23] in
closed-chest dog experiments. Moreover the X-ray stereo camera set-up offers good
opportunities for automating detection and tracking of video recorded markers. Further-
more, the method is appropriate for detecting deformation over much longer periods
than one cardiac cycle, for instance for detecting gradual cardiac dilatation or myocar-
dial growth.

3-D position measurement in an X-ray stereo camera set-up

The principle of X-ray projection of radiopaque markers is schematically shown in the
upper left panel of Fig. 2. Rays originating from the source point 5^ pass through the
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FIGURE 2.3-D position mea-
surement in an X-ray stereo
camera set-up. Lfciper /e/?
paw/: Shadow images
(filled circles) are obtained
of radiopaque markers (hol-
low circles) according to the
central projection from
source point 5/ to the image
plane //. C/pper ngfr/ powe/:
Marker images obtained
with one camera contain
information of only the di-
rection of marker positions.
Lower pane/: When also
images are obtained with a
second camera (source point
5,, and image plane /„), the
marker positions can be
reconstructed at the inter-
section of corresponding
imaging rays.

reconstructed
marker positions

observed object and are detected in the image plane /^. The intensity of the rays which
pass the radiopaque markers (circles) is attenuated, and as a result corresponding X-ray
shadow images (filled circles) are obtained in the image plane [29,30]. From an X-ray
image recorded with one camera only the direction of the corresponding marker can be
obtained by backprojection (upper right panel). When also images are obtained with a
second camera, defined by source point 5« and image plane /„, the location of the
markers can be reconstructed at the intersections of the corresponding imaging rays
(Fig. 2, lower panel).

Theoretically the marker images in both views lie in a so-called epipolar plane [31 ]
defined by the two source points and the position of the corresponding marker. The
restriction for stereo pairs to be located in an epipolar plane is called the epipolar
constraint. In practice, due to noise the epipolar constraint holds only approximately.
From the lower panel it also becomes clear that in case several markers are located in
the same epipolar plane ambiguity results with respect to the correspondence of marker
images in the two views.
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FIGURE 3. Reconstruction of
3-D marker trajectories.
(Tpper pawe/: Sequences of
frames (rectangles) obtained
in two views, with detected
marker image positions in-
dicated (dots). Lower/>a«e/:
Stereo camera set-up with
marker tracks indicated in
the image planes (connected
dots), stereo pairs of imag-
ing rays (solid, dotted and
dashed lines), and recon-
structed marker trajectory
(connected open circles).

Reconstruction of 3-D marker trajectories

When a set of implanted radiopaque markers is observed in time by two cameras
simultaneously in an X-ray stereo set-up, two sequences of video frames with marker
images are obtained. After detection of the marker images, in each frame a set of marker
image positions is obtained. The resulting data are presented in the upper panel of
Fig. 3, with frames indicated by rectangles and marker image positions by dots. The
marker trajectories can be reconstructed from these data as is shown in the lower panel.
For each view the marker image positions in 3 consecutive frames are presented (dots).
Sequences of marker image positions corresponding to the same marker, the so called



marker tracks, are indicated by the connecting lines and arrows. Three pairs of rays
(dashed, solid, and dotted) are shown. Each pair corresponds to two simultaneously
obtained images of the same marker obtained in the two views. When the geometry of
the stereo camera set-up is known, the marker trajectory can be constructed by the
sequence of 3-D marker positions at the intersections of the stereo pairs of rays.

The reconstruction procedure assumes the availability of undisturbed and complete
marker image position data. In practice marker images may be missing because of
detection failure, and when detected, in general their positions are disturbed by noise
due to focal spot and motion blur [30], and due to image discretization [15].

In order to enable the reconstruction of complete, reliable and accurate 3-D marker
trajectories, four types of information must be obtained:
• Position estimates for noise reduction and missing data substitution.
• Correspondence in time. Which marker image positions correspond to the same

marker observed in consecutive frames.
• Stereo correspondence. Which marker image positions correspond to the same marker

observed in different views.
• The geometry of the stereo camera set-up.

Model for position estimation using SVD

When the motion of a set of markers is observed by a camera in a sequence of frames
to each marker corresponds a marker track, the sequence of marker image positions
measured in time. The corresponding image position coordinates of each marker image
as a function of time can be represented by a matrix which is schematically shown in
the left panel of Fig. 4. When a large set of radiopaque markers (10-100) is attached to
the heart wall, their movements are not independent. Then the corresponding set of
marker image positions contains redundant information, which can be used to improve
the position estimation. The motion of each marker image in such a case can be thought
to be composed of a signal part and a noise part, with the signal part represented by a
weighted sum of common motion components. When, as with SVD, the decomposition
results in orthogonal motion components, the total energy in the matrix is the sum of the
energy contributions per component. Then, generally, components with large energy
contributions will represent common motion patterns associated with the signal part in
the observations, while components with small energy contribution are associated with
the independent noise patterns in the marker image tracks.

The estimation of the signal component of the marker tracks is based on the model
shown in Fig. 4. Each observed track is written as the sum of a limited number of
components with a proper amplitude coefficient 'c ' . The shape of the first component
is such that the maximum amount of energy of all observed signals is included. Of cour-
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FIGURE 4. Schematic representation of the SVD model which is used to estimate the
signal component in a set of marker tracks. The N observed time series are decom-
posed into K orthogonal components which are ordered according to decreasing energy
contribution E to the set of observations. Generally, components with large energy
contributions represent common motion patterns associated with the signal part, and
components with small energy contributions represent the independent noise patterns
in the tracks.

se, one component is not enough to describe all observations. After subtraction of the
first signal component from the observations a residual is obtained. Similar to the first
component, the shape of the second component is obtained as the one fitting best to the
set of residual observations. This procedure is repeated, until the whole signal is
decomposed. Inherently, the energy associated with each component decreases with
increasing ordering number. Above a certain limit, the contribution of a component is
below the noise level. At this point, the process is stopped. Then the complete set of
observations can be described by a limited number of orthogonal components with their
appropriate amplitude, and reduction of the noise or estimates of missing observations
can be obtained.



Aim and outline of the study

Recently developed systems for measuring 3-D heart motion by following radiopaque
markers [11,19.24,28] show some drawbacks which we try to avoid in our approach.
The major drawbacks are:
• the use of a limited number of markers (14-22),
• incidental use of redundancy in the position data,
• the geometry of the stereo camera set-up is obtained in a separate calibration proce-

dure by using a calibration object with a number of markers at known positions,
• stereo correspondences are obtained with the intervention of an operator in semi-

automatic procedures.

The use of large sets of radiopaque markers enables more accurate measurement of
differences in regional deformation in 3-D, but also results in more frequent occurrence
of complications: (partly) overlapping marker images, crossing marker tracks, and
ambiguities with respect to the identity of marker images in different views. However,
with a more integral use of the redundancy in the image position data these complica-
tions can be overcome. More specifically, we hypothesize that
• the SVD model can be used to reduce the noise in the position data when a set of

complete tracks is available, and a similar model can be used to estimate missing data
or to extrapolate a set of partly known marker tracks (CV/a/tferj 2 awd 5),

• by iteratively using the accurate extrapolations of partly known marker tracks which
can be obtained by the latter application of the SVD model, the markers can reliably
and automatically be tracked despite the complications caused by crossing tracks and
missing marker image positions (C/zap/er 4),

In order to avoid a separate calibration procedure with a calibration object each time the
set-up has been (accidently) changed, calibration methods have been proposed which
are based on using a set of known stereo correspondences of position data obtained
during the measurements [32,33]. These methods describe the geometry of the stereo
camera set-up by a linear model with a set of 8 parameters which is inherently redun-
dant since a minimum of 5 parameters suffices to describe the geometry in a nonlinear
model. Also, these methods assume that a set of stereo correspondences is available to
be used as constraints in the calibration. But when - as is the case - large numbers of
identical markers are used, however, obtaining a reliable set of stereo pairs in an
uncalibrated set-up is a nontrivial task that has not been investigated. Nevertheless, we
prefer a similar calibration procedure but with modifications for which we hypothesize
that
• the calibration and 3-D reconstruction accuracy can be improved by using the parsi-

monious 5 parameter nonlinear model and by estimating the parameters according to
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the maximum likelihood criterion. Besides, such a model is more appropriate to obtain
insight into the estimation problem and into the structure of the reconstruction error
(CVzopte/- 5 ) .

• a reliable set of stereo correspondences can be obtained iteratively in the uncalibrated
set-up by basing stereo correspondence on matching tracks instead of single points.
Furthermore, the noise influence and the computational effort can be reduced by
calculating the mismatch for an approximate version of the 5 parameter model and by
using only the most significant components of the SVD of the set of available marker
tracks (C/rarpter 6).

In computer simulations each developed method was extensively tested and evaluated,
and performance limits were obtained. The SVD filtering method and the ILR extrapo-
lation method (Chpts. 2 and 3) were evaluated with data obtained in the one camera
optical set-up described in the Section 'Regional measurement of cardiac deformation'.
Simulated data were obtained by using a relatively simple model of cardiac deforma-
tion. In the Chapters 4 to 6 the major part of the evaluation was based on computer
generated 3-D data of markers attached to a simulated moving left ventricle (LV). The
motion of the LV was generated according to a kinetic model which uses 13 time
varying parameters to describe several modes of motion and deformation in succession
[34], Realistic motion patterns were generated by basing the simulations on estimates
of the kinetic parameters obtained from biplane cine recordings of 14 radiopaque
myocardial markers in an animal experiment.

Fig. 5 schematically presents the processing steps used in our approach to automati-
cally reconstruct the 3-D trajectories of a set of markers. At the left the obtained
information and the corresponding chapter in the thesis are indicated. Note that the
ordering of the chapters corresponds to the logical order of developing the methods,
which differs from the order in the processing as shown in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Processing steps in the automatic reconstruction of 3-D marker trajectories.
At the left the obtained information and the corresponding chapters of the thesis are
indicated. Processing starts with the construction of tracks from the unidentified sets
of marker images in the sequence of frames per view. Then the noise can be reduced,
missing data can be estimated, and stereo pairs can be obtained by selecting a set of
matching tracks. The set of stereo pairs is used as constraints in the calibration of the
stereo camera geometry, which completes the information needed to reconstruct the
marker trajectories.

10
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Deformation of the cardiac wall is measured by using optical
or radiopaque markers attached to the wall. When digitized
images are used, the accuracy of the measurement of a marker
position is limited by pixel resolution and the size of the marker.
The spatial accuracy is improved by singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) filtering. This filtering procedure is based on the
assumption that displacements of markers are mutually related
because they are embedded in a common continuum. In a
computer simulation with 48 markers in 51 video frames, the
accuracy of the measurement of a marker position improved
from 0.14 to 0.045 (SD) pixel. In an open-chest animal experi-
ment, with markers on the surface of the heart, the deformation
patterns were extracted more clearly using SVD filtering, while
mutually related high-frequency components were not sup-
pressed. In a 50-frame sequence of 256 x 256 video images of a
45 mm X 35 mm deforming surface with 50 markers of 8 pixels
in diameter, the marker position resolution improves from 0.1
to 0.03 (SD) pixel (6^m). Strain is determined with an accuracy
of 0.002 over a distance of 30 pixels (6 mm).

strain; shear; filter: singular value decomposition; image proc-
essing

THE MOTION OF MARKERS is often used to quantify
mechanical properties of the object to which they are
attached. The displacement of each marker is usually
available in sampled form with respect to time. Defor-
mation is determined by subtraction of neighboring
marker positions. Inherently, such differentiating oper-
ations suffer from noise. Several mathematical tech-
niques have been proposed to reduce the effect of noise,
such as digital filtering (6), Chebyshev polynomial (6) or
spline fitting (11), or using Fourier analysis (4). Although
the results of these methods are generally presented for
one-dimensional sequences, application to multidimen-
sional data is possible. These methods have in common
that the data are smoothed in time without taking ad-
vantage of a priori knowledge about the mechanism that
generates the data.

In this paper we present a method for reducing noise
in marker track coordinates. As a consequence, noise is
reduced in derived-deformation parameters like strain
and shear. The method is applied to experimental data
that are used to map the deformation of the outer surface
of the left ventricle in an open-chest animal preparation
(9). About 50 white markers (diam 1.5 mm) are attached
to the anterior free wall of the left ventricle over an area
of ~45 mm x 35 mm. Markers are detected and tracked
by computer processing of the digitized video images (9).

The proposed filtering procedure is based on the as-
sumption that the pattern of marker displacements can
be composed of a limited number of basic time functions,
like harmonics in Fourier analysis. In the filtering tech-
nique that we use, the shape of the basic functions is free
and is fit best to the marker displacements found exper-
imentally. Marker displacements are mutually related
because they share a common continuum. This is partic-
ularly true if the myocardium is normally perfused, re-
sulting in a homogeneous pattern of epicardial deforma-
tion. In case of local ischemia there is a distinct difference
between the pattern of displacements of markers in the
healthy and the ischemic region (8). The width of the
border zone between ischemic, dyskinetic myocardium
and normally perfused, well-contracting tissue is re-
ported to be in the range of 10-20 mm (3, 7). Therefore,
any method used to filter marker coordinates, which
averages the time functions over neighboring positions,
may limit the spatial resolution to a level of experimental
significance.

The sampled marker coordinates as a function of time
are stored in a rectangular position coordinate-time ma-
trix. With the use of the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of this noisy matrix, components associated with
common displacements of markers are separated from
those associated with random noise. A priori knowledge
of the noise variance can be used to determine a threshold
for the sum of squares associated with the noise. By
truncating the SVD of the raw data matrix, the noise-
free marker coordinate matrix is estimated in a least-
squares sense.
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MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLE OF FILTERING
BY SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

The detected noisy position of M markers in JV sub-
sequent frames is represented by 2M x JV matrix U

U

*22

XA/2

U)

with (x,>')« the position of marker i in frame j , 1 < i < M
and 1 < ; < JV.

Any arbitrary 2M x JV matrix U of rank r can be
decomposed into a weighted sum of r 2M x JV matrices
of rank 1 (10). In our case the number of frames generally
is smaller than the number of marker coordinates. The
matrix U will be of full rank because of uncorrelated
noise in the data. Hence U is generally of rank JV and its
singular value decomposition is defined by

U = S X? a* (2)

with Xt the fcth eigenvalue of U^U in descending order,
a* the Ath unit-length 2M-dimensional eigenvector of
UU^, and b* the fcth unit-length JV-dimensional eigen-
vector of U^U (X)? is called the feth singular value of U).

The decomposition can be interpreted as follows. The
ith row of U, representing one marker coordinate as a
function of time, is a linear combination of basic time
functions defined by the row vectors bjf (fc = 1.. .JV).
The related amplitude factors are represented by the
column vector a*, the element a,* being associated with
the ;th marker coordinate. The row vectors bf are com-
parable to the harmonic sine waves with Fourier trans-
form. However, the function bf is an optimal adaptation
to the problem, which is generally not a set of sine waves.

The product of a* and bf is a 2M x JV matrix of rank
1. The eigenvectors a*, for fc = 1,2.. .N, are mutually
orthogonal as well as the vectors b*, fc = 1,2... JV. Because
of this orthogonality, for the sum of squares of the
elements of U it holds that

The squared singular value, X*, corresponds with the sum
of squares (energy) attributed to the bf components in
the rows of matrix U.

The larger singular values are associated with common
components in the displacements of markers sharing the
same continuum. The smaller singular values are asso-

ciated with less energy and probably with marker dis-
placements which are more random and less coherent.
In the present filtering technique, the common compo-
nents are considered to be the signal, while the random,
incoherent components represent noise which should be
eliminated. So matrix U is filtered to matrix R by skip-
ping the components with the smaller energy contribu-
tions

R = 2 X? a* bf (4)
k - l

The matrix R defined as above is the best rank L
approximation of U in least-squares sense. Appropriate
truncation, i.e., a proper choice of L, is obtained by using
an estimated level of uncorrelated noise as a threshold.
Noise energy £ due to error variance <r* in each measure-
ment of a marker coordinate is

£ = 2M-JVV (5)

When the decreasing number of degrees of freedom of
the residual sum of squares with increasing value of L is
taken into account, an estimate of L is found by mini-
mizing the squared difference D' with

D = ( 2 -[2M-JV-(2M + JV- (6)

The first part of the right-hand side represents the
observed residual sum of squares, being the cumulative
eigenvalues of the skipped components, as a function of
L. The second part, which is used as the threshold, is the
expected residual sum of squares as a function of L
assuming the residuals to be uncorrelated random noise
with variance <r̂ .

Note that in an experimental setup Jffq. 6 can also be
used to estimate <r* if the number L of relevant signal
components is known on the basis of other, independent
information. In that case J3 should be set to zero.

IMPLEMENTATION

In our data set generally JV < 2M, so the eigenvalues
X* and eigenvectors b* of matrix U 'U are calculated
first. Then the vector a* can be calculated by using Ub*
= Xfe* a*. After substitution of the chosen value of <r̂ ,
the cutoff value L is determined according to £</. 6 and
the filtered version of U is calculated according to J5q. 4.
The filter program is written in FORTRAN on a VAX
11/780 computer. Subroutines from the Numerical
Algorithms Group FORTRAN library (5) are used to
calculate the matrix U 'U (F01CLF) and the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of U t J (F01AJF followed by F02AMF).

(3) PERFORMANCE

Three experimental conditions were used to study the
performance of the SVD-filtering procedure: computer
simulation of a deformed surface, measurement in a
calibration setup, and measurement in an animal exper-
iment.

Computer simulation. In a computer evaluation, the
measurement of epicardial deformation of a partially
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ischemic left ventricular wall is simulated. The 256 x
256 image contains 48 markers (Fig. 1). Deformation in
the left (24 markers, x < 112.5) and the right (24 markers,
x > 112.5) halves are considered to be associated with
normal and ischemic areas, respectively. The position of
the Hh marker as a function of time is represented by

(7)

with a,, = 1, a,v = -0.5, and a,., = 0.5.
The function /({) equals /iU) in the normal area and

/iff) in the ischemic area (Fig. 2, bottom, solid lines 1
and 4, respectively). The shapes of these functions are
schematic representations of physiological measure-
ments performed earlier in our laboratory. The simula-
tion defined by £q. 7 generates marker positions as a
function of time containing only two basic patterns, /\(f)
and /a(r). Hence, the simulated noise-free data matrix
has exactly three nonzero singular values associated
with the mean coordinate value of a marker and the two
different deformation patterns, respectively. In the sim-
ulation, uncorrelated gaussian noise (variance 0.02
pixel") is added to the marker coordinates.

To show how spatial resolution is preserved, we deter-
mined deformation on the basis of noise-free as well as
filtered simulated data in four overlapping areas aligned
perpendicularly to the border between the two deforma-
tion fields (Fig. 2). The discontinuity is found to occur
for >90% between the centers of the areas 2 and 3 on
both sides of the border, indicating that spatial smooth-
ing due to filtering is minor.

In an analysis of noise suppression properties, defor-
mation parameters are estimated from the noisy marker
displacements in 16 regions each containing 3 markers
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-300 "—
FUi. 1. Computer gene rated grid of marker positions used in the

simulations. Dotted squares, subregions in which deformation is cal-
culated. Bold vertical line, border between simulated normal and is-
chemic areas.
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FIG. 2. Strain gradient of simulated data at border line. Top: 4

subregions at border. Bottom: strain e», as a function of time in
subregions shown in fop. Solid lines, noiseless strain; dotted lines,
strain corresponding to SVD-filtered data. 5o//d /mrs / and •/ corre-
spond to noiseless strain within the normal fAU)J and ischemic (/sU)!
areas.

(9). In Fig. 3A, for both areas four noisy tracings of e,,
thus calculated are shown (dotted lines). Figures 3B-D
show the same deformation signals after SVD filtering
of the marker coordinates with 51, 26, and 13 frames,
respectively. The associated cumulative eigenvalues are
shown in Fig. 4 (solid lines) together with the applied
threshold levels, which are calculated according to £q. 6
(dotted lines). Obviously, in this example the first three
components represent the signal. The threshold level
separates signal and noise correctly. Furthermore, unlike
most filtering techniques, the frequency spectrum of the
signals is quite unaffected as is shown by the preservation
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3. Simulation of strain <?„ as a function of time. .4: solid lines,
strain in the normal [/,(()] and ischemic |/j(O] areas. Dotted

rains in upper 8 subregions of Fig. 1, as calculated on the basis
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FIG. 4. Logarithm of cumulative eigenvalues (solid line) and filter
threshold curve (dotted) according to £</. 6 for the simulation shown
in Fig. 3A. Curves are shown for 51 (lop ), 26 (middfe), and 13 (oo(tom)
frames filtered, respectively.

TABLE 1. Simutotiorc.- SD o/ noise in SVD-/i/tered
data re/atiue to un/i/tered data (

40 50
frame

Number
of Frames
Filtered

Marker
Coordinates

d.y>

Strain
Parameter*

13
26
51

48%
37«
30%

45%
24%
18%

of sharp corners and straight parts of the signals /i(t)
and /2U )• Table 1 illustrates the reduction of noise in the
marker coordinates due to the filtering.

For comparison, the simulated data were also
smoothed by low-pass filtering of the time sequences of
the marker coordinates. We used the low-pass filter of
module IT of the statistical software package BMDP
(2). The cutoff frequency of the filter (20.3 Hz) was
chosen to yield a reduction of power similar to the
reduction after SVD filtering of these data. As can be
seen in Fig. 3, low-pass filtering reduces noise poorly (£)
as compared to SVD filtering (B). When lowering the
cut-off frequency, more power is lost and the time func-
tions are significantly distorted by smoothing.

Measurement in a ca/ifcration setup. In a calibration
setup 69 markers are distributed more or less randomly
over a flat plate. The plate performs a 2-Hz, weakly
damped oscillatory rotation around an axis parallel to
the x direction aligned with the horizontal axis of the
camera. The tilting angle of the plate oscillates around
45° with the optical axis of the camera and with an
amplitude of ~5°. Because of the use of a teleobjective
(200-mm focal length), perspective distortion due to
changes in distance to the camera is minimized. Thus
strain e,yU) varies sinusoidally with minor nonlinear
distortion.

Analysis starts with preprocessing the raw data to

of unfiltered noisy marker position data (error variance 0.02). B:
strain signals obtained by singular value decomposition filtering of
noisy position data (51 frames filtered). C: similar to £ for 26 frames.
D: similar to £ for 13 frames. £: effect of low-pass filtering; compare
with B.
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reduce the correlated noise patterns, which are caused
by the interlacement of the lines in subsequent even and
odd video frames. In this procedure the marker coordi-
nates in subsequent frames are averaged. As a conse-
quence, the error variance of the coordinate data is
halved.

In this setup the SVD filter is evaluated by comparison

Y - p o s i t f o n ( v i d e o - l i n e s )

s t r a i n e .

0 . 1

b - v e c t o r p r o f i l e

30 40 50

frame

of noise levels in raw and filtered time courses of the y-
coordinate data of the markers and the derived defor-
mation parameter e^. The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the
y coordinate as a function of time for three markers in
the neighborhood of the rotational axis. The middle
panel shows the corresponding e«. By passing only 3 of
the 50 possible components, the filter yields (dotted
lines) close approximations of the y coordinates resulting
in a smooth, sinusoidal e\,(f). Extending the number of
passed components provides only minor improvements
of the fit to the experimental data. The use of only three
components is also consistent with the patterns of the
basic functions b,T, as shown in Fig. 5, 6o«om. The first
three basic functions have a clearly visible systematic
and periodic pattern, whereas the other ones are noisy.
Thus setting L equal to 3 and D equal to 0 in £q. 6, the
error variance <r is estimated to be 0.007. This value of
o-' is used in the calculation of the value of L for the
filtering of the data obtained in physiological experi-
ments. After all, the camera setup in these calibration
experiments is also used in the physiological experi-
ments, so one may expect the errors in these measure-
ments to be similar to those in the calibration data.

Measurement m an anima/ experiment. The SVD-
filtering procedure has also been applied to data obtained
in an animal experiment. The animal preparation, data
acquisition, and data processing have been described in
detail before (9). In addition, similar to the procedure
used for the calibration data, the coordinates in subse-
quent frames have been averaged to reduce the correlated
noise caused by the interlacement of video lines.

The experiment was performed in an open-chest dog
preparation. About 50 white markers were attached to
the epicardial surface and their motion was recorded on
videotape. Markers were detected and tracked by com-
puter processing of the digitized images. Marker position
data from two heartbeats were filtered with the SVD
method: one heartbeat in the control situation and one
2 min after induction of local ischemia by occluding the
descending branch of the left interventricular coronary
artery (Fig. 6). The coordinate data of 35 markers in 39
frames were filtered. The threshold was calculated by
using Eg. 6 with <r = 0.007 in accordance with the results
of the calibration setup.

Strain along the epicardial fiber direction was esti-
mated in five regions containing at least three markers.
These regions were situated along a line crossing the
interface between normally perfused (Fig. 6, bottom,
lower tracings) and ischemic regions (6o«om, upper trac-
ings) during total coronary artery occlusion. Under con-
trol conditions, epicardial fibers shorten in all areas
during the ejection phase. During coronary artery occlu-
sion shortening is diminished considerably in the is-
chemic area. The filtered results (dotted lines) are
smooth compared with the unfiltered signals (solid lines),
but the frequency content is still high.

FIG. 5. Results obtained in calibration setup with an approximately
sinusoidal variation of strain p,,. Top: y coordinates of 3 markers are
shown as a function of time. Solid lines, raw data; dotted lines, the
filter output for Z, = 3. A/i'ddte: strain e,, associated with the data in
top. Boflom: functions bif, which correspond to the 5 largest eigenvalues
A, (dotted lines: base lines).
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strain In ftber-d1rect(on

eject Ion

0 2 seconds
FIG. 6. Myocardial Tiber strain measured at epicardium of free wall

of left ventricle in control situation ((op) and during occlusion of the
anterior descending branch of left coronary artery (6o((om), in 5
subregions from normal (/oner (racing, bottom) to ischemic (upper
(racings, fcoMom). Distance between subregions is ~7 mm. Solid lines
correspond to raw data, dotted lines to filtered data. So that the
different tracinp may be distinguished, they have been shifted verti-
cally. Vertical lines denote beginning and end of ejection phase based
on recording of aortic volume flow.
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FIG. 7. For experimental data associated with Fig. 6, figure shows
the logarithm of cumulative eigenvalues (solid line) and filter threshold
values (dotted line) according to Eg. 6, with error variance chosen equal
to 0.007. Only curves for occlusion data are shown; results for control
data are similar.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative eigenvalues (solid line)
and the filter threshold level (dotted line) as a function
of L for the situation with occlusion. Compared with the
simulations (Fig. 4), the transition from signal to noise
is more gradual. This is not surprising, since the real
data are expected to contain more than just three distinct
signal patterns, as is the case for the simulated data. The
threshold yields for L a value of 13 (control) and 12
(occlusion). Thus data reduction is considerable, since
there is a total of 39 possible components. Despite the
presence of larger inhomogeneities in the field of defor-
mation in cases of coronary artery occlusion, the number
of components needed appears not to be more than
needed for the more homogeneous control situation (Fig.
6).

DISCUSSION

The present study shows that with the use of SVD
filtering, marker coordinates in a digitized video record-
ing can be determined accurately. The effective resolu-
tion of changes in marker position can be improved by a
factor of 8 over the actual pixel grid size. Thus standard
video systems are able to carry information at a resolu-
tion of 2,000 x 2,000 positions for 50 markers of 8 pixels
in diameter recorded in 50 frames. Contrary to low-pass
filtering or polynomial fitting, time and spatial frequency
are not severely limited by SVD filtering. As long as fast
changes are found simultaneously in the time course of
a significant number of marker tracks, they will be
detected.

When data are filtered, knowledge of the character of
the process underlying the signal is important. In many
systems, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with increas-
ing frequency. In such a context, low-pass filtering in
time is obvious. However, when tracking many markers
that are part of a continuum, the degree of coherence in
motion of the markers seems to be a valuable identifying
property of the signal with respect to a noisy background,
especially in the case of a signal with a relatively high-
frequency content with respect to the 50-Hz video sam-
pling rate. From this consideration, SVD is much more
useful than low-pass filtering.

In the present example the SVD-filtering method is
applied to two-dimensional marker tracks. However,
there is no limitation to the number of dimensions. With
minor modifications the method can be applied to a set
of three-dimensional marker tracks. In the present ex-
ample, the number of marker coordinates is generally
larger than the number of samples in time. With a
smaller number of markers or a longer observation
period, the situation may be reversed. In that case, SVD
should be applied after interchanging the role of time
and space in the mathematical setup.

The SVD-filtering method enables a high resolution
in detecting relative marker motion. When absolute po-
sitions are required, the degree of distortion of the cam-
era imaging system has to be known precisely. Generally,
a grid calibration in a single frame is not accurate enough
to raise the precision of the calibration to the high level
of accurary reached in the multiframe experiments. Thus
the improvement of positional accuracy by SVD filtering
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forces us to pay more than usual attention to camera
calibration.

In conclusion, the SVD filtering method presented
here determines the positions of moving markers far
more accurately than expected on the basis of limitations
set by pixel resolution. The low level of positional noise
is extremely useful in the determination of cardiac de-
formation, especially when high spatial resolution of
gradients in deformation is required.

Address reprint requests to A. M. M. Muijtjens, M. Sc., Dept. of
Medical Information and Statistics, Univ. of Limburg, P.O. Box 616,
6200 MD Maastricht, The Netherlands.
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Motion and deformation of an object such as the heart may be measured by tracking optical or radio-
paque markers. In the experimental situation markers may fail to be detected due to occlusion or lack
of contrast. As a result a continuous marker track is observed in separated parts, which often cannot be
directly identified as corresponding to one marker. This paper presents a method of extrapolating a partly
known track by using information provided by the known track part and the available complete tracks
of other markers. The extrapolations are obtained by iteratively fitting a lower rank matrix to the set of
noisy, incomplete marker tracks. The performance is evaluated with computer-simulated data and data
obtained in an animal experiment. In both cases 43% of the available complete tracks were made incom-
plete by removal of track parts varying in length from 3% up to 44%. For the simulated data comparison
of the extrapolations with true signal values results in a root mean square (RMS) error aboul equal to
the noise level. For the animal experiment, when comparing the extrapolations with the measured values.
in images of 256 x 256 pixels, the RMS error was found to be ±0.5 pixel, which is quite small relative
to the total excursion of a marker (20 pixels). Estimation of the missing data by applying BMDPAM
(BMDP Statistical Software Inc.) to the same data results in RMS errors which are about twice as high.

Key tvorai. Motion; Algorithms: Signal processing; Image processing; Myocardium: Biomechanics

Introduction

In order to understand cardiac mechanics, regional motion and deformation of
the cardiac wall has to be measured in physiological experiments. Existing techni-
ques are based on two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE). magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) as well as following attached markers, visualized either optically or
by the use of X-rays.

By the use of ultrasonic 2DE the motion of the heart can be measured non-
invasively [1-3]. The resolution of the method is limited, and distinct identifiable
points cannot be followed in three dimensions. Recent developments in MRI are of
significant importance. By a new method called tagging, specific regions of the myo-

Correjpo/iaVnce ro A.M.M. Muijtjens. M.Sc.. Dept. of Medical Informatics. University of Limburg.
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cardium are labeled and myocardial motion can be derived from the displacement
and deformation of the tag patterns [4-8]. At the present state of the art, when using
tagging in MRI, only the motion in the image plane direction is measured and the
MR imaging procedure requires stable periodic motion during hundreds of periods.
Nevertheless, the rapid developments in this field are very interesting and may lead
to an MRI-based non-invasive method of following distinct tagged points in 3-D
with sufficient resolution in space and time.

Regional motion and deformation may be measured by following markers attach-
ed to the heart in a sequence of images. In our laboratory the deformation of the
heart was investigated in open thorax animal experiments by following about
50 optical markers which were attached to the surface of the left ventricle [9-12].
Figure 1 shows a resulting observed set of marker tracks.

In the coronary arterial tree, bifurcations can be visualized with cineangiography.
They are used as natural markers when investigating heart motion in closed-chest
experiments [13-16]. Radiopaque markers have often been implanted to serve as
identifiable points in measuring heart motion, using single or biplane X-ray recor-
dings of the heart [17-23]. Garrison et al. [19] developed a set-up to measure the
3-D motion of larger numbers of implanted radiopaque markers (up to 20). Manual-
ly indicated marker positions were digitized and stored on a disk to be analyzed by
computer. Hannaford and Glantz [20] developed an algorithm to automatically
track markers by the use of an adaptive linear predictor. This algorithm is employed

300
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100 200
X-pixels

300

Fig. I. Marker tracks during one cardiac cycle in an open-chest dog experiment. The motion through each
loop is directed clockwise. The data are obtained in a 35 x 45 mm area of the anterior epicardial surface:
54 markers are tracked in 39 frames, resulting in an observation time of about 0.8 s.
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by Niczyporuk and Miller [23] in their PC-based system which tracks up to 22
radiopaque markers.

At present, following the motion of implanted radiopaque markers by a biplane
X-ray set-up seems to be most appropriate for obtaining accurate 3-D motion data
of the heart with sufficient resolution in time and in space [5.18] in closed-chest dog
experiments. Moreover, the set-up offers good opportunities for computerizing de-
tection and tracking of videorecorded markers. Furthermore, the method is also
appropriate for detecting deformation over much longer periods than one cardiac
cycle, for instance for detecting gradual cardiac dilatation or myocardial growth.

Besides the detection of a marker, following a marker in time requires identifica-
tion of the markers from one frame to the next. Identification of the markers is
relatively simple if the number of markers is limited, their images are clearly distinct
from the background, and they do not move too fast. In the experimental situation,
however, these conditions are often not satisfied. For instance, when a marker image
is missing in one frame of a sequence in time, tracking is interrupted. When the
marker reappears, a new part of the track can be followed (Fig. 2). The problem is
that after a gap, the newly started track often cannot be easily identified as an exten-
sion of a previously obtained track part. So. all parts of marker tracks should initial-
ly be treated as separate tracks and, as a result, the number of (incomplete) tracks
is larger than the number of markers (Fig. 2, right panel).

Several techniques have been developed to extrapolate marker tracks. A straight-
forward method to extend tracks is to assume that the new position will be in a
bounded region in the vicinity of the last position detected. If the velocity is too high,
markers may move out of this region, resulting in interruption of the track. The
markers may even move into regions where the extension of other markers is ex-
pected, resulting in falsely crossing-over of the tracks from one marker to another.
Techniques have, therefore, been developed to obtain more accurate estimates of the
new marker position. The track of a marker may be extended linearly on the basis

original
complete

tracks

gaps due to
detection
artifacts

observed
incomplete

tracks

Fig. 2. Breaking up of marker tracks. Left panel: complete tracks. Middle panel: measured marker tracks
(solid line) with missing parts (blanks) Right panel: observed set of marker track pans, ordered according
to length in time. The problem is to reconstruct the tracks from the right to the left panel.
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of the last two or more frames as if the velocity of the marker remained constant
[19,24-27]. In the tracking procedure presented by Hannaford and Glantz [20] an
adaptive linear predictor is applied. The new marker position is assumed to be a lin-
ear function of the last three positions in the track. The value of the coefficients is
updated in ^ach step of the tracking procedure such that the mean square prediction
error is minimized. Occasionally, coherence of the motion of neighbouring markers
may be used in predicting the extension of tracks. For example in measuring human
body motion by following optical markers, the assumption of invariability of dis-
tance between markers on the same limb may be used [27]. In another study, in
measuring epicardial deformation by following optical markers, track extensions
have been estimated by assuming similarity of motion of neighbouring markers [9].

In the presence of detection errors, markers are observed in separate track parts.
An accurate estimate of the extension of a track part is useful in finding the true con-
tinuation. This predicted extension may be used either to find the best matching con-
tinuation among available track parts, or to fill in the gaps between known parts of
a marker track. The above-mentioned prediction methods may be used to estimate
the position of a marker in a next frame, but the quality of the estimate rapidly
deteriorates with the number of frames of the extension. The constraint that
neighbouring markers have a similar motion cannot be used when markers moving
in 3-D are projected in 2-D images. Closely projected markers may be distant in 3-D
and, as a consequence, may have different motion patterns.

Earlier [28] it was shown that substantial noise reduction can be achieved in a
marker position data matrix by using the sum of the first Z. major components of
the Singular Value Decomposition as a signal estimate (SVD method). From the de-
finition of the SVD [29], the procedure may be interpreted as the least squares fitting
of a lower rank matrix to the marker position data. The accurate signal estimations
obtained with the method indicate that a lower rank matrix is an adequate model
for a set of marker tracks. However, the method requires a set of complete tracks
without any missing data.

In the present study the SVD method has been modified so that the last require-
ment is not mandatory any more. In the new procedure a lower rank matrix is
iteratively fitted to the available marker position data, including incomplete tracks
(ILR method). The values obtained by the resulting lower rank matrix, at positions
which correspond to missing data, are used as extrapolations of the incomplete
marker tracks. In a computer simulation, the newly developed procedure is
evaluated by comparing the resulting extrapolations with the known signal continua-
tions. The method is also applied to tracks obtained in an animal experiment. Then,
parts of the marker tracks are left out on purpose and the algorithm is used to
reconstruct these parts. The reconstruction is compared with the actually measured
continuation of the tracks. The performance of the ILR algorithm is compared with
the results obtained with the program AM of the statistical package BMDP [30].

Lower Rank Model for Incomplete Marker Tracks

Markers attached to a moving or deforming object may be observed optically or
with the help of X-ray equipment. In either case the marker movements are recorded
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as a sequence of frames on cinefilm or videotape. The position of a marker in a frame
is represented by the pair (*,>•), the image plane coordinates of the centroid of the
markers projection. In order to measure the motion of a set of markers, their posi-
tions are detected and corresponding markers in successive frames are identified.
The resulting tracks of markers in the image plane are represented by a set of chains
of (JC,>>) coordinate pairs (Fig. 1). In general, some marker tracks are incomplete due
to losing track. Hence, after primary detection and tracking a set of incomplete
marker tracks is found (Fig. 2). The measured positions of markers associated with
./V tracks, observed over a time period of 7" frames is represented by an incompletely
filled 2tf x 7" matrix V:

*12

*22

V =
•*>1-

^22

(1)

with (x,_y)y the position of the detected marker in track / at time frame _/ with
I s / < W and I < j < 7".

Earlier a SVD-based lower rank model was presented for filtering a set of com-
plete marker tracks [28]. For the set of incomplete tracks in matrix V the correspon-
ding model has been modified by assigning a weight to each element. The weight is
equal to 0 in unknown parts of a track and is equal to 1 in detected parts. So, the
new model may be written as:

W x V = W x (CB^ + E) (2)

with W a 2JV x 7" matrix of weights and W x V the element by element product
of matrices W and V. C is a 2W x Z. matrix with orthogonal column vectors and
B a 7" x Z. matrix with orthogonal column vectors of unit length. The matrix prod-
uct CB^ represents the true signal without noise, which is assumed to have a rank
equal to L < minimum (2/V,7"). This definition of the true signal corresponds to
reconstructing a signal matrix by using only the first L components of its SVD,
which is analogous to the model used in SVD filtering a complete matrix as
presented earlier [28]. Within the framework of this analogy, the columns of the
matrices C and B correspond to the set of first Z. left and right eigenvectors of the
SVD of a complete matrix V, with the length of the Arth column vector of matrices
B and C equal to 1 and equal to the /ah singular value, respectively [29]. The differ-
ence between the true signal and the actually measured signal is represented by a
2JV x 7" matrix E of errors.

The elements of matrices C and B are fitted to the observed track parts such that
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for a given rank L the sum of the squared elements of E. as defined in Eqn. (3), is
minimum.

1 = 1 ; = i = i y =

(3)

In criterion (3) the variables e,-,, n',y, v,-,, c^ and 6,-* are elements of matrices E, W, V,
C and B, respectively. In searching the minimum of i/- a necessary condition is a zero
gradient of ^ with respect to all unknown elements of matrices C and B. This yields
(see Appendix A) the next two sets of equations:

7=1 7 = 1

/ = 1.2 2JV (4)

2/V

1= 1

2 \

* « • < • ' • i

E w.

y = l , 2 (5)

The elements w,-,- and v,y are known and the elements A,y and c,̂  have to be calculated.
Equations (4) and (5) are solved iteratively. Substituting the elements 6,, of an
initial guess B<", an estimate C ' " of C is found by solving Eqn. (4). An improved
estimate B'*' results from solving Eqn. (5) having substituted the elements r,, of
C'". Generally this procedure of repeated solving of Eqns. (4) and (5) converges to
a unique solution [31]. The iteration is stopped if

. _ (6)

The dot represents the inner vector product and b* '" is the &th column of B as
estimated in the /th iteration. We have chosen 6| = 10"*.
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Extrapolation by Iterative Lower Rank (ILR) Approximation

In the ILR algorithm the model CB* in Eqn. (2) is estimated stepwise, starting
with a matrix of rank Z. = 1. In each next step the rank is increased by adding a col-
umn to matrices C and B. With increasing rank, the energy contribution of the new
term to the model CB^ decreases. Rank increase is stopped when the energy of
additional contributions is of the order of the estimated noise level. The stop
criterion is similar to the one used in SVD filtering [28]:

2\ r

' = ' ' = ' ' * = ' " - <«2 (7)
[2JV • F - 5 - (2W + 7" -

where c,<. and 5^ are estimates of the elements of matrices C and B. Elements w,y
and v,y are defined in relation to Eqn. (3). The nominator indicates the product of
a" and the number of degrees of freedom of the residual sum of squares, where a"
represents the variance of the noise in each element of V and 5 is equal to the number
of missing elements in V. We have chosen 62 = 1.2.

Often the stop criterion presented in Eqn. (7) is adequate; however, in some cases,
when the rank is increased, the new solution according to Eqns. (4) and (5) appears
to be quite different in some of the lower rank terms. This indicates that collinearity
is introduced in the fit and as a result the accuracy of the extrapolations decreases.
When this situation occurs, the procedure is also stopped. Extrapolation accuracy
is indicated to deteriorate when the length of the column vectors of C in iteration
Z. deviates too much from the corresponding values in iteration L-l:

E '^' 7J*i, '' > *3 (8)

Parameter 7 ^ ' represents the squared length of the £th column vector of C as
found in the Z.th step of the algorithm and the threshold is set to 63 = 0.15. If
criterion (8) is satisfied, the Lth iteration is ignored and the model in iteration Z.-1
is considered as the final solution.

The flow chart in Fig. 3 shows the structure of the algorithm. Starting with Z. = I,
the rank Z. of the model CB^ is iteratively incremented by 1, i.e. the matrices C and
B are extended with one column and fitted to the observed part of matrix V. At the
start of the algorithm (module 1), matrix Q is filled with the observed elements of
matrix V, supplemented by a weighted sum of row and column averages (Eqn. 9) for
each element v,y which is missing.

Qy = ~^—i ^ ~ when v,y is missing (9)

In this expression T, and ~f, are equal to the averages of the observed elements in
the /th row and the yth column of matrix V, respectively, and J, • and 5y" are the
corresponding variances.
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In module 2 an initial value of b,, the first column of matrix B. is obtained by ap-
plying standard SVD procedures to the complete matrix Q, which results from
module 1. The estimation of b, is improved in module 3 by fitting a rank 1 model
to the observed elements of Q by repeatedly solving Eqns. (4) and (5). For I = 1 this
completes the calculations and module 4 is skipped. Next the collinearity (8) and the
noise level stop criterium (7) are checked, and if neither of the two is satisfied the
rank of the model is incremented by 1.

The second iteration starts by filling matrix Q with the current residuals of the
observed elements in V, supplemented by zero values for the missing elements
(module 5). On the basis of matrix Q an initial value for b^ is calculated in module
2 and an improved estimate is obtained in module 3. The resulting estimate for bi
and the estimate of b,, which has been obtained in the first iteration, are used as ini-
tial values in the actual fit of the rank 2 model to the observed elements of matrix
V (module 4). Hence, in each iteration all parameters of the extended model are re-
estimated by repeated solving of Eqns. (4) and (5) in module 4. In this calculation,
the estimations obtained in a former iteration are used as initial value.

Iteration proceeds until one of the conditions (7) or (8) is satisfied. At the end of
the algorithm the fit is further improved by iteratively solving (4) and (5) until condi-
tion (6) with 5| = 10"* is satisfied. For the iterations in module 4 a less stringent
value of 6| = 10~* is used in order to save computing time.

The ILR algorithm is implemented in F0/?77?/liV on a VAX 750 computer.
Several subroutines are obtained from the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG)
/•0/?77J/4A' library [32]. Routines F03AEF and F04AGF are used to solve the sys-
tem of L linear equations with L unknowns represented by Eqns. (4) and (5). In
module 2 of the algorithm (Fig. 3) the eigenvector corresponding to the greatest
eigenvalue is calculated by using routines F01AGF, F02BFF, F02SDF and
F01AHF. On the VAX 750 the run-time of the ILR algorithm is equal to about 10
min for a 100 x 50 matrix with 10% of the data missing.

Methods

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated (1) for computer-simulated data
and (2) for data obtained in an animal experiment. In both cases the original data
consist of a set of complete marker tracks. To evaluate the extrapolation method,
several tracks were partly removed. The removed parts were reconstructed by ex-
trapolation of the set of observed track parts by using the ILR method. The method
was assessed by comparing the extrapolations with the known removed track parts.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the ILR algorithm. An SVD-based lower rank model CB^ is fitted iteratively to the
incomplete marker tracks in matrix V. Starting with a model of rank Z. = I. the rank of the fitted model
is iteratively incremented by 1. i.e. matrices C and B are extended with one column. Rank increasing pro-
ceeds until one of the stop criteria is reached. A first estimate of b^. the new column of matrix B. is ob-
tained by calculating the eigenvector associated with the greatest eigenvalue of the residual matrix Q
While iterating, this matrix contains the residuals of the former fit supplemented with zeros for the miss-
ing elements. At the start of the algorithm, matrix Q is filled with the elements of V, supplemented with
a weighted row and column mean for the missing elements.
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Computer generaf/on 0/ <ia/a on
In the computer simulation a 100 x 50 matrix was generated to describe the mo-

tion of 50 markers sampled at 50 moments in time. The .v- and y-coordinates corre-
spond to the first and second 50 rows, respectively. The coordinate data contained
the signal to which noise was added. The signal was obtained by generating two inde-
pendent sets of 40 orthogonal vectors being used to fill the columns of matrices C
and B, respectively. Thus, the rank of the resulting matrix CB^ was equal to 40. In-
itially the elements of each column vector were chosen to be random samples from
a zero-mean gaussian distribution. Starting from the first randomly generated vec-
tors each subsequent vector is obtained by removing the projection of the next ran-
dom vector on the space spanned by all former vectors. The length of each vector
was set to unity by multiplication with a proper scalar. Then the column vectors in
C were multiplied with the singular values, the distribution of which is based on
physiological experiments. The logarithm of the first 12 singular values found in the
SVD of an animal experiment [28] was approximated by a linear function of the
rank. Finally, generating simulated data was completed by adding uncorrelated
gaussian noise to each element of the signal matrix CB^ with a signal to noise
energy ratio of about 10\

n 0/expen'mtvira/ rfa/a on marker wo//on
The motion of about 50 markers was obtained in a physiological experiment. In

an open-chest canine preparation the heart was exposed and 54 white markers were
attached to the epicardium [9] (Fig. 4). Their motion was observed with a video
camera and recorded on videotape. After the experiment the recorded video signal
was digitized by a 4-bit A/D-converter at a sampling rate of 5 MHz. Up to 64 frames
of 256 x 256 pixels, separated 20 ms in time, could be stored in a 2-Mb Digital
Video Memory (DVM, designed and built in our laboratory). The video data in the
DVM were accessed by a personal computer (Laser AT) for image analysis. Marker
tracks are represented as arrays of (.v.v) coordinates sampled in time each 20 ms (Fig.
1). In the used set-up all observed marker tracks were complete. The 54 markers were
followed in 39 frames resulting in a 108 x 39 matrix V.

64 x 256 x 256 x 4bit
PC AT

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the image acquisilion system which is used 10 measure epicardial motion in open-
chest experiments on dogs The method is based on measuring ihe motion of optical markers by the use
of video techniques.
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Fig. 5. The two missing data structures used in the evaluation of the performance of the extrapolation
method. The shaded parts are removed for the analysis. At the left a triangular part of the set of tracks
is removed and at the right positions are removed at random.

o/ //ie //mzf/ve Lower
In the evaluation two missing data structures were used. To evaluate extrapolation

over relatively long time intervals, a triangular part of the coordinate data matrix
was removed before analysis (Fig. 5. left panel). To evaluate the quality of interpola-
tion over gaps in the tracks, data were left out at random in the set of tracks, while
the relation between separate track parts was retained (Fig. 5. right panel). Note that
the distinction between interpolation and extrapolation is not essential. In the rest
of the paper the term extrapolation will be used.

In the case of computer-simulated data, the extrapolation error is defined as the
difference between the extrapolation and the true signal without noise. In the animal
experiment, however, the signal could not be separated from noise, so the extrapola-
tion error is assessed by comparing the extrapolations with the actually measured
values. To compare the extrapolation results of the animal experiment with those of
the computer-simulated data, the extrapolation error was also evaluated by
calculating the difference between the extrapolation and the raw data, including the
noise. Errors were quantified by the root mean square (RMS) value. The distribution
of the absolute value of the errors was calculated in terms of the 50'%.. 75% and
93.75% percentiles. These percentiles refer to the central location, the spread and the
outliers of the distribution, respectively. The error level is presented in units of a.
the RMS value of the noise. For the computer-simulated marker data the value of
a is exactly known. In the case of the experimental data the noise level found in Ref.
28. 0.007 pixel", was used as an estimate of a".

For the triangular and the random missing data structure, ten repeated tests were
performed for amounts of missing data equal to 10%, 20"/,. 25'/,,. 40'/,,, 507,, and 75%.
For every percentage of missing data the RMS value of the extrapolation errors and
the percentiles of the error distribution were calculated. In the case of computer-
simulated data the 100 x 50 matrix was generated ten times, each time with a dif-
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Fig. 6. Distribution and RMS value of the extrapolation error in tests with 10% missing data. The error
is presented in units of a. the RMS value of the noise. Each distribution summarizes the errors found in
ten repealed tests. Crosses of decreasing size indicate the 50%. 75% and 93.75% percentiles of the distribu-
tion of the absolute value of the error. The RMS value is indicated in the plot with a circle. Panels a and
b show the results for ILR extrapolation and for the program BMDPAM. respectively The first two col-
umns present the results obtained with computer simulated data after removal of a triangular part and
after removal of data at random, respectively. The error is calculated by using the true signal value as
a reference. Columns three and four show the same results bui now the reference is the signal including
the noise (raw data). The last two columns represent the results for similar tests based on experimental
data. The measured signal is used as a reference in calculating the extrapolation error.
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ferent random noise sequence as well as a different set of random signal vectors. For
the experimental data only one set of complete data was used. Before the upper right
triangle of the matrix was removed the tracks were permuted randomly. In case of
random removal of data, the missing x, v-element pairs in each test were selected ran-
domly in the data matrix.

The results of the ILR algorithm were compared with those of the program AM
in the statistical package BMDP [30] which estimates missing data by linear regres-
sion based on maximum likelihood estimates of the correlation matrix [33].

x>

20 pixels

Fig. 7. Extrapolation or partly observed tracks in a test based on experimental data with a 10% triangular
part removed. Three tracks with 44%. 38% and 26% missing positions are shown. The observed part of
a track is indicated by a solid line, crosses indicate positions found by ILR extrapolation and dotted lines
indicate the part of the measured track which was removed in the test.
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The evaluation was started with testing the performance of the method with 10%
of the data removed. Then the percentage missing data was increased to assess the
limits of performance. For the tests with 10% missing data the extrapolation error
was investigated as a function of the rank of the fitted model. The resulting curves
are used to assess the ability of the ILR method to find the rank with minimum ex-
trapolation error.

Results

In Fig. 6 the distribution of the absolute value of the calculated extrapolation
error is shown for the tests with 10% of the data removed. In panel a the results ob-
tained with the ILR algorithm are shown after removal of a triangular part (columns
1, 3 and 5) as well as after random data removal (columns 2. 4 and 6). In panel b
corresponding results are presented when estimating the missing data by using
BMDPAM. In the first two columns the results for the computer simulations were
compared with the true signal as a reference, in columns 3 and 4 the results were
compared with the raw data, including noise. In columns 5 and 6 the results are
shown for the animal experiment, while using the measured value as a reference in
calculating the error. The distribution of the absolute value of the extrapolation
error is represented by the percentiles 50%), 75% and 93.75%, which are indicated by
crosses in decreasing order of size. In Fig. 6 the RMS value of the error is indicated
by a circle.

To illustrate the accuracy of the ILR algorithm in the animal experiment after
removal of a 10% triangular part of the data, the extrapolation of three experimen-
tally measured tracks is shown in Fig. 7. The available parts of the tracks are in-
dicated by a solid line. The dotted lines represent the removed parts with time
fractions of 44%, 38% and 26% of the complete tracks, respectively. The crosses in-
dicate the estimated positions which were obtained with the ILR method.

In order to assess the limitations of the method, the RMS extrapolation error was
investigated as a function of the percentage of missing data (Fig. 8). The results of
tests based on computer-simulated data and tests based on data obtained in an ani-
mal experiment are presented in panels a and b. respectively. Each panel shows the
results obtained with the ILR algorithm (solid line) and with the program
BMDPAM (broken line) for removal of a triangular part (triangle) and for random
data removal (circle). Each symbol in a curve corresponds to the RMS error found
in ten repeated tests.

The performance of the stop criteria with respect to terminating the algorithm at
an optimal rank is illustrated in Fig. 9 for computer-simulated data (panel a) and
experimental data (panel b). The results after removal of a 10% triangular part are
shown in the left part of each panel and the results after 10% random data removal
are shown in the right part. The plotted bundle of curves represents ten repeated
tests, in which the RMS extrapolation error is shown as a function of the rank of
the fitted model. In each curve the final point of the fit is presented. A circle indicates
termination by reaching the noise level (7) and a square termination by the col-
linearity criterion (8). A vertical dashed line indicates the optimal rank which was
found by applying the SVD method for complete tracks [28] to the complete data.
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Fig. 8. The RMS extrapolation error as a function of the percentage missing data. The error is presented
in units of o, the RMS value of the noise. Results of tests based on computer-simulated daia (panel a)
and on experimental data (panel b) are shown for ILR (solid line) and BMDPAM (broken line) and for.
respectively, a triangular part removed (triangle) and data removed at random (circle). Each point
represents the RMS error found in ten repealed tests. The lOo level is indicated by a horizontal dashed
line.
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Fig. 9. The RMS extrapolation error as a function of the rank of the fitted model. The error is presented
in units of o, the RMS value of the noise. Each curve corresponds to the results obtained in one of ten
repeated tests. Results are shown for computer-simulated data and experimental data (panels a and b)
with a 10% part removed. The error is calculated by using as a reference the true signal value in the case
of the simulations and the measured value with the experimental data. Presented are the results with a
triangular part removed (left) and with positions removed at random (right) The final point of the fit
and the reached stop criterion are indicated: a circle corresponds to the noise level criterion (7) and a
square to the collinearity criterion (8). A vertical broken line indicates the optimal rank which is found
when the SVD method for complete tracks is applied to the complete data.
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Discussion

In this study the Iterative Lower Rank approximation algorithm (ILR algorithm)
to extrapolate incomplete marker tracks over relatively long time intervals is
developed and evaluated. The ILR algorithm is a modification of the SVD filtering
method described earlier by us [28], which can only be used for a complete set of
data. The performance of the ILR algorithm was evaluated in tests with computer-
generated data as well as in a practical situation on the basis of data obtained in an
animal experiment.

For experimental data with a 10% triangular part missing, ILR extrapolation re-
sults in a RMS extrapolation error and a 93.75 percentile value of 6a and 12a, respec-
tively (Fig. 6, panel a, column 5). If under similar conditions data are missing at
random (Fig. 6, panel a, column 6) the performance is better by a factor of 4.
Although not as extreme, a similar behavior is found for the computer-simulated
data (panel a, columns 3 and 4). The relatively high error level found for the experi-
mental data with a triangular part missing is related to an early occurrence of col-
linearity in the fit (Fig. 9, left part of panel b).

Comparing the two panels of Fig. 6, ILR extrapolation performs substantially bet-
ter than BMDPAM with respect to the resulting RMS level of the error as well as
with respect to the occurrence of outliers. The RMS value and the percentiles of the
extrapolation error obtained with the ILR algorithm (panel a) are about 50% lower
than the levels obtained with the program BMDPAM (panel b). Regresssion-based
procedures, like the one implemented in BMDPAM, estimate the missing data by
the correlation in only one direction of the data matrix. Usually, the columns of the
data matrix are assumed to represent correlated variables and predictions are based
on the information in the correlation matrix of these variables. In the SVD-based
lower rank model, the columns of matrices B and C are the eigenvectors of matrices
V^V and VV\ respectively. These matrices represent the column as well as the row
correlations of the elements in the data matrix V. So the ILR extrapolations are
based on correlations in both directions of rows and columns. This may explain the
better performance of the SVD-based method if compared with the results of the
regression-based method implemented in BMDPAM.

In a practical situation, as simulated on the basis of the experimental data with
a 10% triangular part removed, the RMS error of the ILR extrapolation is found
to be 6a. The noise variance, <r, for these data equals 0.007 pixel" [28]. Hence, the
RMS extrapolation error is equal to 0.5 pixel. For comparison, the total excursion
of a marker is about 20 pixels. The resulting extrapolated positions are quite ac-
curate as is illustrated in Fig. 7 by the close match of the extrapolations (crosses)
and the earlier removed track parts (dashed lines).

Assuming a maximum acceptable level of the RMS extrapolation error of 10a
(Fig. 8, dotted horizontal line), the maximum percentages missing data for ILR ex-
trapolation with computer-simulated data (Fig. 8. panel a. solid lines) were found
to be equal to 42% and 75% for a triangular part missing (triangle) and for randomly
missing data (circle), respectively. For the tests based on experimental data, these
percentages are found to be 22% and 60%, respectively. Note that missing a triangle
of 22% corresponds to a missing percentage per row ranging from 5 to 65%. Similar-
ly, 42% missing corresponds with a range of 6% to 90% missing per row. Comparing
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the ILR results with the results obtained with BMDPAM. it is found that the
BMDPAM curves reach the threshold error value at a lower percentage of missing
data (Fig. 8).

The results on the RMS extrapolation error as a function of the rank of the fitted
model (Fig. 9) are similar for the computer simulated data (panel a) and the experi-
mental data with data removed at random (panel b, right part). In the majority of
the tests, iteration proceeded until the noise level criterion (7) was reached at ranks
10 or 11 and the resulting extrapolation error has an RMS value between 1.0a and
1.5a. For the experimental data with a triangular part missing (panel b. left part),
however, iteration was terminated by the collinearity criterion (8) at ranks in the
range of 5 to 10. As a result, in this case the level of the error was higher, being ap-
proximately 6a. However, when using the criteria as mentioned, under all cir-
cumstances investigated the extrapolation error was close to the minimum value,
indicating that the set of stop criteria has been adequately chosen.

In the ILR algorithm (Fig. 3) the data in matrix Q are used to calculate an initial
estimate of the new column of matrix B by standard SVD procedures. While
iterating matrix Q is filled with the residuals of the fit of the model to matrix V in
the former step of the algorithm, supplemented with zero values for missing ele-
ments. At the start of the algorithm (Fig. 3 module 1) the missing values in Q are
replaced by the weighted column and row mean defined in Eqn. (9) instead of zero
values, because in our set-up the signals contain a substantial DC component.

Iterative solving of Eqns. (4) and (5) is terminated by criterion (6). In this criterion
the correlation between successive estimations of the parameters is used to quantify
stationarity of the parameter values. For the threshold value we have chosen
5| = 10"*. Thus three to five iterations were needed at lower ranks and 10 to 20 at
higher ranks of the model. To save computing time, during incrementing the rank
of the model, the threshold is set to 5, = 10~*.

The increase of the rank of the model CB^ is terminated if the residuals of the fit
reach the expected noise level. This is indicated by criterion (7). which is similar to
the criterion used in the SVD filtering method [28]. The threshold is chosen to be
slightly higher than unity (6i = 1-2) to avoid convergence problems. For criterion
(7) the variance of the noise should be known. When using experimental data, often
this variance has to be estimated empirically [28]. When using computer-generated
data a" is exactly known.

Besides (7), a second criterion was useful. In some situations the extrapolation
error appeared to increase at ranks far below the rank where the residual energy
reaches the level of the noise. The increase of errors occurs together with substantial
changes in the length of the column vectors of C in successive steps of the algorithm.
Interpreting the columns of matrix B as basic time functions, each ;th marker coor-
dinate as a function of time is composed of these basic functions. Using the complete
time interval, the basic functions in B are orthogonal by definition. However, if part
of the time interval cannot be taken into account due to missing data, the functions
may be correlated significantly on the remaining interval. This collinearity may
cause substantial inaccuracy in the estimations of the corresponding coefficients in
the matrix C and, as a result, increasing extrapolation errors. Collinearity is more
likely to occur when the basic functions are relatively smooth and the missing points
are concentrated in a specific time interval. This may account for the frequent occur-
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rence of collinearity at relatively low ranks in the tests of the experimental data with
a triangular part missing (Fig. 9, left part of panel b). The changes in the length of
the column vectors of C as found in successive iterations are used in the algorithm
to indicate increasing extrapolation errors. The corresponding collinearity stop
criterion is defined in Eqn. (8). A threshold level of 63 = 0.15 is found to be appro-
priate, as is indicated by the position of the squares in Fig. 9 which are all at, or close
to, the minimum extrapolation error.

The results presented in this study are obtained by applying the ILR algorithm
to a matrix containing both the x and v coordinate data. The algorithm, however,
could also be applied to the x and v coordinate data matrices separately. The perfor-
mance of the ILR algorithm has also been tested for this situation. For the experi-
mental data after removal of a 10% triangular part, the tests resulted in an RMS
extrapolation error equal to 3a, hence, an improvement of 50% compared with the
result of combined treatment of .v and v. In a test for the same data and 10% missing
at random no significant change was found in the error level. Tests based on the
computer-simulated data resulted in a slightly increased extrapolation error when x
and v are treated separately. Hence, it is not clear whether separate treatment of .v
and >• is advantageous.

Conclusions

(1) Application of the ILR method to incomplete marker tracks results in accurate
extrapolations which are appropriate to be used in the rejoining of parts of broken
marker tracks. In tests based on data obtained in an animal experiment, with a 10%
triangular part removed in 54 tracks observed in 39 frames, an RMS extrapolation
error of 6a results, a being equal to the RMS value of the noise. This corresponds
with an error of 0.5 pixels, while the total excursion of a marker is about 20 pixels.

(2) Application of the ILR method to marker track data with data removed at ran-
dom results in accurate estimations of the missing data. With 10%. missing data, tests
based on experimental data as well as tests based on computer-simulated data result
in an RMS error of about 1.5a.

(3) The use of the program BMDPAM results in RMS error levels which are about
twice as high as the levels obtained with the ILR method.

(4) Assuming the maximum acceptable level of the extrapolation error to be equal
to 10a, for experimental data with a triangular part missing, the maximum percen-
tage of missing data is 22% when using ILR extrapolation. With data missing at ran-
dom the maximum is at 60%. When using BMDPAM these percentages are found
to be lower: less than 10% and 25%). respectively.

Appendix A

Criterion (3) is a function of the elements of the unknown matrices C and B. For
the minimum of this function it holds

— = 0 9=1.2 2N; r=1 .2 Z. (10)
3c,,
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= 0 / = 1,2 7"; m = 1.2 L (11)

Condition (10) applied to (3) results in

E E "-V * ^ • ("y " E ''**>*) (" E | r ^ ) = ° * = ''- 2JV;

r = 1,2 L (12)

Since the last factor in (12) is equal to 0 for (/,.$) ^ (<7,r), we have

E "W ^ " E V*y* )*>' = 0 <? = 1.2 2^; r = 1.2 Z. (13)

Similarly, applying condition (11) to (3) results in

2W

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) can be rewritten to Eqns. (4) and (5), respectively.
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Tracking markers with missing data
by iterative lower rank approximation
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Submitted

Motion and deformation of an object may be quantified by following attached
markers in time, using 2 or more simultaneously recorded video or cine frame sequences.
When using video (256x256 pixels, 50 s"') for recording cardiac motion, generally no more
than approximately 20 markers can be followed simultaneously due to 1) missing of marker
images causing tracks to be interrupted, and 2) close approach or crossing of marker tracks
causing ambiguities in the identification of the marker images. In the present study we
developed the Lower Rank Tracking (LRT) method which can automatically and reliably
follow considerably more than 20 markers in a sequence of video frames. Initially conventional
tracking is used to render subtracks with interruptions and unknown identification with
markers. Then by using the Iterative Lower Rank (ILR) extrapolation method, subtracks are
connected. In contrast with currently applied methods, the ILR method is intended to accu-
rately extrapolate over wide gaps (up to 20 frames in a 40 frame sequence), thus avoiding
ambiguities as much as possible. The performance of the LRT method was evaluated in
computer simulations using tracks obtained by 2-D projection of markers attached to a
naturally moving heart. To simulate realistic loss of data on marker image positions, generated
marker images were skipped from further analysis when they mutually approached as close as
4 pixels. Using 75 markers in 60 frames, 90% of the markers was correctly followed, 10%
could not be followed, and 0.3% of the tracks were false.
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Introduction

In investigating cardiac mechanics, regional motion and deformation of the cardiac wall
is measured in physiological experiments. A comparative evaluation [1] rendered that
following radiopaque markers in 2 simultaneously recorded video or cine frame
sequences in an X-ray set-up [2-6] is appropriate to quantify regional cardiac motion
in physiological experiments.

When following markers or feature points, a major problem is the identification of the
same marker in different frames, the so called correspondence problem [7,8]. With
stereo observations, correspondences in time as well as between the two views must be
established. The current study is restricted to correspondence in time. The track of a
marker is given by the chain of measured positions in time (Fig. 1).

In reconstructing the tracks, often the similarity of intensity patterns is used to identify
subimages which correspond to the same object point [9-11 ], but with identical markers
only the positional information can be used for identification.

/ • " > •

• / •

• . •

•

•

•
•

iteration
stage 1 tracking

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of marker image positions (dots) in a sequence
of frames. The symbol / refers to time.A marker track is represented by a chain of
marker image positions. The searching algorithm for chain formation starts some-
where in the middle of the sequence and moves back and forth through the sequence
of frames.
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Several constraints have been used to cope with the combinatorially explosive problem
of finding corresponding marker images in a sequence of frames, such as maximum
velocity, smoothness of motion, common motion, consistent match, and rigidity [12].
When the inter-frame marker displacements are small relative to the inter-marker
distances, the corresponding marker image in the next frame is unambiguously found
in a small region centred at the marker image position in the current frame. When the
marker displacements increase or, equivalently, the inter-marker distances decrease,
more frequently the search regions will overlap, resulting in ambiguity and false
correspondences. Smaller regions and less failures may be achieved by centring the
search region at an estimated extension of the track. When the motion is smooth, an
estimate of the extension of a track in the next frame can be obtained by extrapolation
ofthe last two or three positions [13-15]. However, this method is not appropriate for
non-smooth displacements and extrapolation over time gaps of several frames. When
observing cardiac motion at a video frequency of 50 s"', in certain episodes ofthe cycle
smoothness of motion does not apply.

Occasionally, coherence of motion was used in predicting the extension of tracks. For
instance in [15] the invariability ofthe distance between markers on rigid object parts
was used and in [16] the similarity of motion of neighbouring markers. However, when
radiopaque markers moving in 3-D are projected by X-ray into 2-D images, neighbour-
ing marker images may have different motion patterns, because they correspond to
markers which are distant in 3-D.

When using video (256><256 pixels, 50 s"') for recording cardiac motion, generally no
more than approximately 20 markers can be followed simultaneously due to 1) missing
marker images causing tracks to be interrupted, and 2) close approach or crossing of
marker tracks causing ambiguities in the identification ofthe marker images [3,6,17].
The goal ofthe present study is to develop a method to reliably follow far more than 20
markers in a sequence of video frames. Then, markers must correctly be tracked through
frequently occurring episodes with missing marker images or ambiguity about the
identity of marker images.

Earlier [1], in following markers attached to the heart, we developed the Iterative
Lower Rank (ILR) method which accurately extrapolates marker tracks over wide gaps
in time. With 50 markers observed in 40 frames and up to 20 positions missing in a
track, an extrapolation error of 0.5 pixel was obtained in tracks with a total marker
excursion of approximately 20 pixels.

In the present study we have developed the Lower Rank Tracking (LRT) method to
automatically reconstruct marker tracks by using the ILR extrapolation method in an
iterative procedure. Initially parts of tracks (subtracks) are obtained by conventional
tracking techniques, using two-point linear extrapolation [14] to estimate the extension
of a track in an adjacent frame. Then corresponding subtracks are connected on the
basis of applying ILR extrapolation to sets of subtracks.

The performance ofthe LRT method was evaluated in realistic computer simulations
of markers attached to a moving left ventricle. Detection problems, which occur when
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marker images partly overlap, were represented by deleting generated marker image
positions when their mutual distance was less than a preset minimum distance. In the
tracking procedure, the retained marker image positions became part of a correct or an
incorrect track. A track is considered correct when it consists of marker image positions
of only one physical marker. Besides being correct, the reconstructed tracks should also
be of long duration, ideally, extending over the whole observation interval. The ability
of the LRT method to connect large numbers of unidentified marker image positions to
form correct long tracks was investigated for several numbers of markers, levels of the
image position noise, and values of the minimum allowed inter-marker distance.

Tracking procedure

Table I shows the object types used in the tracking procedure, the corresponding
symbols, indices and attributes. The motion of an object is quantified by following the
movements of a set of M attached markers in a sequence of Tcine or video frames.
Marker detection in the Mh frame results in a set of unidentified marker image positions
/*,„ /=1,..,/, with the positions specified as image coordinates (x^»),,. By conventional
tracking, chains of marker image positions are identified that correspond to the same
marker, resulting in a set of J subtracks, Sy,/=1,..*/. A subtrack is specified by ^, f,, the
indices of the begin and end frame, respectively, and a list of indices ; which refers to
the associated marker image positions. In the second stage of the tracking procedure,
ILR extrapolation is used to connect subtracks which correspond to the same physical
marker. Thus a set of /C reconstructed marker tracks is obtained. A reconstructed track
is specified by a list of subtrack indices/. A marker image position may be associated
to only one subtrack, and a subtrack may be part of only one reconstructed track.
Furthermore, a subtrack contains a marker image position in each frame from time /,,
until /„ and subtracks which are part of the same reconstructed track may not overlap
in time.

Starting at a frame in a period with minimum motion, a set of subtracks is constructed
iteratively. The frame which has minimum m,. with /n, the median inter-frame marker
displacement defined in Eq. (9), Appendix A, is used as the starting frame. For each
marker image position in the starting frame matching positions in the next frame are
searched for. If two positions in the next frame match one position in the current frame,
or vice versa, matching is considered ambiguous. Let cf be the distance between a
marker image position in frame 1 and a candidate match in the adjacent frame 2, then
the match is only considered unambiguous if 1) d is less then a maximum distance r,,
and 2) no other marker image position in frame 2 lies within a distance r,ar, from the
image in frame 1. The criterion distances r, and r, are calculated for each frame accord-
ing to their definitions presented in Appendix A.
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TABLE I

type

. Object types

Symbol

used in the tracking

Index

7>acmng mar/cers

p r o c e d u r e . •'&"•>•-•

Attribute

Marker image /> i,/ /=1,..J<
position'' ^ l , . . , / "

Subtract 5 7 y=l,..^ '*,',,{»T

Reconstructed fl £ ^=1,..,AT {7}"
track"

" The location of a marker image in frame / of a sequence of 7" frames
*' Image coordinates of the marker image position
" Chain of marker image positions in consecutive frames, assumed to be

associated with one physical marker
*' Begin and end frame of the subtrack, and list of indices referring to the

marker image positions in the subtrack
" Chain of subtracks, assumed to be associated with one physical marker

After completion of the search in a frame, tracking proceeds to the next frame. Then,
subtracks obtained in former steps are linearly extrapolated as if marker velocity is
constant, the search region is centred at the predicted marker position and the criterion
distances r, and /•_, are calculated accordingly (see Appendix A). If for a marker image
position matching is ambiguous or no match can be found, tracking is interrupted and
the subtrack ends in the current frame. Unconnected marker image positions form the
start of new subtracks. When the last frame has been reached, iteration is reversed in
time towards the first frame, and then reversed again until the first analyzed frame has
been reached (Fig. 1). So, in each frame tracking is applied in both time directions. If
in one of the directions a match is ambiguous, the track is interrupted.

In an iterative procedure subtracks are connected to form reconstructed tracks. A time
window is positioned at the beginning of the sequence of frames and the tracks which
overlap the window are subdivided into two sets: long and short ones. By definition a
long track has more than 50% detected marker image positions present in the current
time window. Extrapolations are obtained by applying the ILR method to the set of long
tracks. When a short track unambiguously matches the extrapolation of a long track, the
two are connected to form a compound longer track. Several conditions should be
satisfied when considering the connection of the long track /?*, with the short track /?^.
The two tracks may not overlap in time and the distance between the extrapolations g y ,
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of the long track and the corresponding measured marker image position P^,, of the
short track must be sufficiently small. The matching distance A(*,,*j) is defined

(1)

where averaging is performed over available marker positions in the shorter track /?*,
and within the window. The match between tracks may be accepted if the matching
distance defined in Eq. (1) satisfies

83 (2)

with 83 a positive threshold value. The match of tracks /?*, and /?*_, is considered
unambiguous if there are no competing short tracks which overlap in time with /?*,. If
matches are competing, a match (7^,,^) is still considered unambiguous if the match-
ing distance of the competing pair (/?*/,/?«) is substantially larger than the distance of

), according to

2) > \ (3)

with 64 a positive constant.
Acceptance of a match (/?*/,/?*_?) also depends on the number of observed marker

positions^- in the complete track /?*,, the number of observed marker positions/^ of/?^
within the window, and the number of missing observations^ in the time gap between
the tracks. Each match should also satisfy

1 A/VD / p . 1) 0 *
/ ^ 3 ) 07? (4)

Connecting subtracks starts with setting the window width to the initial value W'',,,,,, and
positioning the window at the beginning of the sequence of frames. The track connect-
ing procedure is only applied within the current window when the number of long tracks
is at least equal to W,>,,/2. Furthermore in each frame of the window, more than 50% of
the long tracks should contain detected marker image positions. Repeatedly, the
connecting procedure is carried out, followed by shifting the window over approxi-
mately 1/6 of its width. When the window reaches the last frame, the direction of
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window shifting is reversed. Shifting back and forth is repeated until no additional
connections can be made. Then the window is enlarged by one third, and the whole
procedure is repeated. When finally the width of the window covers the entire observa-
tion interval, tracking is concluded. : ^

The tracking procedure was implemented in F0/?77?/4/V on a VAX8650 computer. In
the evaluated implementation, the constants 6| and 6, (Eqs. (10) and (11), Appendix A)
were set to 2.5 and 0.4, respectively. The threshold values 63 and 64 (Eqs. (2) and (3))
were set to 5 and 20 pixel', respectively, and the initial window width W,,,,, was set to
8. The run-time of the procedure ranged from 3 to 15 minutes for 60 frames of computer
simulated data of 25 to 100 markers.

Performance evaluation

Marker image positions were generated by using a model for 3-D motion of the left
ventricle. In this model the motion of the wall of the left ventricle is described by 13
time-varying parameters [18]. In the referred study estimates of the kinematic parame-
ters were obtained for a biplane cine recording of 14 radiopaque myocardial markers
in 60 frames sampled at 90 s ' in an animal experiment. The resulting parameter values
were used as a basis for the computer simulations in the present study. In the reference
state the ventricular wall was defined between two truncated confocal ellipsoids
(Fig. 2), in accordance with the model used in [19]. In the 3-D motion field, as defined
by the 13 time-varying kinematic parameters, the ventricle was oriented with the long
axis coinciding with the torsion axis. The angle between the camera axis and the
ventricular long axis was about 75°. In agreement with a laboratory set-up the image
distance between the camera source point and the image plane was chosen to be
1200 mm, and the object distance was about 600 mm. Markers were positioned at
random in the ventricular wall with the restriction that the minimum inter-marker
distance *4,in must be complied with:

with A/the number of markers to be positioned and K^,, the volume of the ventricular
wall. If a marker position did not comply with the minimum distance condition, a new
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7200 mm

FIGURE 2. Computer simulation of an X-ray camera set-up. The left ventricle of the
heart is positioned half-way between the X-ray focus 5 and the image plane /P. The
simulated ventricular wall is rotationally symmetric and defined between two
truncated confocal ellipsoids, as indicated at the left. The ventricle moves according
to a kinematic model with motion parameters varying in time as measured in a
physiological experiment. Radiopaque markers are randomly distributed across the
ventricular wall. The projection of a marker in the plane /P follows a path in time,
which is sampled at 90 s"'. The symbols x, ̂  and / refer to image coordinates and
time, respectively.

random position was tried repeatedly until the condition was satisfied. Throughout the
cardiac cycle marker positions were obtained at a frame rate of 90 s"' using parameter
values as determined experimentally on the basis of the kinematic model [18]. The
corresponding 2-D marker image positions were obtained by the perspective projection
from the source point on the image plane, as indicated in Fig. 2. Finally, uncorrelated
gaussian noise with a root mean square (RMS) value o was added to the generated
marker image position coordinates. When circular optical markers of 1.5 mm diameter
attached to the ventricular wall were observed in frames of 256><256 pixels, o was found
to be approximately 0.1 pixel [20]. In the current study the standard RMS noise level
was taken 5 times as high, in order to account for the loss of accuracy due to the lower
contrast and motion blurring in a set-up with continuous X-ray.
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Detection problems which occur when the X-ray shadow images of markers overlap
were simulated by deleting marker image positions if the mutual distance d was below
a given minimum distance <4,:

* * 4. (6)

Computer simulated data were generated for the number of markers M set equal to 25,
50, 75, 100, and the RMS noise level o set equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 pixel. For each
combination of M and o the results were obtained in 10 repeated simulations. In each
simulation a new random configuration of markers and a new random noise pattern
were generated. Missing data were introduced according to condition (6), with the
minimum allowed marker image distance </„ set to 2, 4, and 8 pixels, respectively.

The tracking procedure has been evaluated by calculating several indices, expressing
the quality of the reconstruction. Starting with M markers in T frames (Fig. 3), in the
simulation the number of marker images is diminished to «„ due to close approach of
marker images (condition (6)). A reconstructed track is only correct if all associated
marker image positions correspond to the same physical marker. Furthermore, given a
threshold £>„, in duration of a track, the set of reconstructed tracks has been subdivided
into short and long tracks. The number of marker image positions belonging to correct
long tracks («ct) has been calculated as a function of the duration threshold D,,,. Simi-
larly, the number of marker image positions in false long tracks («,.-,) has been calcu-
lated. From these calculations two indices of performance were derived. Given a
threshold value D^ = 50 frames for 7" = 60 frames and referring to the number of
retained markers ««, the i n d e x ^ expresses the fraction of marker images belonging to
correct long tracks:

* (7)

with «c/.(50) representing the value of «<-/. for A»=50 frames. The other index A/cz.
expresses the average number of marker image positions per frame which is part of a
correct long marker track:

(8)

Ideally, the values of/a, and M^. should be equal to 1 and A/, respectively. When
increasing the number of markers, a maximum is to be expected in the value of A/CL»
because of the increasing number of missing marker images and the reduced proportion
of long tracks rendered by the tracking procedure.
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FIGURE 3. Handling of generated marker image positions in a computer simulation
for tracking. The number of elements per category is indicated between square
brackets, starting with A/xT, with A/ and 7* the number of markers and frames,
respectively. Positions are considered missing when their mutual distance J is smaller
than a given distance r/,,. A reconstructed track is considered correct when all posi-
tions in the track correspond to the same physical marker. Reconstructed tracks
are subdivided into the categories of long and short tracks by the threshold /)„, of the
duration D of a track.

Results

An example of a set of generated marker tracks is presented in Fig. 4 for a computer
simulation with 75 markers in 60 frames. Fig. 5 shows the fraction of marker image
positions in correct (£„,.) and false (£„,) long tracks as a function of the duration thresh-
old D^. Results with an RMS noise level o of 0.25 pixel and a minimum allowed
distance between marker image positions </„ of 2 pixels are not shown because they
were similar to the results obtained with o=0.5 pixel and ^ = 4 pixels, respectively. In
panels a,b and e,f, the faster descending curves correspond to the tracks obtained by
conventional tracking in the first stage of the procedure. Most of the tracks are broken
into subtracks thus limiting the duration. The slowly descending curves correspond to
the reconstructed tracks obtained at the end of the tracking procedure. Then subtracks
have been connected by ILR extrapolation, and as a result the fraction of tracks with
longer duration is substantially increased. Different line types indicate the numbers of
markers used in the simulations. In all simulations only in the second stage of the
tracking procedure rarely a false connection between subtracks was established (panels
c,d,g,h).
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FIGURE 4. Computer gener-
ated tracks of radiopaque
markers observed in an
X-ray camera set-up. Tracks
of 75 markers attached to a
simulated moving left ven-
tricle follow loops during
the cardiac cycle.
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'fal 0.02 h

0.00

1.0
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FIGURE 5. Results of the
Lower Rank Tracking
method in computer simula-
tions of markers attached to
a moving heart. The fraction
of generated marker image
positions in the correct (/„,)
and false tracks ( ,̂/) are
plotted as a function of the
track duration threshold £>„.
The results of the initial
conventional tracking and of
the complete tracking proce-
dure are presented in panels
a,b,e.f (fastly and slowly
descending curves, respec-
tively). Results are shown
for simulations with an
RMS noise level o of 0.5
(panels a,b,c,d) and 1.0
pixel (panels e,f,g,h), with
values of the minimum dis-
tance allowed between
marker image positions, </„,
of 4 (left panel) and 8 pixels
(right panel), and a number
of markers equal to 25, 50,
75, and 100 (solid, long
dash, medium dash, dots).
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TABLE II. Results of the LRT method in computer simulations of markers attached
to a moving left ventricle.
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'' RMS noise level of the marker image position measurement
*' Minimum distance allowed between marker image positions
'' Number of markers used in the simulations
*' The percentage of the A/x60 in 60 frames generated marker image posi-

tions, which was deleted because positions were mutually closer than 4,,
'* The percentage of the retained marker image positions which belonged to

correct reconstructed tracks of a duration of at least 50 frames
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FIGURE 6. The performance
index Mf, is the average
number of marker image
positions per frame belong-
ing to a correct track with a
duration of at least 50
frames. A/<, is shown as a
function of the number of
markers M. The computer
simulations were carried out
with a minimum distance
allowed between marker
image positions, (/„„ of 4
(triangle) and 8 pixels (cir-
cle), and the RMS noise
level o equal to 0.5 (solid
line) and 1 pixel (dashed
line), respectively. The dot-
ted line A/f,=A/ refers to
perfect performance.
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Table II shows ^ , the percentage of generated marker image positions which was
deleted because of a mutual distance smaller than of̂ , and/-,, the percentage retained
positions in correct long tracks (*50 frames) as defined in Eq. (7). The average number
per frame of positions belonging to correct long tracks, M ^ defined in Eq. (8), is shown
in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of markers. The dotted line indicates the theoretical
optimum value of the index which is obtained when all marker image positions are
detected and are correctly followed in tracks of a duration of 60 frames.

Fig. 7 shows in more detail the results of the tracking procedure for a simulation with
75 markers, a noise level of 0.5 pixel and a minimum distance of 4 pixels allowed
between marker images. Each row represents the 60 marker image positions of a
complete marker track. Some tracks were mutually close in long episodes, and as a
result have many positions missing (blanks). Subtracks (light horizontal lines) obtained
by conventional tracking were correctly connected (bold horizontal lines) by the use of
ILR extrapolation. Rarely a false connection between subtracks of different physical
markers was made (diagonal bold line).

I
ns

15 30 45
frame

60

FIGURE 7. Schematic representa-
tion of the tracking results ob-
tained with the LRT method in a
computer simulation of 75 left
ventricular markers observed in a
sequence of 60 frames. The noise
level was 0.5 pixel and the mini-
mum distance allowed between
marker image positions was equal
to 4 pixels. Each row represents
the 60 marker image positions of
a complete marker track. Ob-
served and missing marker image
positions are indicated by short
horizontal lines and blanks, re-
spectively. The light horizontal
lines indicate subtracks which
were established by the initial
conventional tracking, and bold
lines indicate the connections
obtained by ILR extrapolation in
the second stage of the tracking
procedure. The diagonal bold line
represents a false relation between
two subtracks.
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An example of two crossing marker tracks is shown in Fig. 8. The two marker tracks
(upper panel, circles and triangles) approached very closely in frames 14 to 16, resulting
in missing marker image positions (squares in upper panel). By applying the LRT
method correct subtracks (middle panel, solid lines) and connections (dotted lines) were
obtained. ILR extrapolation applied to the final set of reconstructed tracks resulted in
estimates for the missing positions (lower panel, circles and triangles) which closely
resemble the true tracks (solid lines). The example shows that, despite the complication
of crossing marker tracks, correctly reconstructed tracks and accurate estimates of
missing marker image positions can be obtained by the iterative use of ILR extrapola-
tion as implemented in the LRT method.

10 pixels

FIGURE 8. Example of crossing
marker tracks in a computer simula-
tion with 50 markers, a noise level of
0.5 pixel, and a minimum distance of
4 pixels allowed between marker im-
age positions. The two marker tracks
are indicated in the upper panel
(frames 12 and 13 indicated) by cir-
cles and triangles. The tracks ap-
proach too close in frames 14 to 16
resulting in missing marker image
positions (open squares). Tracking of
the unconnected marker images by
the LRT method results in subtracks
(middle panel, solid lines) which by
the use of ILR extrapolation are cor-
rectly connected (dotted lines). Miss-
ing marker image positions can be
estimated quite accurately (lower
panel, circles and triangles) by apply-
ing ILR extrapolation to the final set
of reconstructed tracks. For compari-
son the complete true tracks are also
shown (solid lines).
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Discussion

When quantifying motion and deformation of an object by following attached identical
markers in a sequence of video frames (256x256 pixels, 50 s ') , a major problem is the
identification of corresponding marker images in consecutive frames. With conventional
extrapolation methods applied in tracking markers attached to heart, generally no more
than approximately 20 markers can be followed simultaneously [3,6,17]. With more
markers major complications are the interruptions of marker tracks due to detection
failures, or due to the ambiguity which arises when tracks approach very closely or
cross in the projection.

In the present study we developed the Lower Rank Tracking (LRT) method to reliably
follow considerably more than 20 markers with part of the marker images occasionally
being missing. In the first stage of the procedure, by conventional tracking, subtracks
are obtained with interruptions and unknown identification. Decisions about ambiguous
situations are postponed until the second stage, when more reliable decisions can be
obtained by using the distance between two sequences of marker image positions, rather
than the distance between two single marker image positions. At this stage, the 1LR
extrapolation method [1] is used to connect subtracks which are associated with the
same physical marker.

The performance of the procedure was evaluated in computer simulations of markers
attached to a moving left ventricle. Detection problems were represented by deleting
marker image positions when their mutual distance was less than a preset minimum
distance. With constants 6, and 6, (Eqs. (10) and (11), Appendix A) set to 2.5 and 0.4,
respectively, conventional tracking resulted in subtracks of reasonable length (Fig. 5,
panels a,b,e,f, faster descending curves), while no false subtracks were established.
With the threshold values 63 and 64 (Eqs. (2) and (3)) set to 5 and 20 pixel", respec-
tively, only rarely a false match was established between subtracks (Fig. 5, panels
c,d,g,h), and 70% to 99% of the retained marker image positions became part of correct
long tracks (Table II).

The criterion for a match between two tracks is a small distance between extrapola-
tions and correspondingly observed marker image positions, as defined by Eq. (1). The
criterion is more reliable when the number of frames of the overlap is larger. By
condition Eq. (4) the decision about a connection is postponed when the part of the
overlap within the window is still narrow. Also, consecutive tracks which are separated
by a narrow time gap are favoured by Eq. (4) in order to reduce the probability of
establishing a false connection.

When investigating the motion of markers attached to the heart, ILR extrapolations
of reasonable accuracy can be obtained with a set of at least 4 tracks, and with per frame
and per track less than 50% marker image positions missing [1]. To fulfill these
requirements with the many short tracks resulting from the conventional tracking in the
first stage of the procedure (Fig. 5, panels a,b,e,f), subtracks are connected iteratively,
starting in a window of minimum width W,>,,,=8, which is iteratively shifted and enlarged
while the tracks grow.
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In evaluating the performance of the tracking procedure two indices were investigated:
the fraction of detected marker image positions belonging to correct long tracks and the
average number of marker image positions per frame in correct long t racks ,^ and M ^
defined in Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. For a noise level of 0.5 pixel and the minimum
allowed distance between marker images, */„,, set to 4 pixels (Table II, first row), the
procedure performed well: with the number of markers varying from 25 to 1 0 0 , ^
ranged from 99% to 88% while the fraction deleted positions (Z^) ranged from 4% to
14%. Doubling the noise level resulted in a decrease of/^. to values ranging from 92%
to 71% (Table II, row 3). When also */„ was doubled to 8 pixels, the fraction deleted
positions considerably increased resulting in reduced tracking performance (Table II,
row 4). Still, with 75 markers 69% of the retained positions was finally part of a correct
long track, despite the 40% deleted positions. However, with these extreme conditions,
a number of 100 markers was beyond the limits of performance of the procedure.

For increasing numbers of markers, performance index Afcz. deteriorated increasingly
(Fig. 6, optimum A/^, indicated by dotted line). With a minimum allowed distance </„
of 8 pixels the index even started to decrease when the number of markers was beyond
75. With 4n=4 pixels, however, even with more than 75 markers the index still ascends,
implying that an increase of markers still results in an increase of appropriate motion
data. Substitution of missing marker image positions, e.g. by ILR approximation [1]
might even further improve these results.

In a stereo camera set-up, a stereo pair of marker images is lost if either of the two
marker images is lost. Hence, the expected fraction of appropriate pairs is equal to the
squared fraction of appropriate marker images per projection. As a consequence, Met
as a function of A/will level off sooner for stereo pairs. For 100 markers, <4,=4 pixels
and a=0.5 pixel the value of A/Q. is 56 and for o=1.0 pixel and 75 markers a maximum
A/f,. value of 38 is reached. The calculations indicate that for numbers of markers
beyond 75 the number of appropriate stereo pairs hardly increases or may even de-
crease.

Conclusions

The tracks of large numbers of markers can automatically and reliably be reconstructed
by using the LRT method. In computer simulations 75 markers attached to a moving left
ventricle were observed in 60 frames (256^256 pixel images, RMS position noise of 0.5
pixel). Marker images were considered missing, when they mutually approached closer
than 4 pixels. Thus 10% of the generated positions was deleted. From the retained
positions, a fraction/-/, of 90% became part of correct long tracks (duration^50 frames).
A fraction of 10% could not be followed and 0.3% was part of a false track.

Performance index A/<~£ was defined as the average number of marker image positions
per frame which is part of a correct long track. Ideally it should be equal to the number
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of markers M, but it was found to level off for increasing M For A/>75, A/<-£ increased
moderately (^,=4 pixels), or even decreased (<4=8 pixels), indicating that motion
information cannot be increased anymore by increasing the number of markers.

When increasing the RMS noise level o or the minimum allowed inter-marker
distance <4, both performance measures ,^ and A/cx, decrease. With 25sMsl00,
doubling of a from 0.5 to 1.0 pixel results in a 6% to 20% decrease of b o t h ^ and A/^.
Doubling of */„ from 4 to 8 pixels results in a decrease of/c£ by 2% to 10%, but in a
much greater loss of A/a. by 10 to 50% due to the increased amounts of missing posi-
tions. A reduction of o from 0.5 to 0.25 pixel, or of <4 from 4 to 2 pixels did not have
a significant effect on performance.

Appendix A

When calculating the criterion distances /•/ and r,, two types of marker images are
distinguished, those included in a subtrack and single ones. For the two types, the search
region in the next frame is centred at a position obtained by extrapolation of the
subtrack, or at the marker position in the current frame, respectively. The size of the
search region is based on an estimate of the inter-frame marker displacement. Let A,, be
the distance from the z-th marker image position in frame / to the nearest marker image
position in the next frame. Then the median inter-frame displacement in frame f is
defined

m, • medfaw {A,,, i =!,..,£,} (9)

with L, the number of single marker image positions in frame f. Let /n', be similarly
defined as the median inter-frame displacement between predicted and observed marker
image positions. Then, for an arbitrary marker image position P in the current frame /
the distance r, is defined

,8,w,, I / P I M a frac£ .._..

with 6, a positive constant. Let the search region for a match with /> in the next frame
be centred at point 0, and let /* be the candidate match forP, then distance r, is defined

r, - m a x ( r , , | 0 / » ' | . V i ) (11)

with 6j a positive constant.
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Motion and deformation of the cardiac wall may be measured by following the
motion of implanted radiopaque markers in 3-D, using two X-ray cameras simultaneously.
Regularly, calibration of the position measurement system is obtained by registration of the
images of a calibration object, containing 10-20 radiopaque markers at known positions.
Unfortunately, an accidental change of the position of a camera after calibration requires
complete recalibration. In the present study a method is presented by which calibration is
obtained from the images during measurement, thus avoiding a separate calibration procedure.
A camera is represented by a source point and an axis through this point, directed perpendicu-
larly to the image plane. The stereo camera set-up is described by 5 dimensionless parameters
and a scaling distance defining the relative position and orientation of the cameras. The
parameters were estimated by a maximum likelihood (ML) method, and by conventional
nonlinear least squares (NLS) methods. In a computer simulation « markers were attached to
the surface of a spherical object, which was observed in a stereo camera set-up with perpendic-
ular camera axes, and a source point distance <̂ ,= 10' mm. The object was imaged on video
(256 x 256 pixels), and for both cameras 200 pixels corresponded to the object aperture a of
0.1 rad. The position noise was set to an RMS (root mean square) value, o, of ±2.5* 10^ rad
(0.5 pixel). With the ML method the parameters were estimated without noticeable bias. For
a sphere of about 70 mm diameter the positions of the markers were reconstructed (n=25) with
an accuracy of ±1 mm (RMS). In general, for markers attached to the surface of a sphere, the
reconstruction error was found to be equal to [2 d, (n-5)'"* o a'']. When using multiple frame
sequences in time, the accuracy of the calibration increased because the number n increased
proportionally. Conventional NLS estimation showed considerable bias in one of the parameter
estimates, and was less accurate than the ML method. Reconstructions based on the ML
method were also more accurate than the results reported for linear least squares estimation
(LLS) in an 8 parameter linear model.
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Regional motion and deformation of the cardiac wall may be assessed in physiological
experiments by following implanted radiopaque markers [1-5] or bifurcation points of
the coronary arterial tree [6-9]. The 3-D positions of the markers were reconstructed
from stereo pairs of projections, obtained by simultaneously operated X-ray cameras.
Comparable set-ups were described for measuring deformation of the lung [10-12], the
diaphragm [13], and the pharynx [14-16]. A similar analysis was applied to the projec-
tions of optical markers to measure human motion [17], or deformation of biological
tissues [18,19].

Reconstruction of the position of a marker from a stereo pair of projections requires
knowledge of the geometry of the camera set-up. In an orthogonal camera set-up the
position of the cameras can be determined directly, but slight inaccuracies in the related
measurements reduce the accuracy of the 3-D reconstruction considerably [1,6]. The
reconstruction is facilitated by the use of a calibration object, having a set of markers
at precisely known positions. Before or after the measurement the object is placed in the
measuring volume. Using the projections of the calibration object, the geometric
parameters of the stereo camera set-up can be calculated [4,5,7,20,21]. This information
is then used to reconstruct the 3-D position of a marker. The most prominent disadvan-
tage of the method is that after calibration the cameras should maintain their positions
exactly. Else a complete recalibration is needed, meaning removal of the object to be
measured from its position between the cameras to enable repositioning of the calibra-
tion object.

The position of a marker is defined by 3 coordinates. A stereo projection of a marker
provides 4 coordinates. So, each marker provides redundant information, which
commonly is used to pair marker images [3,21],

When using a calibration object, the position and orientation of two cameras are
calculated with respect to the coordinate system as attached to the calibration object.
The viewing projection of a 3-D point to the image plane is described as a linear
transformation, using a 3*4 matrix of 11 unknown elements and one element set equal
to 1. Per view, a marker of the calibration object provides 2 constraining equations,
hence, a minimum number of 6 markers is required to solve for the unknown 11 matrix
elements. Generally, the number of markers in the calibration object is taken larger
(12-20) in order to improve the accuracy by statistical averaging [3-5,7].

In absence of a calibration object, the coordinate system should be attached to the
system of cameras. The relative position and orientation of the cameras is defined by
6 parameters, 3 translational and 3 rotational coordinates [22]. A camera can only
measure angles, and no distances. So, apart from an unknown scaling distance, only 5
parameters are needed to define the relative orientation of the cameras. The redundant
information conveyed by the fourth coordinate of the stereo projection of a marker may
be used to estimate the geometry of the stereo camera set-up. So, at least 5 markers have
to be imaged for the estimation of the 5 set-up parameters.

Several methods are presented to estimate the geometry of the stereo camera set-up.
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Generally, the number of parameters used to describe the geometry is larger than 5,
resulting in inherent redundancy in the parameter set used. Eight parameters were used
in a linear estimation method [23], which was evaluated and further improved [24-26].
Less redundant nonlinear models were also introduced [27,28], and improvement of 3-D
position measurement was obtained by using a multidimensional nonlinear optimization
algorithm [29].

In the present study, a nonlinear model of the geometry of a stereo camera set-up was
based on the absolute minimum of 5 parameters. Without the use of a calibration object
these parameters were estimated from stereo pairs of images of a set of markers. A new
maximum likelihood (ML) method was developed in which bias in the estimates was
avoided, and the accuracy of the position reconstruction was improved. Because of its
intended use in measuring deformation of the heart, the model is developed for an
aperture angle of the object of 0.1 rad.

In computer simulations markers were distributed randomly over the surface of a
sphere. The accuracy and bias of the estimated geometric parameters and the recon-
structed marker positions were assessed. For comparison a more conventional nonlinear
least squares (NLS) estimation technique was evaluated. In reconstructing the position
of the markers, the performance of an earlier described linear least squares (LLS)
technique based on 8 parameters [25] was also evaluated.

Geometric model of a stereo camera set-up

Assuming an ideal pinhole model [30], a camera is represented by a source point S
through which all imaging rays pass, and an axis through 5, directed perpendicularly to
the image plane, intersecting the plane in C (Fig. 1). An image P, of object point P is
represented by 2-D coordinates (w,v). The camera axis SC is defined to be of unit length,
so image coordinate w is identical with the tangent of the angle between the camera axis
5C and the line from 5 to the image plane position (M,0), and a similar interpretation
holds for coordinate v. Knowledge of the image P, restricts the location of the corre-
sponding object point P to the ray SP;. When an additional image of P is obtained by
a second camera, the location of P can be restricted to a single point.

The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows a stereo camera set-up with a left (Z.) and right (/?)
camera, the respective source points 5^, and 5«, unit-length camera axes S^Q, and 5^C«,
and 2-D image coordinate systems (Wi,v,,), and (MR,V^). Since the scale is arbitrary,
without loss of generality, the baseline distance 5,5« may be set to one. Points 5, ' , and
•V, are the intersections of the baseline 5 ^ with the right and left image planes,
respectively.

A rectangular 3-D coordinate system, attached to the stereo camera system, is defined
for reference purposes. Define camera axis angles

«i-^c^s, «, = «-^Wi 0)
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FIGURE 1. Pinhole camera
model represented by source
point 5, and unit length
camera axis SC, which is
perpendicular to the image
plane. Image coordinate
system «,v centred in C.
Image /",, and the corre-
sponding object point P.

and let 0 be the point in the bisector of the planes S
satisfies

Q and iS^C/), which

0) , = n -OK (2)

Then define the ;cyz-coordinate system with the origin in 0, the *-, and .y-axis in the
plane SAO, parallel with and perpendicular to the baseline 5 ^ , respectively (Fig. 2,
upper panel).

Apart from a scaling distance, the geometry of the stereo camera set-up is defined by
5 angular parameters,

v = (3)

Q , p/ane

where e ^ and e ^ are the unit vectors in the direction of the indicated coordinates. The
angles u^ and o,, are replaced by angles v and x for the mathematical convenience of
symmetry. The positive direction of angle y is taken to the right around 5 ^ , the vector
pointing from 5^ to 5R.
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The reconstruction of object point P from a corresponding stereo pair (PJ>/>R), is defined
by specifying the xyz-coordinates (x,j? ,£) of point P the estimation of P, as a function
of the observed image coordinates {Mi,V£,M/j,Vj,} and the parameters of the set-up. Let
angles a^p^, and a«,p« be defined

Z(/?/a«e
(4)

with the positive direction of the elevation angles p^ and p* taken to the right around
vector S ^ . In general, due to the noise the image rays 5 ^ and 5^P« do not exactly
intersect, and point P is estimated at a point in the vicinity of both rays. In our approach,
point P is reconstructed in the bisector of the left and right imaging ray planes,
and SflSiPfl, at the point P which satisfies

(5)

The angles a^p^, and OR,P« in Eq. (4) are defined as functions of the image coordinates
{u£,Vi,Mfl,v,f} and the set-up parameters by the relations

= sin OK
(6)

cos <p£ sin (p̂

-sin (p̂  cos (p

cos (p^ sin (pj,
(7)

where («i*,Vt*) and (MR*,V^*) are the coordinates of images P; and P« with respect to the
rotated image coordinate systems (Fig. 2, middle panel). Distance P,' P/'is defined in
the same figure, and P^P^' is similarly defined for the right camera. Angles o^and «„
are defined in Eq. (3) as functions of parameters v and T . The specification of the
reconstruction is completed by defining the coordinates (x,j/,f) as a function of the
angles «i, Pi and o«,p«,
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|5,O'| = |OO'

where the indicated distances are defined in the lower panel of Fig. 2. In order to
actually perform the reconstruction, the parameters of the stereo camera set-up must be
known.

Estimation of the parameters of the stereo camera set-up

In the model defined above, the elevation angle difference between the left and right
imaging ray planes,

^P - Pi P* - Y (9)

is used as a measure of stereo mismatch. When « stereo pairs are available, the 5x1
vector of set-up parameters

0 = (q^q.jpV.T.Y)'" (10)

FIGURE 2. Geometric model of a stereo camera set-up. {//?per /?ane/: Ideal pinhole
cameras. Source points S,_, and S,,, at distance unity. Unit length camera axes S,Q,
and 5RC«. perpendicular to the image planes with coordinate systems M,V,, M^V«,

respectively. Points S/. and 5,' intersections of baseline S,5« with the image planes.
Set-up parameters, angles q>,, <p«, v, T, and y- Coordinate system with origin O in
bisector of planes 5,5^Q, and 5,5^C«, and x and j< axes parallel with and perpendicu-
lar to S,5^, respectively, //we/: Relation between angles o);.a>«. and v.t. M/<Me
powe/: Points P, and P,,, the noise perturbed images of the unknown object point / \
Point P, the reconstruction of P in the bisector of planes 5,^/",, and 5,5y^. Angle
a,, the angle of 5,P, and 5,5«. Elevation angle p,, the angle between the plane
•SVW and the plane S/.S«C,. Angles a«, and p« similarly defined for the right
camera. Points /*,/, and /*,_', the projections of/", on the w^-axis, and on the baseline,
respectively. lower pane/: Coordinates of point P as function of angles
O,.,P,,O«,PK,(J,.(O^. Point P' the projection of point P on the plane z=0. Points O',
and P", the projection on the baseline of points O, and P. respectively. Angle jj, the
elevation angle of point P with respect tot the plane z=0.
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can be estimated by minimizing the sum of squares of the elevation angle differences.
The corresponding estimate is expressed

iBiniimiw (11)

with A p, the mismatch for the z-th stereo pair, and the right-hand part meaning: the
value of vector 9 which minimizes the indicated function.

An alternative estimate may be found by minimizing the differences in the elevation
arc length,

&orc • 9 I E ^ P - 6* minimum (12)
i-i

with 6, equal to the distance | PP"| defined in the lower panel of Fig. 2, for the z-th
stereo pair. Hence, in Eq. (12) a weighted sum of squares of elevation angle differences
is minimized.

In Appendix A an error analysis is reported, resulting in the specification of weights,
w,', which are inversely proportional to the variance of the error in A p,. When gaussian
errors are assumed, the corresponding weighted least squares estimate is the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimate,

2 . . 2 • -2 - 2 \ _ i / j ( i \

i minimum w, = ( ' £ , + / £ , ) (13)
i-i

with ^ , , the distance P ^ ' indicated in the middle panel of Fig. 2, for the z-th stereo
pair, and A>, similarly defined for the image F« in the right image plane.

The estimates defined in Eqs. (11)-(13), which are obtained by a applying standard
nonlinear least squares (NLS) procedures (routine E04GDF of the NAG Fortran
Library [31 ]), will be referred to by M.S arcg/e-, M»S arc-, and Afl. metfiod. With «= 100
stereo pairs, the parameter estimation took less than 1 s run-time on a VAX8650.

3-D Reconstruction error

The position of a 3-D object point, />,-, z=l,..,n, and its reconstruction, .P., is specified by
position vectors p, and /J,, respectively, and the corresponding displacement error
vector is defined
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The reconstruction of« points attached to an object, results in a displaced and deformed
version of the original object, and can be described by the linear displacement model

?, - A * Fp , * 6., i-l,..,B (15)

where A is a 3x 1 translation vector, F is 3x3 linear deformation matrix and 8, is a 3* 1
vector of the residual displacement which is not explained by the linear model. The
matrix F can be decomposed (Appendix B) according to

F = J ^ G (16)

with scalar s a scale factor, /? a 3x3 orthogonal rotation matrix, and G a 3x3 matrix
representing a deformation of an incompressible object.

Given a set of « pairs (/?,,/>,), /=!,.•,«, the elements of vector A and matrix F were
estimated by least squares on the basis of Eq. (15), and the scalar 5, and matrices /? and
G were calculated (Appendix B). Removal of the displacements corresponding to
uniform translation, rotation, and change of scale, according to

' * ^ / - * ) - # » / (17)

resulted in the error vector e^, , which accounts for the pure deformation error of the
reconstruction. By substitution of Eqs. (15) and (16) into Eq. (17), the deformation error
was further decomposed

'r«,i

with error vectors e,^,, and ^ , , representing the uniform linear deformation error, and
the residual deformation error, respectively. The magnitude of the errors defined in
Eqs. (14),(17) and (18) is quantified by the root mean square (RMS) level of the vector
lengths. The corresponding RMS values are indicated e . , , e^., E,^., and e ^ , respec-
tively. If not otherwise indicated, in the current study the term 'reconstruction error'
refers to the deformation error defined in Eq. (17).
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The random reconstruction error, e^ , represents the error due to only the image position
noise. It corresponds to the displacements found for exact set-up parameters and noisy
image positions. The random error represents the inevitable, minimum value of the
reconstruction error which is not affected by the accuracy of the parameter estimation.

Performance evaluation

The performance of the parameter estimation and the 3-D reconstruction was evaluated
by mathematical analysis and in computer simulation experiments. Three situations
were evaluated:
A. Markers attached to the surface of a sphere,
B. Markers attached to a simulated moving left ventricle (LV),
C. Markers distributed over the volume of a sphere.
The major part of the evaluation was based on 5/Yuaf/on .4.

For the standard X-ray stereo camera set-up used in the evaluation it holds

^ (19)

so, camera axes were perpendicular and intersecting, and object distances were equal.
The object was imaged on video (256 * 256 pixel). For both cameras 200 pixels
corresponded to the object aperture a of 0.1 rad, a being defined as the ratio of the
object diameter, and the object distance to the source point. With the distance between
the two camera source points, dj, set to 10̂  mm, the diameter of the observed object was
approximately 70 mm. The image position noise was set to an RMS value, o, of
2.5x10"* rad (0.5 pixel), a value which was motivated previously [32]. The number of
markers Mwas set to 25. For the single frame observations in S/'/uatio/H ,4 am/ C, the
number of stereo pairs n was equal to A/. In S7/wa//o« 5 the heart motion was observed
in a sequence of T frames, so « was equal to A/x 7".

Situation A: Markers attached to the surface of a sphere

In the standard stereo camera set-up described above, markers were distributed at
random across the surface of a sphere with its centre in point 0 (Fig. 2). By mathemati-
cal analysis and in computer simulations, two aspects were investigated
1. Parameter bias, and parameter and reconstruction accuracy,
2. Reconstruction error induced per parameter.
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/. Parameter Z>/aj, anrf/7ara/we/er awa" recorafrwcf/on accuracy

A/a//!e/«afzca/ ana/ys/s o/7/ie para/we/er esf wwaf/OH
For a set of object points which is homogeneously distributed across the surface of a
sphere, in Appendix C it was derived that the estimation error in the parameters T, q>̂
and q>R, is approximately proportional to a"', the reciprocal of the aperture. The error is
proportional to a'* for v, and the estimate of y is unaffected by variations of a. Also, the
estimates of the 5 parameters were found to be uncorrelated.

Geweraf/o/i o/rfata. A number of A/=25 markers was positioned at random on the
spherical surface, with the restriction that a minimum inter-marker distance must be
complied with. The minimum distance was defined

(20)

with fl the radius of the spherical object. The value of £/„,„ defined in Eq. (20) is based
on the most dense and the least dense homogeneous distribution of markers given </„,>„.
A polygon with sides equal to 4™ is associated with both distributions. For the most
dense one the polygon consists of triangles and a marker is located at each corner, and
for the least dense one the polygon consists of hexagons with a marker located in the
centre. The corresponding occupied area per marker is equal to d£^ and 3« o*^,,
respectively, and Eq. (20) is obtained by multiplying the compromise value 2 * rf^
with the number of markers Mand setting the result equal to the available area 4 K 7? ^.

Projection of the 3-D marker positions resulted in exact image coordinates, and after
adding uncorrelated gaussian noise with an RMS level o, a set of n=M observed stereo
image pairs {Mi,Vi,w«,v^},, z=l,..,n was obtained. Data were generated for several
combinations of values of the variables «, o, and a. A change of aperture was obtained
by changing the scale of the object.

Ca/cw/af7o« o/A/as awa* #A/S error. The para "rter bias, which is equal to the average
parameter estimation error, and the RMS va' . if the parameter estimation error and
the reconstruction error were obtained in 1( 3 repeated simulations. In each repeated
simulation, the random configuration of markers and the random noise were newly
generated. Initial estimates for the parameters were obtained by random sampling in
intervals centred at the true values of the parameters defined in Eq. (19), with interval
width ±10° for parameters q>̂ , <p/,, v, and T, and ±2° for y- The chosen interval widths
represent the prior uncertainty in the 5 stereo camera set-up parameters. After estima-
tion of the parameters, the corresponding reconstruction error was accurately obtained
in a separate simulation with 100 markers distributed across the spherical surface. The
systematic displacement error induced by the parameter errors was calculated by using
the parameter estimates and the exact image positions. The resulting errors were
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TABLE I. Number of stereo pairs n, RMS position noise o, and aperture a in the
computer simulations used in the comparison of conventional NLS and the
ML method.

computer simulations

a

b

c

d

25

25

100

25

10"" rad

5.0

2.5

2.5

2.5 '

• • . • • • . - • . a

rad

0.1

0.1

0,1

0.2

decomposed according to Eqs. (14)-(18). The random reconstruction error defined in
the Section '3-D Reconstruction error' was calculated by using the exact parameter
values and the noisy image positions. •

AC mef/ioa" a/io" cortventfona/ M,S me//zoas. The three estimation procedures, the NLS
angle-, NLS arc- and ML method defined in Eqs. (11)-(13), were applied to identical
sets of simulated data, and the parameter bias and the RMS parameter and reconstruc-
tion error were obtained. Data were generated for the values of «, o, and a shown in
Table I. As a reference, the value of statistical significance in a two sided t-test of
bias=0 at a p-level of 5%, was calculated.

o/A/Z, mef/ioa" as ayw/ictio« o//i, o a«rf a. The RMS parameter and recon-
struction errors were obtained in simulations with «, o, and a set to the standard values,
and also for « equal to 10, and 100, and for o, and a set to twice, and half the standard
values of 2.5x10'*, and 0.1 rad, respectively.

2. ^?eco«5/rwc//on error mdwced per parameter

A/a//jema//'ca/ a/ja/ysw. The systematic reconstruction error induced by the parameter
errors, was derived for each parameter separately, and was decomposed according to
Eqs. (14)-(18). The linear deformation part of the reconstruction error, represented by
matrix G in Eq. (16), was shown (Appendix D) to correspond to lengthening and
shortening of the object in two orthogonal directions, proportional to the magnitude of
the parameter error (Fig. 3). For a homogeneously distributed set of markers on the
surface of a sphere with radius /?, it was derived (Appendix D) that errors Av in
parameter v, AT in T, and A<p in <p̂  or q»̂ , result in the respective RMS linear deforma-
tion errors
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FIGURE 3. Deformation error in 3-D object reconstruction. The parameters were
separately perturbed. For markers attached to surface of a sphere the mathematically
derived deformation is indicated in the xyz-coordinate system. Also the corresponding
matrix G-/ is shown, with 3*3 matrices G and /, the incompressible deformation
matrix, and the unit matrix, respectively. From left to right: reconstruction error
induced by errors Av, At, and Aq>, in parameters v, t, and q>£, respectively: lengthen-
ing and shortening along the x- and ̂ -axis, along axes x=±y, z=0, and in directions in
the *=.y plane, at angles of 45° and 135° with the horizontal, respectively.

|Aq>/4| (21)

The results for parameters <p£ or <p̂  are identical because of the symmetry of the set-up,
and therefore are indicated with <p. An error in parameter y does not induce any errone-
ous displacements.

?. With one of the set-up parameters set to a perturbed value, the
error displacements of 100 markers were calculated, and decomposed according to
Eqs. (14)-(18). The calculations were performed for aperture values of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2
rad. The parameter perturbations were set to the RMS parameter error found with the
ML method in the simulations in Situation /I, for 25 markers, the standard noise level,
and similar aperture values.

Situation B: Markers attached to a simulated moving left ventricle

geweraterf cfa/a. A simulated left ventricle (LV) was positioned at point 0
with the base-apex axis coinciding with the z-coordinate (Fig. 2, upper panel). The
ventricular geometry, the random positioning of M markers in the LV wall, and the
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TABLE II. Computer simulations of multiple frame stereo observations of markers
attached to a moving left ventricle.

y •

number of markers number of frames

5,8,10,25 1,10,25,50

simulated motion were presented elsewhere [32]. The obtained motion data agreed with
real LV motion, measured in a dog at a frame rate of 90 s ' in a sequence of T=50
frames, with the aperture and the noise level set to the standard values.

f er/fwTwartce eva/wa//'o« ML wef/zod. The RMS parameter errors were calculated for the
combinations of numbers of markers and frames shown in Table II. For 7*<50, the
available 50 frames were sampled with a frequency 7750, e.g. with T=10, the frames at
sample times 5, 10, 15,..., and 50 in the sequence were used.' ;"" '•"''

Situation C: Markers distributed over the volume of a sphere

Data were generated according to the specifications in Fencil and Metz [25]. In the
standard set-up defined by Eq. (19), markers were randomly scattered over the volume
of a sphere, which was observed at an object aperture of 0.18 rad. For n=8, 10, and 30,
uniformly distributed pixel round off noise of an amplitude of 1.8* 10 "* rad was added.
Also, for n=10, gaussian noise of RMS levels o=3.5xl0"\ and 7.0x10" rad (1 and 2
pixels in a 512x512 image) was added, supplemented by the pixel round off error. The
ML method was applied to the generated data, and the RMS deformation error was
calculated according to Eqs. (14)-(18).

Results u - •; .-<:.>•.•

Situation A: Markers attached to the surface of a sphere

ML we/Aorf am/ cortveHf/orta/ M.S me//?ods. The resulting bias and parameter accuracy
of parameter v varied substantially for the three estimation methods defined in
Eqs. (11)-(13). For the other parameters no significant bias was found and the parameter
accuracy of the three methods was similar. The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the absolute
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FIGURE 4. Estimation bias and accuracy for angle v, and accuracy of the 3-D recon-
struction. Computer simulations of markers attached to the surface of a sphere.
Estimation methods 1) NLS angle, 2) NLS arc, and 3) ML, correspond to
minimization of the sum of squared elevation angle differences, elevation arc differ-
ences, and optimally weighted elevation arc differences, respectively. Data were
simulated for the number of stereo pairs «, the RMS image position noise o, and the
aperture a, respectively, set to 25, 5x10"", 0.1 (panel a), 25, 2.5*10"*, 0.1, (panel b),
100,2.5x 10"*, 0.1 (panel c) and 25,2.5* 10"", 0.2 (panel d). Results were based on 100
repeated simulations per condition. [//?per/?a/7e/: Parameter bias, RMS error, and 5%
significance level of bias=0. Lower paMe/: 3-D reconstruction deformation error due
to the parameter errors, and the random error due to the image position noise.

value of the bias in parameter v (solid bar) for the simulation conditions (indicated a,
b, c, d) presented in Table I. For comparison, the RMS parameter error (dashed bar) and
the 5% significance level for the bias (blank bar) are also shown. The highly significant
value of the bias for the NLS angle- and NLS arc method (1,2 of column a) persisted
when the noise level o was reduced from 5.0x 10" to 2.5* 10"* rad (column b), or the
number of stereo pairs « was increased from 25 to 100 (column c). Only when the
aperture a was increased, from 0.1 to 0.2 rad, the bias decreased to a nonsignificant
level (column d). For the ML method (3 in columns a to d) the estimate of v was
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TABLE III. ML method, markers on the surface of a sphere. Coefficients of functions

[ / , («-5)'" o a '*' ] and [ / , d («-5)'" o a '* ] which were fitted to the RMS errors.

unit

ofA

A

V

10
deg
rad

34

2

RMS

•

10
deg

28

1

parameter
error

T

10
deg

14

1

Y

10
deg
rad

9.4

0

RMS

rad

7.8

2

reconstruction
error

& /

2.0

1

res

rad'

1.4

0

unbiased, more accurate, and, as a consequence, the reconstruction error £ „ was
minimum (lower panel of Fig. 4).

AfZ, me//zoda.s a/w2c//on o/n, o am/a. In the upper panel of Fig. 5, the
RMS parameter estimation errors, e^, e , e ,̂ and e , are presented as a function of«,

o, and a. The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the RMS values of the resulting reconstruc-
tion errors, e ,, , e ^ , e^.and E ^ defined in Eqs. (14)-( 18) and the accompanying text.
The RMS parameter error in a nonlinear least squares fit is expected [35] to be propor-
tional to a, the RMS value of the noise in the observations, and inversely proportional
to the square root of «-5, the number of degrees of freedom of the residual sum of
squares. Accordingly, in order to summarize the results, curves were LS fitted to the
RMS error values in Fig. 5, using the functions

"** A: 6{V,<P,T,Y}

(22)
"** Aa

where label AT indicates a parameter or one of the reconstruction errors defined in Eqs.
(14), (17), and (18),/^ is a constant, and exponent <7̂  was set to a value corresponding
to Eq. (42), Appendix C, or a value found by inspection of Fig. 5. The source point
distance rf, was introduced as a scale factor. In Table III the resulting values for <fo and
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y^ are shown. For the RMS random reconstruction error, which solely depends on o, it
holds

«™ • I* 4 ° (23)

In the log-log plot of Fig. 5, the functions defined in Eqs. (22) and (23) are represented
by straight lines. In agreement with the results in Appendix C, the estimates of the 5
parameters were found to be uncorrelated.

error as a/H/?c//o« o//?arame/er error. For the standard stereo camera
set-up defined in Eq. (19), the radius /? of the spherical object can be written of,
cos(n/4) a/2. When substituted in Eq. (21), for the RMS linear deformation errors
induced per parameter it holds

(24)

5.0 xlO* rod ' <feg"' c,, = 1.25 xlO* ra/"

with a in radian, and the parameter errors A v, AT, and Acp in degrees. Application of the
decomposition defined in Eqs. (14)-(18) to the error displacements in the simulations,
resulted in matrices which agreed with Appendix D.

Fig. 6 (upper panel) shows the ratio of the RMS deformation error defined in Eq. (17),
and the parameter error which caused it, as a function of the aperture. The RMS linear
deformation error (Fig. 6, solid lines), calculated according to Eq. (24), was found to
be almost identical to the RMS deformation error (difference ±2%). The lower panel of
Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the RMS residual reconstruction error defined in Eq. (18), and
the RMS deformation error, as a function of the aperture.

ML mef/joo", /wa/we/er errors a/«/ t/e/br/mrf/oft error ybr //ze starta'ara' s/7«a/7o«. In
Table IV the major results for the standard values «=25 and o=2.5x 10"* are summarized.
The contribution per parameter to the RMS linear deformation error was calculated by
applying Eq. (24) to the RMS parameter errors shown in the upper right part of Fig. 5.
Then, the linear deformation error was substituted for the deformation error, since the
difference was found negligible (Fig. 6).
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FIGURE 5. Parameter and reconstruction accuracy as a function of the number of
stereo pairs w, the RMS image position noise o, and the aperture a. Results of the ML
method with computer simulations of markers attached to the surface of a sphere.
Points indicate results of 100 repeated simulations per condition. Solid lines represent
curves fitted to the data. (7/?per pawe/: RMS parameter errors e^,e_,E^, and e^.
lower/rarte/: 3-D reconstruction, RMS values e ^ , e ^ , c ^ , and e ^ , respectively.
The RMS values correspond to the total displacement error, the deformation error,
and the residual error caused by the parameter errors, and the random error due to the
image position noise.
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FIGURE 6. Deformation error of 3-D reconstruction induced per parameter error, as
a function of the aperture a. Computer simulation of 100 markers attached to the
surface of a sphere. Parameter errors were set to the values shown in the upper right
part of Fig. 5. £//?per /?a«e/: Ratio of the RMS deformation error of the 3-D recon-
struction and the parameter perturbation Aq of parameter q, as a function of the
aperture. Points: Simulation results. Curves: RMS linear deformation error e,«^
divided by parameter error. Error e, „. was calculated according to mathematically
derived expression [ c ^ a ], with constant c, equal to 5, 5, 1.25 [10"̂  rad' deg']
for parameters v, x, and <p, respectively, and J, equal to the source point distance.
Lower paw/: Ratio of the RMS residual deformation error and the RMS deformation
error, as a function of the aperture.
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TABLE IV. ML method in computer simulations of markers on the surface of a sphere.
Parameter and reconstruction accuracy for 25 stereo pairs and an RMS position noise
of2.5xlO-"rad.

aperture RMS deformation error RMS parameter
error

£-/E.. £./£..

rad mm deg

0.05

0.10

0.20

2

1

0.5

1

2

4

2

4

8

8

2

0.5

4

8

16

2

4

8

0.1

0.3

1

TABLE V. Reconstruction accuracy of ML method and LLS method in computer
simulations of markers distributed over the volume of a sphere.

number of
stereo pairs

8

10

30

10

10

image position noise

[10^ rad]

Gaussian,
RMS value

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

7.0

pixel
round off,
amplitude

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

RMS deformation error of
3-D reconstruction

[mm]

LLS
method

5.0

1.0

0.3

3.5

8.0

ML
method

0.8

0.6

0.23

2.0

4.0
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FIGURE 7. Parameter accuracy of the
ML method with computer simula-
tions of multiple frame stereo obser-
vations of LV motion. Number of
markers, M, varied as indicated.
Number of frames, 7", set to 1, 10, 25,
and 50. Results of 100 repeated simu-
lations per condition, shown for pa-
rameter v. Points: simulation results.
Curves: Fitted function [9 (w-5)"'̂ ]
with n=M><7', and constant cy.

Situation B: Markers attached to a simulated moving left ventricle

ML /wef/iod, parameter accuracy. In Fig. 7 the RMS error of parameter v is presented
as a function of «-5, the number of stereo pairs minus the number of fitted parameters.
The function

(n-5>-1/2 (25)

with Cy-a constant, was LS fitted to the points in Fig. 7, using separate curves for the sets
of points for A/=5 and M>8. The results for the parameters <p, x, and y were similar to
those shown for v. With single frame data of 25 markers, the RMS parameter errors for
v, 9, T and y were found equal to 2.7, 0.17, 0.08, and 0.007 deg, respectively, implying
an increase of 10-30% when compared to the corresponding results with the spherical
object (Table IV).

Situation C: Markers distributed over the volume of a sphere

accuracy o/MZ, we/toa" ana" ZXS wef/zoo". The accuracy obtained with
the LLS method in the simulations reported in [25], and with the ML method in similar
simulations in the current study, respectively, is presented in Table V.
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Discussion

In the present study we developed and evaluated a method to reconstruct 3-D object
points from stereo images by using a maximum likelihood (ML) method to estimate the
geometric parameters of a stereo camera set-up. In the used model, the cameras are
represented as ideal pinhole cameras, and the image distance and the intersection of the
camera axis with the image plane are assumed known. Then the geometry of the stereo
camera set-up (Fig. 2) can be described by a set of 5 angles, ((pi,<p«,v,T,Y), and the
mismatch of a stereo image pair is expressed as a nonlinear function of the 5
parameters. When a sufficient number («s5) of stereo pairs is known, the 5 parameters
can be estimated and the unknown 3-D positions of the object points can be
reconstructed. The 5 parameter nonlinear model is preferred to the 8 parameter linear
representation [23-25] for two reasons: 1) the model is parsimonious, since the 5
parameters correspond to the 5 degrees of freedom of the geometry, and 2) the
physically interpretable parameters are appropriate to investigate the estimation method
and the structure of the reconstruction error.

s. In the used model (Fig. 2) the cameras are represented as ideal pinhole
cameras, and the image distance and the intersection of the camera axis with the image
plane are assumed known. A real X-ray stereo camera set-up can be represented by this
model when the interior calibration [22] of the imaging system is adequate. The major
distortions of the imaging system can be corrected by the use of a dewarp grid [3]. The
reported residual error of approximately 0.5* 10"* rad is small compared to the RMS
noise level of 2.5* 10"* rad. Computer simulations showed that errors of 0.1° and 0.2°
in the angles v and x, respectively, were induced per percentage error in the image
distance, the distance from source point to dewarp grid plane. According to Eq. (24) the
corresponding reconstruction errors are equal to 0.05 and 0.1 mm, respectively, which
are small compared to the inevitable random reconstruction error of 0.3 mm caused by
noise of an RMS level of 2.5x lO* rad (see Eq. (23)). So, when the error in the image
distance is smaller than 1%, the induced reconstruction error may be neglected. It can
be derived that an error 6 in the position of the intersection of the camera axis with the
image plane causes a systematic error of the order of *r6 in the angle between two
imaging rays, where z/ represents an image coordinate. With a viewing aperture of 0.1
rad, corresponding to 200 pixels, and assuming 6=±0.005 rad, the error introduced in
the image plane is 0.02 pixel, which is small compared to the noise of 0.5 pixel. In
conclusion: the systematic errors, which are introduced by inaccurate knowledge of the
interior parameters of the imaging systems, in our set-up are negligible compared to the
effects of noise of an RMS value of 2.5x10"'' rad (0.5 pixel). For substantially lower
noise levels, the systematic errors may become dominating, and a more accurate interior
calibration of the imaging systems is indicated.
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ev//ma//on. The elevation angle difference, defined in Eq. (9), is used as a
measure of stereo mismatch. The parameters are estimated by minimizing the weighted
elevation angle differences of « stereo pairs in a nonlinear least squares regression
procedure. When the errors in the measured image positions are assumed gaussian,
maximum likelihood (ML) estimates can be obtained by using weights which are
inversely proportional to the error variance in the elevation angle differences.
Conventional nonlinear least squares (NLS) estimation methods, which minimize the
differences of 1) the unweighted elevation angle, or 2) the elevation arc length, use a
similar least squares criterion function, but nonoptimal weights.

£va/wa?/o/7 /« com/wter j/mu/af/ons. The performance was evaluated in computer
simulations of the standard stereo camera set-up defined by Eq. (19). The perpendicular
camera axes of the set-up are optimal [33] with respect to a minimum 3-D
reconstruction error. The major part of the evaluation was based on computer generated
single frame stereo image data of markers attached to the surface of a sphere. This
geometry in a stylized way represents an organ with a cavity which is observed in an
X-ray stereo camera set-up. By locating the markers over the surface at random but with
a minimum allowed distance between them, see Eq. (20), realistic marker distributions
were obtained. Noise perturbed data were used as input for the estimation procedure,
and in 100 repeated simulations the parameter bias, and the root mean square (RMS)
parameter and reconstruction error were obtained. The ML method was also evaluated
with multiple frame stereo image data obtained in a realistic computer simulation of
markers attached to a moving left ventricle [32]. In order to compare the performance
of the ML method and the 8 parameter linear least squares (LLS) method reported by
Fencil and Metz [25], single frame stereo data of markers distributed over the volume
of a sphere were generated.

Per/brma/;ce ML we/toa* ana" co/jven/;owo/ JVLS we^/zoaj. The ML method resulted in
an unbiased estimate of v, and a minimum RMS estimation and reconstruction error
(Fig. 4). The estimates of the other four parameters were unbiased, and equally accurate
with ML and conventional NLS. With the NLS methods, the bias in v only decreased
to nonsignificant values when the aperture was increased to 0.2 rad (Fig. 4, upper panel,
column d). Contrary to the NLS methods, for the ML method increasing the number of
stereo pairs resulted in a significant improvement of the accuracy (lower panel, column
c versus b). When the minimum number of «=5 stereo pairs was used, the ML-method
still resulted in unbiased estimates, but the accuracy of v and T reduced to inappropriate
RMS levels of 18° and 9°, respectively. Nevertheless, in all simulations the ML method
performed best, so the method is preferred to the NLS methods.

Parameter errors Afi, me^oa". As is shown in Fig. 5 and Table IV, for an aperture of
0.1 rad, the error in parameter v outweighs the error in the other parameters, and
dominates the reconstruction error. Obviously, the accuracy of parameter v is harmed
most by the lack of perspective effect which occurs when the aperture is small. Hence,
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the inherently bad conditioning of the estimation of the relative orientation in a stereo
camera set-up as mentioned in the literature [25], was shown to be mainly due to the
influence of a single parameter, the angle 2v between the two camera axes. So, when
the estimation accuracy is poor, improvement might be obtained by estimating
parameter v independently, e.g. by fixing it at the intended value of 45°.

As expected, the RMS parameter errors were proportional to the RMS position noise,
and inversely proportional to the square root of the number of stereo pairs minus the
number of fitted parameters (Fig. 5, solid lines). Furthermore, in agreement with the
derivation in Appendix C, the parameter estimates were found to be uncorrelated, and
the RMS parameter errors were inversely proportional to the aperture for T, cp̂ , and <p̂ ,
inversely proportional to the squared aperture for v, and unaffected by the aperture
fory-

errors M , we/Zioc/. When the position of the object with respect to the
camera system is relevant, as for instance in robotics [22], the total displacement error
defined in Eq. (14) is of interest. However, when measuring deformation, the uniform
translation, rotation and scaling of the object are not of interest, and the deformation
error defined in Eq. (17) is the only relevant part of the reconstruction error. In all
simulations of the current study, the residual error defined in Eq. (18) was very small
(Fig. 6), and the deformation error was approximately equal to the linear deformation
error (difference < 2%). The error in parameter v dominated the reconstruction error
(Table IV), and in agreement with Eq. (24), the RMS deformation error, as a function
of the number of stereo pairs and the noise level, behaved like the RMS error in v, and
was inversely proportional to the aperture. For the standard values «=25, o=2.5x 10^
rad, and a=0.1 rad, the RMS deformation error was equal to 1 mm, and was mainly due
to the RMS parameter error of 2° in v (Table IV).

/mprov/rtg recoAu/rMCfr'o/? accuracy fry wcreas/'/jg «. As shown in Fig. 5, the parameter
and reconstruction accuracy can be improved by increasing the aperture, the number of
stereo constraints, or the imaging accuracy. Often the maximum aperture and the
imaging accuracy are fixed properties of the available equipment, and improvement can
only be achieved by increasing the number of stereo pairs. The extent of the
improvement, is limited by the inevitable random reconstruction error (see Section '3-D
Reconstruction error'), whose magnitude depends on the noise level, but is not affected
by the accuracy of the parameter estimation (Fig. 5). On the basis of Eqs. (22) and (23),
and the coefficients in Table III, the ratio r^.=e^Ve^ can be defined as a function of
the aperture a and the number of stereo pairs «,

r , = 1.8x(n-5)-"*<r' (26)

and with the aperture set to 0.1 rad, ratio values r^=l, 0.5, and 0.1 are obtained for
/j=300, 1300, and 30,000, respectively. With single frame observations these numbers
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may not seem practical, but with multiple frame data a number of 1250 stereo pairs can
very well be obtained by observing A/=25 markers in T=50 frames. For M=25 and a=0.1
rad, application of Eq. (26) with A/* 7* substituted for «, results in a reduction of r^ from
4 to 0.5 when increasing the number of frames from T=l to 50.

A/Z wertoJ vw'//2 sz>M«/ate</ Z,K wor/on. When more frames are used, the number of
stereo pairs increases proportionally. The results of simulations with multiple frame
observations (Fig. 7), for Afe8 show that the RMS parameter error varies proportional
to (A/x7"-5)"'̂ . Hence, an equivalent improvement of accuracy is obtained by increasing
the number of markers, M, or by increasing the number of frames, T, provided the
markers move considerably, as is the case with myocardial markers. For M=5, an
increased RMS level was found, which is probably due to a decrease of effective
aperture. When a set of projected markers does not completely span the area
corresponding to the object aperture a, the effective aperture is smaller than a.
According to Eq. (22) and the coefficients in Table III, a decrease of aperture implies
a decrease of estimation accuracy. With low M, distributions of markers which do not
span the complete object aperture are more likely to occur.

The increase of 10-30% of the RMS parameter error, which was observed when the
spherical object was replaced by a simulated left ventricle, is probably also due to a
decrease of effective aperture. When markers are distributed over an objects volume
instead of its outer surface, the spread of the marker distribution on average will be
smaller, and, as a result, the effective aperture will be decreased.

/teco/t?rrwc/z'ort crcct^racy o/ML awdZZS/wef/zorf. Comparison of the results of the ML
method with those of the 8 parameter linear least squares (LLS) method [25], shows that
the RMS deformation error for the ML method ranges from 50% to 80% of the levels
reported for the LLS method (Table V). For «=8, which is the minimum number of
stereo correspondences needed for application of the 8 parameter LLS method, the
resulting percentage was even less than 20%. The better performance of the ML method
is likely to be due to the smaller number of parameters, and the optimality of the method
with regards to the RMS error as well as to the bias of, in particular, the estimate of
parameter v.

Conclusions

Application of the maximum likelihood (ML) method to estimate the relative
orientation in a stereo camera set-up with perpendicular camera axes and an aperture
of approximately a=0.1 rad, results in unbiased and uncorrelated estimates of the five
angular parameters of the used nonlinear model. The minimum number of stereo
correspondences, which are needed as constraints, is equal to 5. In computer simulations
with «=25 markers positioned at the surface of a sphere of 70 mm diameter, and the
image position noise set to a root mean square (RMS) value o=2.5* 10" rad (0.5 pixel
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in a 256><256 pixel image matrix), the RMS deformation error of the reconstruction was
found to be equal to 1 mm.

Conventional nonlinear least squares methods based on minimizing the elevation
angle or the elevation arc differences, resulted in a significantly biased estimate of
parameter v, and in larger reconstruction errors. Contrary to the ML method, the errors
did not decrease when the number of stereo pairs was increased.

For markers attached to a sphere of 70 mm diameter and an object aperture of 0.1 rad,
it was derived that a reconstruction error of 0.5 mm was induced per error of 1° in
parameters v and T, and a reconstruction error of 0.13 mm for a 1° error in parameters
<Pz, or <p,(. An error in parameter y did not induce a reconstruction error at all.

Parameter v, which represents the angle between the two camera axes, was the least
accurately estimated and dominated the reconstruction error. In the simulations speci-
fied above, the RMS error in v was 2°, and it was shown to vary proportional to
[(«-5) '^ o a'*]. The resulting RMS deformation error varied in a similar way, but
proportional to a ' .

Application of the ML method to stereo data obtained in computer simulations with
the spherical object replaced by a moving left ventricle, for single frame data resulted
in similar parameter and reconstruction accuracies. With multiple frame data, using the
stereo correspondences of M markers in 7" frames as constraints, the accuracy was
shown to vary proportional to (A/xr-5)'"*. So, similar improvements of the accuracy
were obtained, whether the set of stereo pairs was extended by using more markers, or
by using more frames.

The ratio r^ of the RMS value of the systematic deformation error due to the parame-
ter errors, and the inevitable random reconstruction error due to the image position
noise, was shown to be equal to [1.8 (w-5)'"* O ' ] . Hence, if improvement of the accu-
racy is considered irrelevant below r,,,=l, for apertures a=0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and any noise
level, it is irrelevant to use larger numbers of stereo correspondences than /7=1200, 300,
and 80, respectively.

Compared with the results of 3-D reconstruction by using the 8 parameter linear least
squares (LLS) method [25], the ML method resulted in RMS deformation errors ranging
from 50-80% of the levels reported for the LLS method.

Appendix A

Let the measured stereo image coordinate vector u be defined

(27)

and assume that the coordinates are perturbed by additive gaussian noise, which is
independently and identically distributed for the four coordinates, then
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u = fi • e; fi = £(«); e~Af(0,o^7) (28)

with 4x1 vectors ji,e representing the true value and the error, respectively, £ the
mathematical expectation, / / indicating the multivariate normal distribution, 0 a 4* 1
vector of zeros, â  the noise variance, and / the 4><4 unit matrix. The model defined by
Eq. (28) is invariant under orthogonal linear transformation, so for the image
coordinates «' = ( M ,̂V ,̂M ,̂V^ ), defined in Eq. (7), a model similar to Eq. (28) holds with
«, fi, and e replaced by «*, j i \ and e \ respectively. Then, for the elevation angle p̂ ,
(Fig. 2, middle panel) defined in Eq. (4), it holds

(29)

with points / y , / V defined in Fig. 2, and uj, uj and e',, ej the first two elements of ji*
and e\ respectively. When the aperture is small, a=0.1, and a is of the order of 0.01a,
angle p̂ . may be approximated

- e ; / p , p , = £ ( r j (30)

Using a similar approximation for p«, and noting that the expected value of the stereo
mismatch A p, defined in Eq. (9), is zero, for the mismatch of the /-th stereo pair it holds

A P, = Pi", *i, - P^e;, - A p, ~M 0, ( p ^ * pjj,)o*) (31)

with /-£,, the distance defined in Eq. (29), p,_,• the expected value of r^,, p#, similarly
defined for the right image, and e j , , £4, components of the error vector e' for the /-th
stereo pair, ;=1,2,..,«.

Eq. (31) implies that the measured elevation angle differences AP;, are not equally
reliable for all;. In least squares optimization the reliability differences are taken into
account by using weights which are inversely proportional to the error variance [34].
Then, for « stereo pairs we have the weighted least squares estimate

n

0 = 8 I J ^ A p , w, ffw'n/wiflw vv, = (Pz.i * P«,i) ' (32)
i-i

which is the ML estimate when the errors are gaussian [34].
In our implementation, r^/,r^, is substituted in w,' for the unknown P/.,,PR./. With o of

the order of 0.01a, the resulting change of the weight is negligible.
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•-'•• Appendix B

Deco/n/?os;7/o/7 o/w
By the polar decomposition technique [36,37], a linear deformation matrix F can be
decomposed into a rotation and a pure deformation, and it holds

• ' • •• ' ' ; • . • • • : - , ' / r . ^ / ) (33)

with /? a 3x3 orthogonal rotation matrix and D a 3*3 symmetrical stretch matrix. The
deformation D can be decomposed [38] into an incompressible deformation represented
by matrix G, and a scale factor 5, so we have

F =
(34)

The matrices i?, and D, and the scalar 5 are readily obtained from the Singular Value
Decomposition [39] of matrix F

(35)

where /I and 5 are 3x3 matrices whose columns correspond to the eigenvectors of
matrices FF^, and FV, respectively, and matrix A"* is a 3*3 diagonal matrix of singular
values [39].

Appendix C

a/?proxiffia/ion q/
Assume the standard stereo camera set-up defined in Eq. (19), and let A0 be a vector
of deviations from the true parameter value

A6 . (A <p̂ , A in, A v, A T, A y f (36)

then, on the basis of Eqs. (4), (6), and (7), the stereo constraint corresponding to Eq. (9)
can be written
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Ay = 0
(37)

n/4-Av* AT T|̂

For an aperture a-0.1, the constraint can be approximated

= 0

For small angles Aq>̂  and Aq>«, substituting Eq. (28), Appendix A, and ignoring the
higher order terms, it approximately holds

with £,,..,84, and u , , . . , ^ elements of vectors E and p defined in Eq. (28). Substitution
of Eq. (39) in Eq. (38) and ignoring the higher order terms, results in

which for « stereo constraints is equivalent with the linear regression model

o*/) (41)

with ^ an «x 1 vector corresponding to the left-hand side of Eq. (40), / / an «*5 matrix
whose columns correspond to the coefficients of the right-hand side, A8 the parameter
deviation vector defined in Eq. (36), and 5 an w* 1 vector of independent gaussian errors
corresponding to the error term e^- e^.

For a configuration of object points with spherical symmetry, e.g. a homogeneous
distribution of markers at the surface of a sphere, it can be verified that the columns of
matrix / / are approximately orthogonal, so the parameter estimates are uncorrelated.
Furthermore, according to the definition of the aperture a in the Section 'Performance
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evaluation', a change of a results in a proportional change of U;, /=1,..,4, while the error
terms e,, /=1,..,4, remain the same. So, the columns of matrix //which correspond to
Aq>£, A<px, and AT are proportional to a. The column corresponding to Av, however, can
be shown to be approximately proportional to the product of two 3-D coordinates, and
hence to a .̂ For Ay, the corresponding column is independent of a. Then, for the
covariance matrix [35] of the parameter estimates, it holds

2o' (42)

where d/ag(...) represents a diagonal matrix, with the diagonal elements indicated
between the brackets. The value of the constants c?, to rfj depends on the particular
configuration of the markers. - - . --.•....,.„.;. ^v-••,.<« „....,. »..-,, .,-.,

Appendix D

error
The upper panel of Fig. 8 shows, in a view from above, the standard stereo camera
set-up with an object point /> and the associated pair of intersecting stereo rays
(S//*i,Sfl/'fl)- The effect of an error Av is introduced by rotating the left and right image
ray bundles towards each other, over an angle Av around perpendicular axes in 5^ and
•Sfl. The rotated rays (Si/V A / Y ) in general do not intersect (Fig. 8, lower panel) and
the location of the reconstructed 3-D point P is approximated by the midpoint between
the crossing rays, as indicated in the inset. For an aperture a=0.1 rad, the displacement
error is approximately

f : O ;,•:•;". X

f

-

z

0

-2Av y - Av

-Av z

(43)

with (fj?,£)^ and (x^v,z)^ the position vectors of points P and P , respectively.
Decomposition of the displacement according to Eqs. (15) and (16), results in

f
=

0

-Av

0

* (1-Av)

l .Av

0

0

6
1-Av

0

0

0

1

AT

z

(44)
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• ; .

FIGURE 8. Mathematical derivation of the reconstruction error induced by a parameter
error. L^perpawe/: Orthogonal view from above. Standard stereo camera set-up with
source points S, and S ,̂ and xyz-coordinate system originated in 0. With object point
P corresponds the exact image ray pair (5//',,5«/'K), and o/ and a/, are the angles of
the image rays with baseline 5/S/,. For aperture cr=O.l rad, the angles a, and a«
approximately hold also for the projection of the rays in the xy-plane. Ray pair
(S^'.Sfl/Y) results when parameter v is perturbed by an error Av, and point / is the
corresponding erroneous reconstruction of P. Vector rf^ represents the displacement
error in the xy-plane. Lower parce/: Approximate displacement error in z-direction
corresponding to the displacement rf^,.
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Hence, an error Av results in a translation of the object over a distance Av towards the
baseline, a scale change 1-Av, and uniform linear lengthening and shortening propor-
tional to Av in the x and>> direction, respectively (Fig. 3, left panel). Only the last two
displacement components contribute to the deformation part of the reconstruction error,
and for the length of the corresponding error vector it holds

| « i « » h ( * ' •J '*)"*|Av| (45)

The corresponding RMS error, e, „ , based on « object points is defined

n

(-1

For object points which are homogeneously distributed on the surface of a sphere with
its centre at the origin of the coordinate system, the summation is approximately
equivalent with the integral over the sphere surface

TT J ^ (48)

with G£4 an infinitesimal surface element, ^ the total surface of the sphere, and (0,/f)
indicating the centre and radius of the sphere. The integral in Eq. (47) evaluates to
(2/3)/?', so Eq. (46) can be written

* |Av| (49)

In a similar way, the approximate displacements caused by errors in the other parame-
ters are derived. Errors AT, and A<p in parameter T, and <p̂  or <p̂ , respectively, also
result in proportional deformation errors corresponding to lengthening and shortening
in two orthogonal directions. For the corresponding RMS linear deformation errors
e,~ , and e, ~. , it can be shown that an expression similar to Eq. (48) holds with Av
replaced by Ax, and A<p/4, respectively. An error Ay is introduced by rotating the ray
bundles of the left and right camera over angles -AY/2 and +Ay/2, to the right around
baseline vector 5 ^ . Then no reconstruction error results, since the reconstructed 3-D
points calculated according to Eq. (5) exactly coincide with the original object points.
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Establishing stereo correspondence
for marker tracks

Amo M.M. Muijtjens, Jef M.A. Roos, Theo Arts*, Arie Hasman, and Robert S. Reneman"

Submitted

— Motion and deformation of the cardiac wall may be measured by following the
motion of implanted radiopaque markers in 3-D, using two X-ray cameras simultaneously.
Calibration of the position measurement system can be obtained from the images during the
measurements, provided that at least 5 stereo pairs of marker images are available for the
estimation of the 5 stereo set-up parameters. Image positions of a marker obtained in two views
obey the epipolar constraint, i.e. they lie in the plane defined by the camera source points and
the 3-D position of the marker. Knowledge of the camera set-up geometry is necessary to apply
the epipolar constraint. Ambiguities arise when several markers lie in one epipolar plane. We
developed the Iterative Track Matching (ITM) method to obtain a set of stereo pairs of marker
images allowing the calibration of the stereo camera set-up. Stereo correspondences are
established automatically when large numbers (10-100) of identically shaped markers are
observed in an uncalibrated X-ray stereo camera set-up. It is assumed that the sequences of
marker image positions measured in time per view, the so-called marker tracks, are available
for at least 5 markers. Furthermore, the angle between the camera axes is assumed to be known
within ±20°. Ambiguities are solved by identifying corresponding tracks instead of single
points. Singular Value Decomposition of the set of tracks is used to reduce noise influence and
computation time. In a computer simulation 48 markers were attached to a moving heart
observed in a stereo camera set-up with approximately perpendicular camera axes. The object
was imaged on video (256x256 pixels, 50 frames), with an object aperture of 0.1 rad and a root
mean square (RMS) position noise level of 0.5 pixel. Per view 30% of the tracks were removed
at random, so that 24 stereo pairs of tracks were present, in each view supplemented by 10
tracks without a match in the other view. In 100 repeated simulations, the ITM method
rendered on the average 23 stereo track pairs, 0.5% of which were false. The method also
produced accurate estimates of the angular parameters of the stereo camera set-up (RMS error
0.02° to 1°) which can be used as initial values in the calibration.
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Introduction

In physiological experiments regional motion and deformation of the cardiac wall may
be assessed by following implanted radiopaque markers [1-5] or bifurcation points of
the coronary artery tree [6-9]. The 3-D positions of the markers can be reconstructed
from stereo pairs of projections, obtained by simultaneously operated X-ray cameras.
Comparable set-ups were described for measuring deformation of the lung [10-12], the
diaphragm [13], and the pharynx [14-16]. A similar analysis was applied to the
projections of optical markers to measure human motion [17] or deformation of
biological tissues [18,19].

When following attached markers or feature points, the identification of the same
object point in different frames is a major problem, the so-called correspondence
problem [20,21 ]. With stereo observations, correspondence in time as well as between
the two views must be established. In some studies [3,22] temporal and stereo
constraints were combined when following markers or features in 3-D. The current
study focuses on the problem of finding stereo correspondence between views when the
correspondences in time per view are already known.

In the computer vision literature [23-25] two major approaches to establish stereo
correspondences are distinguished: area- and feature-based matching techniques. In
area-based matching, correlation-based techniques are used to find subimages with
similar intensity patterns. In feature-based matching the basic units to be matched are
intensity anomaly features, e.g. edges or image patches, or semantic features with
known physical properties and/or spatial geometry, e.g. corners or peaks of an object.

When using the images of identical radiopaque markers to serve as semantic features,
the intensity patterns can not be used for identification, and matches must be solely
based on the positional information. Smoothness of disparity, the relative displacement
of the image of a feature point in two views, is often used as a constraint to reduce
ambiguity in establishing stereo correspondence [26-29]. When radiopaque markers are
observed in an X-ray stereo camera set-up, however, the disparities of neighbouring
marker images may differ largely because the corresponding markers may be distant in
3-D.

Marker images which correspond to the same marker obey the epipolar constraint
[23]. Representing the left camera by source point S,., through which all image rays
pass, and image plane /, (Fig. 1, upper panel), the right camera similarly by point SR and
plane /„, two marker images, / \ and /*„, which correspond to the same marker, lie in a
plane defined by the source points and the location /" of the marker. Ambiguity arises
when several markers lie in the same epipolar plane (Fig. 1, middle panel). Earlier we
have shown [32] that in each view a large number of identical markers (up to 100) can
be reliably followed in time, resulting in two sets of marker tracks, each track consisting
of a sequence of marker image positions as observed in consecutive frames. By
matching marker tracks instead of single marker images the ambiguities can be solved
(Fig. 1, lower panel). In practice, marker image positions are perturbed with noise and
the epipolar constraint must be relaxed: the distance between image rays 5 ^ and
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FIGURE 1. Solving ambiguities in stereo correspondence by matching marker tracks,
pawe/: A marker positioned at point /> is simultaneously observed by two cameras, Z. and /?.
The cameras are represented by the image planes /, and /«, and the source points 5, and 5/,
through which all image rays pass. Points 5/.' and 5«' represent the intersections of the baseline
5 ^ with the two image planes. When marker images at positions /*,. and />„ in image planes
// and 4, respectively, correspond to the same marker, the image rays S,/>, and £„/>„ intersect
in point />, the position of the marker. Hence, the points P, and />„ lie in the indicated plane
through the source points, a so-called epipolar plane. Mc/ttfe/Kine/: When more marker images
(filled circles) lie in one epipolar plane, ambiguity arises. Two equally valid solutions exist for
the stereo correspondence: stereo pairs (l,a) and (2,b), corresponding to physical markers
located at the circles, and pairs (l,b) and (2,a) associated with the squares, iowerpa«e/: The
ambiguity is solved by matching tracks instead of single marker image positions. Curved lines
indicate marker tracks. The direction of motion (arrows) and the observed positions in three
consecutive frames are indicated (dots). Only the pairs of tracks associated with the squares
satisfy the epipolar constraint in all three frames, and thus represent the correct stereo pairs.
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or some other measure of the stereo mismatch, should be small when images / \ and P^
correspond to the same object point [4]. In order to calculate the mismatch for a
tentative stereo pair, the geometry of the stereo camera set-up [30] should be known.
On the other hand, if correct stereo pairs are known, the corresponding epipolar
constraints can be used to calibrate the stereo camera set-up.

In recently developed systems for measuring 3-D heart motion by following
radiopaque markers [3-5,7], the geometry of the stereo camera set-up is calibrated in a
separate procedure by using a calibration object with a number of markers at known
positions. Furthermore, limited numbers of markers (14-22) are used and stereo
correspondence is established in semi-automatic procedures by applying the epipolar
constraint in the known camera set-up geometry. Calibration methods which are based
on the marker image position data obtained during the measurements have also been
presented [31,33,35]. Then, the stereo correspondence of part of the marker images is
assumed to be known, in order to be used as constraint in the calibration. However,
when large numbers of identical markers are used, obtaining a reliable set of stereo pairs
in the uncalibrated stereo camera set-up is not a trivial task.

In the present study we developed the Iterative Track Matching (ITM) method to
obtain a set of stereo pairs of marker images allowing the calibration of the camera
set-up. The ITM method automatically establishes stereo correspondence for large
numbers of identical markers (10-100) which are observed in two simultaneously
obtained sequences of frames in an uncalibrated X-ray stereo camera set-up. The
method assumes that part of the markers is correctly tracked in each of the views, and
coarse prior knowledge (±20") of the angle between the two camera axes is used.
Ambiguities are solved by identifying corresponding tracks instead of single points.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the set of tracks is used to reduce noise
influence and computation time. Next to the set of stereo pairs, the ITM algorithm also
renders accurate estimates of the set-up parameters which can be used as initial
estimates in the calibration of the set-up [35]. Once the set-up is calibrated, the
geometry is accurately known and the set of stereo pairs can be reviewed and extended.
Because of its intended use in measuring deformation of the heart, the ITM algorithm
is developed for an aperture angle of the object of approximately 0.1 rad.

In computer simulations markers were distributed randomly over the volume of the
wall of a moving left ventricle (LV) which was observed in an X-ray stereo camera set-
up. For various numbers of attached markers, corresponding sets of tracks in the left and
the right view were generated. The ability of the ITM method to identify correct stereo
pairs, and the accuracy of the obtained set-up parameter estimates were investigated.
Also the performance was evaluated with incomplete sets of tracks which were obtained
by random removal of tracks in each of the views. Then only part of the markers is
present in both sets, representing the situation of missing tracks due to marker detection
or tracking failures. The effect on the performance of the noise level and of the width
of the intervals of the set-up parameters was also investigated.
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Epipolar constraint for marker tracks

The geometry of the stereo camera set-up is represented by a model which was
introduced by us earlier [35]. As shown in Fig. 2, the two cameras are represented by
source points Ŝ  and 5« and unit-length camera axes S,.Q and S^Q pointing
perpendicularly to the image planes of views Z- and /?. The baseline 5,5^ intersects the
image planes in SV and Sy. The original image coordinate systems of the left and right
view are indicated by unit vectors u^, v^ and a^, v^, respectively. Rotation of these
systems in order to align them with the camera axis planes 5^C^ and S^C,,, results
in coordinate systems «^\ v^' and «^\ v^'. An image position / \ in view Z, is
represented by image coordinates (w^v^). Because the camera axis is of unit length,
image coordinate «, is identical with the tangent of the angle between the camera axis
5/Q and the line from 5^ to the image plane position (z/£,0), and a similar interpretation
holds for coordinate v .̂ Point /*« in view /? is similarly represented by image coordinates
(M^VR). The line SB' indicates the intersection of the image planes. The geometry of the
stereo camera set-up is represented by the parameter vector

0 - (q»jr,q»,v,T,Y/ (1)

with the elements of 8 defined as indicated in Fig. 2.
When radiopaque markers attached to the LV are observed by two X-ray cameras

simultaneously, their movements are recorded in two sequences of 7" cine or video
frames. In order to measure the motion of a set of M markers, in each frame the
positions of the markers are detected, and in successive frames corresponding marker
images are identified [32]. With a marker, in each view a sequence of image positions
(w,v),, f=l,..,7", is associated, the track of the marker in the image plane. When, as
indicated in Fig. 2, tracks 7̂  and T, in views Z. and /? represent a correct stereo pair,
ideally, simultaneously measured marker image positions /*/ and P^ lie in a common
epipolar plane S/SflP/ZV This so-called epipolar constraint can, in terms of the elevation
angles p^ and p^ (see Fig. 2), be expressed [35]

Pi - P« " Y • 0 (2)

Alternatively, the constraint can be written in the computationally more favourable form
of a linear function of the image position coordinates and their cross-products,
according to

(3)
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with functions c,, /=0,...,4, and c,y, /=l,..,4,y'=/+l,..,4, defined in Eq. (25), see Appendix
A. Because of noise and other imperfections, in general, constraint (3) will not hold
exactly, and a small mismatch must be allowed. For a correct stereo pair of tracks, the
mismatch should be small in all frames, and an associated mismatch vector m can be
defined

/-I i-i y-M

with Wjp /=1,..,4, f=l,..,7*, representing the value of the /-th image coordinate in the /-th
frame, and «,<8> u , a 7"-vector containing the element to element product of the operand
7"-vectors. A data reduction with a factor of approximately 3/7" is obtained by basing the
mismatch on only the 3 most significant components of the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the set of all tracks (Appendix B). Then vectors «,, /-I,..,4,
in Eq. (4) are replaced by the corresponding approximations

where A.J" and 6^ are defined in Appendix B, and a,t is the element in vector a*
(Appendix B) which corresponds to the /-th image coordinate of the current track pair.
Noting that the vectors 6^, A=l,..,7", are orthonormal, an approximation m of the
mismatch can be defined according to

m . £ ( i i i (« , , . , *4 t f ) • * * ) * * (6)

where • indicates the scalar product of two vectors. The corresponding mismatch
measure is defined

and for a set of G stereo pairs of tracks the total mismatch is defined
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image plane
left camera

FIGURE 2. Geometric model of a stereo camera set-up. The cameras are represented by
source points Ŝ  and S* and unit-length camera axes 5/.Q, and 5«C/, pointing
perpendicularly to the image planes of views L and /?. The baseline 5,5,, intersects the
image planes in 5^' and £„'. The original image coordinate systems of the left and right
view are indicated by unit vectors ŵ , V̂  and «^ v̂ ,, respectively. Rotation of these
systems in order to align them with the camera axis planes S ^ Q and 5 ^ C , , results
in coordinate systems « / , v/ and «^", v^\ Line 5 5 ' indicates the intersection of the
image planes. The geometry of the stereo camera set-up is represented by the angular
parameters <p̂ , <p«, w ,̂ WR and y, or equivalently, according to the definitions indicated
in the triangle right below, by q>£, «p«, v, t, and y. Tracks F̂  and 7", shown in the left and
right view, respectively, form a stereo pair of tracks associated with one marker. Then
the simultaneously measured marker images / \ and f̂  obey the epipolar constraint:
they lie in a plane through source points 5^ and 5«, or, equivalently, the corresponding
elevation angles p^ and p«+y are equal.
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E 1^(0)1* (8)

with m^, g=l,..,G, the mismatch vector defined in Eq. (7), for the g-th track pair. The
unknown parameter 6 can be estimated by minimizing the sum of squares defined in
Eq. (8), using a standard nonlinear regression procedure. Substitution of the obtained
estimate 0 into Eq. (8) results in the final estimate of the mismatch. The corresponding
RMS mismatch w per stereo pair of marker images is defined

(9)

with G the number of stereo pairs, and 7* the number of elements of the mismatch vector
per stereo pair. For reference purposes it is relevant to know the expected value of the
squared mismatch m* for correct stereo pairs. In Appendix C it is derived that

(10)

where £ is the mathematical expectation operator, ŵ  the number of fitted parameters,
and o the RMS image position noise.

Iterative Track Matching (ITM) algorithm

A set of stereo pairs of marker tracks is obtained in an iterative procedure (Fig. 3).
Initially a starting set of two stereo pairs is obtained, the corresponding set-up geometry
is estimated and the set is iteratively extended with stereo pairs which have a small
mismatch for the estimated geometry. When extension is stuck while the number of
selected stereo pairs is still too small, a new trial is started by selecting a different
starting set of two pairs. The algorithm is stopped when a sufficiently large set has been
obtained, or the maximum number of trials is reached.

f. Ow/pw/. As input the algorithm uses two sets of marker tracks obtained in views
Z- and /? (matrix t/defined in Eq. (28), Appendix B), the numbers (? and 5 of tracks in
the two sets, the number of markers A/, an estimate OQ of the RMS noise in the marker
image position coordinates, and VQ, a prior estimate of parameter v. When the algorithm
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is successfully completed, the output consists of at least 5 identified stereo pairs of
tracks, and the corresponding estimate of the set-up parameter vector 8 defined in
Eq.(l).

//w7/a/iza//o«. For the marker tracks in matrix £/, the 3 most significant components of
the SVD are calculated (Fig. 3, module 1). When the probability of a track to be missing
in one view is the same whether or not the corresponding track in the other view is
missing, the expected number of stereo pairs of tracks, «^, can be estimated by

(I I )

with £> and 5, the numbers of marker tracks in the left and right view, respectively, and
A/the number of markers.

/tera//o/i. In modules 2 and 3 the initial two pairs of the set of selected stereo track pairs
are obtained. First two tracks in view Z, are selected. Then all possible combinations of
two view /? tracks are successively matched with the view Z, couple. Twenty view #
couples with minimum mismatch are ordered according to increasing mismatch. The
first starting set of two stereo pairs is obtained by combining the current view Z, couple
with the first view /? couple in the sequence. If iterative extension of the set of stereo
pairs gets stuck too early, a new starting set of two stereo pairs is formed by combining
the current view Z, couple with the next view /? couple in the sequence (module 3).
When all 20 candidate view ?̂ couples have been used without success, a new view Z,
couple and the corresponding sequence of 20 view /? couples are obtained (module 2),
and iteration proceeds.

In selecting a view Z, starting couple (module 2), two tracks with different motion
patterns are preferred, because they favour reliable matching with view /? tracks and
accurate estimation of the set-up parameters. The sequence of 20 view /? couples with
minimal mismatch with the current view Z, couple is obtained in two stages in order to
save computation time. First each possible view /? couple is combined with the current
view Z, couple, and for each combination the mismatch for the corresponding set of two
stereo pairs is obtained in a linear regression procedure based on Eqs. (26) and (27),
Appendix A. Then 50 view /? couples with minimum mismatch are selected, and for
each selected couple the set-up parameters and the mismatch with the current view Z,
couple are obtained in a nonlinear regression procedure based on Eqs. (7) and (8). The
parameter estimates obtained in the linear procedure are used as initial values in the
nonlinear procedure.

In module 4, all stereo pairs which can be formed from the tracks which are not
present in the current set of selected stereo pairs are considered as candidate pairs. For
each candidate pair the RMS mismatch is calculated according to

(12)
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where m(§) is the measure defined in Eq. (7) with the current estimate 0 substituted
for 9. So, the obtained mismatch expresses how well an additional stereo pair fits the
set-up parameters determined from the current set of selected pairs. A subset of n^-G
pairs with the lowest /ŵ - is selected to form the set of candidate stereo pairs. A candidate
pair is considered unambiguous when its member tracks do not occur in another pair in
the set of candidate pairs. The unambiguous pair with minimum mismatch is added to
the set of selected stereo pairs (module 5).

In module 6, similar to module 3, a nonlinear regression procedure is applied to
minimize the G*3 mismatch components defined by Eqs. (7) and (8), with G the
number of stereo pairs in the selection. The parameter estimates obtained in the former
iteration are used as initial guesses, and new values for parameter estimate 0 and
mismatch /w defined in Eq. (9) are obtained.

When the number of stereo pairs is still small, in particular the estimate of parameter
v is inaccurate [35]. Improvement is obtained by initially fixing the parameter to the
prior value VQ, leaving only 4 parameters to be estimated. In order to reduce the
influence of possibly introduced systematic errors, fixing v is accompanied by using
weights A.j'" for the terms in Eq. (7) in the estimation procedure. Then the influence of
the 3 SVD components in the estimation becomes more equal, which results in better
averaging out of the systematic errors. Therefore, in module 2, and also in module 5
while the number of pairs in the selection is still small (s5), the condition of the
parameter estimation is improved by fixing parameter v and using the weights. After
5 pairs have been selected, the constraint on v is relaxed.

FIGURE 3. Flowchart of the Iterative Track Matching (ITM) algorithm. The input of
the algorithm consists of two sets of £> and S marker tracks which are simultaneously
obtained in two sequences of 7" frames in views Z, and # of a stereo camera set-up.
The identification of the tracks is unknown, and the goal of the ITM algorithm is to
identify correct stereo pairs of tracks. Stereo pairs are selected on the basis of a small
epipolar mismatch. Only the motion information in the 3 most significant
components of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the tracks is used in the
procedure (module 1). For reference purposes the number of stereo pairs M^ is
estimated. The set of selected stereo pairs is initialized with two tentative stereo track
pairs. The corresponding estimate & of the stereo camera set-up parameters and the
RMS mismatch /w are obtained (modules 2,3), and in modules 4,5 the set is extended
with an additional track pair which has a small mismatch for &. In module 6
parameters 0 and mismatch m are newly estimated for the extended set. This
procedure is iterated until a stop criterium is reached (modules b,c,d). When the size
G of the final set of selected stereo pairs is considered too small, a new trial search
is started in modules 2,3 with a different initial set of two track pairs. The algorithm
is stopped with a positive result when G is considered large enough, or with an empty
set when the maximum number of trial starting couples in module 2 is reached.
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The procedure in modules 4, 5, and 6 is iterated until a stop criterium in modules a-d
is reached. The allowed range in module a is defined

ro<3v/£(/»*) | v - v J < 2 0 ° |*| < 20" |Y l<6° (13)

where £(m*), the expected mismatch for correct stereo pairs, is calculated according
to Eq. (10) with OQ substituted for o, and v, t, and y representing the current estimates
of the corresponding parameters. When condition (13) is not obeyed, a new selection
is started in module 3. When no unambiguous pairs are present in the set of candidate
pairs (module b), and the number G of selected pairs is still considered too small
(module c), the selection is also restarted in module 3. ^ v,

7erm/>KtfJ0/j. The algorithm is stopped with a positive result, when the set of selected
stereo pairs is considered sufficiently large (modules c,d). The algorithm has failed
when the maximum number of trials to obtain an appropriate set of two starting pairs
is exceeded (maximum iterations in module 2). When setting the maximum number of
trials, it was taken into account that the probability of failing to find a match increases
when more tracks are missing. The maximum is defined such that the probability of
algorithm failure due to repeatedly selecting a view Z, couple with no match in view #
is less than 0.005.

. The ITM algorithm was implemented in F0/?7YtajV on a VAX8650
computer. For the linear and nonlinear least squares optimization use was made of the
NAG Fortran Library routines F01AXF and F04ANF, and E04GDF, respectively. The
run-time of the procedure ranged from 20 seconds to 5 minutes for 24 markers and a
noise level of 0.5 pixel, and 48 markers and 1 pixel noise, respectively.

Performance evaluation ,.•„ *:>;—•

w q/"/nar£er /racfcy
For the standard X-ray stereo camera set-up used in the evaluation it holds

(q»i,q»jpV,T,Y) = (0°,0°,45°,0°,0°) (14)

so, camera axes were perpendicular and intersecting, and object distances were equal.
The distance between the camera source points was set at 10̂  mm, corresponding to an
object distance of 710 mm. The LV with a diameter of 60-80 mm was positioned with
its centre at the intersection of the camera axes, and the long axis randomly oriented in
the camera set-up. A number of markers was positioned randomly in the LV wall.
Details about the ventricular geometry, the positioning of the markers, and the simulated
motion have been presented elsewhere [32]. The motion of the markers in each view
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was imaged on video (256x256 pixel, 50 frames), with 1 pixel corresponding to 0.5 mm
of the LV. The position noise was set at an RMS value of 0.5 pixel, a value which was
motivated previously [32]. The number of markers was equal to 24.

In practice a stereo camera set-up only approximately corresponds to the standard
geometry defined in Eq. (14). The corresponding deviations were introduced in repeated
simulations by setting the parameters to values obtained by random sampling in the
intervals

v,Te(-5°,5°) ye ( - lM") cp,,<p* e(-45°,45°) (15)

So, the intervals defined in Eq. (15) represent the prior uncertainty of the parameter
values. For a set of moving markers observed in a sequence of 50 frames, the exact
marker image coordinates were obtained by calculating the projections according to the
known viewing geometry. Data generation was completed by adding gaussian noise to
the obtained exact marker image coordinates.

In 100 repeated simulations marker tracks were generated as described above. In each
simulation new random values were generated for the orientation of the LV, the
positioning of the markers in the LV wall, and the set-up parameters. Furthermore,
newly generated random noise was added to the exact marker image positions. The prior
estimates of the RMS noise level and the set-up parameter v, the input parameters OQ
and VQ defined in the Section 'ITM algorithm', were in the evaluation set equal to o, the
RMS level of the generated noise, and to 45°, respectively.

The results of the ITM method as obtained in 100 repeated simulations were
summarized by counting the number of simulations in which the algorithm failed.
Furthermore, for the simulations with successful completion of the algorithm the
average numbers of correct and false pairs in the final selection of stereo track pairs, the
average mismatch, and the RMS error of the parameter estimates were calculated.

Besides for the standard values presented above, the performance was investigated
for varying numbers of markers, levels of the image position noise, and intervals for the
parameters which were twice as wide (Table I). Also, the performance was evaluated
for complete and incomplete sets of tracks. The incomplete sets were obtained by
random removal of a fraction^ of the generated tracks in each view, resulting in

with «i, and ««, the number of remaining tracks in views Z. and /?, respectively, and « ^
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Table I. Settings of the computer simulations in the evaluation of the ITM method.

Intervals of parameters (±45°,±45°,±5°,±5,±1°),

<P,,<PK,V,T,Y (±45°,±45°,±10°,±10,±2°)

Number of markers (A*) 12,24,48, 72,96

RMS noise level (o) 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 pixel
Fraction tracks missing 0%, 30%, 50%
per view (f j

the number of stereo pairs. Hence, per view the input to the ITM algorithm contains
"£-"£« tracks which have no match in the other view.

Results

Tables II and III show the results of the ITM method when applied to computer
generated sets of tracks corresponding to 12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 markers attached to a
moving LV. Each line of the table represents the results obtained in 100 repeated
simulations. Results are shown for the wider parameter intervals according to the
second line of Table I, an RMS image position noise level of 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 pixel,
and per view a fraction of 0%, 30% and 50% of the generated tracks considered as
missing. For 12 markers the results for 50% missing tracks could not be shown, because
the number of 3 remaining stereo pairs is less than the required minimum of 5 stereo
pairs of tracks in the ITM method. For numbers of markers up to 48 the results for a
RMS noise level of 0.25 pixel were similar (within a few percent) to those for 0.5 pixel,
and therefore are not shown. For numbers of markers of 72 and 96 an RMS noise level
of 1 pixel was beyond the performance limits of the procedure: the simulations were
stopped because of the required excessive amounts of run-time (more than 30 minutes
per simulation). The results of simulations with the smaller intervals of the parameters
(first line of Table I) were only slightly better and therefore are not shown.

For simulations with 24 markers (Table II, middle panel), a noise level of 0.5 pixel
(column 1), and no missing tracks (column 2), the ITM method performed well. In the
100 repeated simulations the algorithm did not fail (column 3) and only rarely a false
pair of tracks occurred in the final selection (columns 4,5). The RMS mismatch (column
6), calculated according to Eq. (9), is in agreement with its expected value of
approximately 0.2 pixel, as obtained by substituting o into Eq. (10). Accurate estimates
of the parameters were obtained as shown in the last four columns. With 30% of the 24
generated tracks randomly removed in each view, corresponding to only 12 stereo pairs
being present in the input set (column 2), the algorithm remained performing well.
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although the fraction of false pairs increased to 1% and the accuracy of the parameters
decreased. When 50% of the tracks were removed, leaving only 6 stereo pairs in the
input, the performance of the algorithm degraded to an inappropriate level, as is shown
by the large number of false stereo pairs (column 5) and the poor parameter estimates
(columns 7-10). For 24 markers, increasing the noise level to 1 pixel results in a
decreased performance of the algorithm as shown by the larger numbers of failures and
false pairs, and less accurate parameter estimates. However, with less than 30% of the
tracks missing, the algorithm still renders useful results.

In the simulations with 12 markers (upper panel) the algorithm performed well, but
with 30% of the tracks missing and a noise level of 1 pixel the performance seriously
degraded. With 48 markers (lower panel) and a noise level of 0.5 pixel the algorithm
performed well. When the noise level was increased to 1 pixel, the algorithm failed in
more than 20% of the simulations. In the remaining cases the algorithm still rendered
few false stereo pairs and accurate parameter estimates with 0% or 30% missing tracks,
but the algorithm degraded with 50% of the tracks removed in each view. For 72
markers and a noise level of 0.5 pixel, performance also started to degrade with 50%
missing tracks (Table III). Then in 20% of the simulations the algorithm failed, but still
low numbers of false pairs and accurate parameter estimates resulted in the remaining
80%. Similar results were found for all three levels of missing tracks with 96 markers
and a noise level of 0.5 pixel.

Discussion

We developed the Iterative Track Matching (ITM) algorithm to obtain an initial set of
stereo pairs of marker images in an uncalibrated stereo camera set-up. Such a set is
required when calibration of the stereo camera set-up is based on the stereo
correspondence of marker images obtained during measurements [35]. The only prior
geometric knowledge used in the procedure is the angle between the two camera axes,
which is assumed to be known up to a deviation of ±20°. It is assumed that the
sequences of marker image positions measured in time per view, the so-called marker
tracks, are available in both views for at least 5 markers. Ambiguities are solved by
identifying corresponding tracks instead of single points (Fig. 1). Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the set of tracks is used to reduce noise influence and
computation time.

In the model used the geometry of the stereo camera set-up (Fig. 2) can be described
by a set of 5 parameters, the angles (q>£,<p,f,v,T,Y), and the mismatch of a stereo pair of
marker tracks is expressed as a 7~-vector which is a nonlinear function of the 5 set-up
parameters, with Tthe number of frames. In the ITM algorithm a tentative set of stereo
pairs is selected, estimates of the set-up parameters are obtained by minimizing the
mismatch, and iteratively the selection is extended by stereo pairs which have a small
mismatch for the current parameter estimates. When the extension gets stuck, while the
selection is still less than 50% of «„, the expected number of available stereo pairs
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TABLE II. The ITM method applied to computer simulations
with 12, 24, and 48 markers, attached to a moving LV.

pixel

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

12

6

12

6

24

12

6

24

12

6

48

24

12

48

24

12

/ / )

0

2

1

15

0

0

6

0

3

16

0

1

9

27

23

21

12

5.7

12

5.0

24

12

4.1

22

11

2.4

25

23

11

25

21

8

C7>+f7>

o/o

M=12

0.1

3

0.3

12

A/=24

0.1

0.8

30

0.3

2

50

A/=48

0.3

0.5

3

1

2

20

pixel

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.5

RMS

<P

deg

0.1

9

0.3

20

0.05

0.1

30

0.1

0.7

40

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.4

4

parameter error

V

deg

1

4

3

7

0.6

2

10

2

6

10

2

1

3

3

2

10

deg

0.3

2

0.7

5

0.1

0.4

7

0.3

1

11

0.3

0.1

0.6

0.6

0.5

5

7)

Y

deg

0.03

0.3

0.06

0.7

0.01

0.04

1

0.04

0.2

1

0.04

0.02

0.07

0.07

0.08

0.4
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TABLE III.The ITM method applied to computer simulations
with 72, and 96 markers, attached to a moving LV.

pixel

0.25

0.5

0.25

0.5

"/«*'

72

36

18

72

36

18

96

48

24

96

48

24

/ / )

o/o

0

0

3

5

2

19

0

0

0

16

10

23

CP<>

. • • : . '

25

25

18

25

25

16

25

25

23

25

25

21

CV+FP

M=72

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.9

0.7

3

A*=96

0.5

0.3

0.4

2

2

2

«*>

pixel

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.2

RMS

<P

deg

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.3

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.06

0.03

0.4

0.2

0.1

parameter error "

V

deg

2

1

1

3

1

3

3

0.8

0.5

4

2

2

T

deg

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.9

0.5

0.5

Y

deg

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.07

0.02

0.08

0.08

0.02

0.01

0.08

0.05

0.02

'* RMS noise level of the marker image position measurement
'' Number of stereo pairs in the input set of marker tracks
'' Fraction of cases of ITM failure in 100 repeated simulations
*' Average number of correct stereo pairs of tracks in the selection obtained

with the ITM method
" Average percentage of false stereo pairs in the selection
*' Average RMS value of the mismatch in the selection of stereo pairs '
'' RMS value of parameter estimate minus true value in 100 repeated simulations;

column indicated <p shows average result of q>/, and <p«
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defined in Eq. (11), the result is considered to be unreliable and a new trial search is
started (Fig. 3, modules b, and c). Extension of the set proceeds until the number of
selected stereo pairs of tracks is equal to the minimum of «^ and 25. Then the set is
considered large enough to be used in the calibration of the geometry, e.g. by using the
ML method developed by us earlier [35].

A starting set of two stereo track pairs is used because with one track pair the
estimated set-up parameters are too inaccurate to reliably select a correct track pair to
extend the set. Three starting track pairs would result in still better estimates of the
parameters, but also in an increase of the number of trial starting sets by a factor equal
to the number of tracks per view.

When selecting a matching view # couple for the starting view L couple of tracks
(Fig. 3, modules 2,3), the couple with minimum mismatch is not necessarily the correct
one. However, the occurrence of a large number of false matches with a smaller
mismatch than the correct pair indicates a lack of selectivity which is likely to result in
more frequently selecting a false pair. It was shown empirically that using a maximum
number of 20 candidate view fl couples is adequate.

Only the 3 major SVD components of the tracks are used when calculating the
mismatch and estimating the parameters. The signal to noise ratio of the SVD
components of the marker tracks decreases with their rank [34], so the use of higher
rank components should be avoided in order to reduce the noise influence. When 4
parameters (parameter v is initially fixed) and the mismatch are estimated for 2 stereo
pairs of tracks, at least 3 SVD components are required to provide the minimum of 5
constraints. The use of the 3 SVD components instead of the 7" original observations
reduces the computational effort of the estimation procedure by a factor 3/7".

The choice of the weights A.j"\ £= 1,2,3 which are used for the terms in Eq. (7) when
parameter v is fixed in the estimation procedure, is a compromise between using no
weights, which is optimal for reducing the noise influence, and weights A.̂ ', £=1,2,3,
which is optimal to reduce the influence of systematic errors when their relative
contribution to each term in Eq. (7) is equal.

A candidate pair is called ambiguous when one of its members also has a small
mismatch in combination with another track. For ambiguous candidates the probability
that the combination with minimum mismatch is a false one is relatively high. So, by
demanding that the candidate pair is unambiguous (Fig. 3 module b), the probability
that a false pair enters the selection is reduced.

In the model used (Fig. 2) the cameras are represented as ideal pinhole cameras, and
the image distance and the intersection of the camera axis with the image plane are
assumed to be known. A real X-ray stereo camera set-up can be represented by this
model when the interior calibration [30] of the imaging system is adequate. The major
distortions of the imaging system can be corrected by the use of a dewarp grid [3]. The
reported residual error of approximately 0.1 pixel is small compared to the RMS noise
of 0.5 pixel. Computer simulations showed that for a noise level of 0.5 pixel, the
relative error in the mismatch is of the same order as the relative error in the estimate
of the image distance, the distance from source point to dewarp grid plane. So, even
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with an error of 1 %-10% in the image distance, the identification of correct stereo pairs
on the basis of a small mismatch is hardly disturbed. It can be derived that an error 6
in the position of the intersection of the camera axis with the image plane causes a
systematic error of the order of zr6 in the angle between two imaging rays, where u
represents an image coordinate. With a viewing aperture of 0.1 rad, corresponding to
200 pixels, and assuming 6=±0.005 rad, the error introduced in the image plane is 0.02
pixel, which is small compared to the noise. In conclusion: the systematic errors, which
are introduced by inaccurate knowledge of the interior parameters of the imaging
systems, in our set-up are negligible compared to the noise level of 0.5 pixel. For
substantially lower noise levels, the systematic errors may become dominating, and a
more accurate interior calibration of the imaging systems is indicated.

The performance was evaluated in computer simulations of radiopaque markers
attached to a moving left ventricle observed in an X-ray stereo camera set-up with
approximately perpendicular camera axes. The settings of the simulations were varied
as shown in Table I. Two failure measures were used (Tables 11,111):̂ , the number of
times in 100 repeated simulations that the algorithm failed to obtain a sufficiently large
selection of stereo pairs within a maximum number of iterations, and F/7(CP+F.P), the
average percentage of false pairs in the final selections of stereo pairs obtained in the
simulations with a sufficiently large final set.

An increase of the noise level o resulted in an increase of the mismatch of the correct
pairs. This implied more overlap of the mismatch distributions of false and correct pairs,
and thus an increased probability of false pairs entering the selection. As a consequence
both failure measures increased, see Tables II,III. A similar effect was found when the
number of markers Mwas increased. Then false pairs with a small mismatch are more
likely to occur because more tracks have a similar motion pattern.

When the number of missing tracks is increased, false pairs with a small mismatch
will also more often enter the selection, because the competing correct pair does not
exist. As a consequence, again both failure measures increased (Tables II,III). For 48
and 96 markers and a noise level of 1 and 0.5 pixel, respectively, the effect was not
observed for measure ̂ because the performance was already severely degraded when
no tracks were missing.

Despite the presence of false pairs, the parameters of the set-up in general were
accurate. Only for percentages of false pairs larger than 10%, the estimates of in
particular the set-up parameters <p, and q>̂  became inaccurate, with RMS error values
of20°to40°.

The performance of the ITM algorithm is not sensitive for deviations from the
perpendicular stereo set-up geometry defined in Eq. (14), as shown by the similar
results which were obtained in simulations with parameters according to the two sets
of intervals shown in Table I. Also, performance is not sensitive to the bias which is
introduced when initially in the procedure parameter v is fixed to 45° while the true
value lies between 35° and 55°.

In recently developed systems for measuring 3-D heart motion by following
radiopaque markers [3-5,7] limited numbers of markers (14-22) are used, and stereo
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pairs are established in semi-automatic procedures in an already calibrated set-up, or are
assumed to be known [31,33]. With the ITM method, stereo pairs are obtained
automatically for large numbers of identical markers (10-100) observed in an
uncalibrated set-up, even when a substantial part (30%) of the marker tracks is missing
in each of the views.

Conclusions

Stereo correspondences of large numbers of moving identical markers (10-100)
observed in an uncalibrated stereo camera set-up can automatically be obtained by the
use of the Iterative Track Matching (ITM) method. The algorithm uses coarse prior
knowledge of the angle between the camera axes (±20°) and it is assumed that the
sequences of marker image positions measured in time per view, the so-called marker
tracks, are available in both views for at least 5 markers. The obtained stereo
correspondences can be used as constraints in a calibration of the set-up geometry on
the basis of marker image positions obtained during the measurements. Then a separate
calibration procedure with a calibration object is no longer required.

In computer simulations with 48 markers observed in 50 frames (256 * 256 pixel
images, root mean square (RMS) position noise of 0.5 pixel), in both views 30% of the
generated marker tracks were randomly removed, so only 24 complete stereo pairs
remained. With the ITM method on average 23 stereo pairs were obtained, only 0.5%
of which were false. Also accurate estimates of the camera set-up parameters were
obtained (RMS error 0.02° to 1°) which can be used as initial values in a calibration
procedure.

When the number of markers, the noise level or the percentage missing tracks is
increased, the performance decreases. With 24 markers, performance remains well up
to a noise level of 1 pixel and 30% of the tracks missing, with 48 and 72 markers up to
a noise level of 0.5 pixel and 30% missing tracks, and with 96 markers up to a noise
level of 0.25 pixel and 50% missing tracks.

Appendix A

Earlier we have shown [35] that the elevation angles p^, and p# can be specified as a
function of the image coordinates (»i,v,), and (M«,V^), and the set-up parameter 6 defined
in Eq. (1), by the following equations

(17)

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (18)
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(19)

= 7t/2 - (V-T) = 7l/2 (20)

The epipolar constraint Eq. (2) can be alternatively written

= 0 (21)

Application of tan(a-i) = tan(a)-tan(6)/(l+tan(tf)tan(6)), substitution of Eq. (17), and
multiplication with (l+tan(p,)tan(p^))xri/-/, results in

- 0 (22)

Substitution of Eqs. (18),(19), and (20), and for convenience of notation replacing
("i>vi>«j>;) by (MJ'.W^HJX), results in

/-I (-1 y'-i-l
(23)

where the nonlinear functions c,\ /=0,..,4, and ĉ J, /=!,..,4, y=M,..,4, are defined
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cj = Ax(COS2T • cos2v)

-sin2v) Cj'= /jx(sin2x + sin2v)

C2 = 1 - tanx tanv C4' = -1 - tanx tanv

c,2 = 0 c,j = /i x( COS2T * cos2v) (24)

0,4 = -tanx • tanv C23 = tanx + tanv

w;7/i /»= (tanY)/(2cosx cosv)

Substitution of Eq. (19) into Eq. (23) results in an identical expression in the measured
image position coordinates (M/,W2>Wj>w*)=(Wi>V£,M/?,Vft), and with functions c,, z'=0,..,4, and
<v, /= 1 ,..,4,7=/+1 ,..,4, defined

' «.j /. L ^ ' J I •" ""J "

, « . *,je.l (25)
-241

with scalars c , , s , , c w and 2x2 matrices ^ and /?« defined in Eq. (19).
By ignoring smaller terms in the epipolar constraint, an approximation is obtained

which can be solved by linear regression, thus avoiding the problem of initial estimates.
By substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18), and the result into Eq. (22), ignoring the smaller
terms, and finally substituting Eq. (19), the next linear approximation of the constraint
is obtained

4
4,(0) • £ rf/0) w. = 0 (26)

1-1

where the functions rf,-> /=0,..,4, are defined

^o = tany (cos2v • COS2T) / (2COS(V.T)

</, = tancp̂ ,

^ - - 1 (27)
t/4 = (COS(V-T)/COS(V*T))
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Equation (26) represents a linear model with 4 unknown parameters, <4, <fy, rfj, and < ,̂
which can be estimated by applying a standard linear regression procedure.
Corresponding estimates for the set-up parameters <p,. ip«, T, and y can be derived on
the basis of Eq. (27) with prior estimate VQ substituted for v.

Appendix B

ew//>ig /worker /racfcs 6y ma/or SFD cowjoowenfe
When M markers are observed by two cameras simultaneously in a stereo set-up,
ideally, M marker tracks are obtained in each view. In general, however, some marker
tracks may be missing due to detection or tracking failures, and unequal numbers of
tracks, £> and 5, result in views Z, and #, respectively. So, the resulting set of marker
tracks obtained in sequences of J frames can be represented by the 2({>hS) * 7* marker
position matrix £/,

(28)

where (Mi,,.,,v^,.,) is the position of a detected marker in track 9 in the Mh frame in view
Z,, 1 s^sgsM, 1 sfsT, and (M«.^,,V^, ) similarly defined for track 5 in view /?, 1 S J S S S M

The major signal components in matrix (7 can be obtained by calculating the Singular
Value Decomposition [34] (SVD) of £/. In the ITM algorithm matrix C7 is replaced by
the approximation £? which is obtained by skipping all but the 3 most significant SVD
components of £/, according to
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3 . . . . . . „ , . , . . . , . . „ • „ . . - • . . , .

tf=EC«X ; -:.' ^ , (29)
*-i

where A/ is the transposed of A*, and A,*"*, a*, A*, £=1,2,3, are equal to the (£)-th singular
value, and left and right eigenvector [38] of (/, respectively. The dimension of the
vectors a*, and A* corresponds to the dimension of columns and rows, respectively, of
matrix (7. In Eq. (29) the rows of matrix £/, which correspond to marker image position
coordinates as a function of time, are represented as a weighted sum of 3 component
time functions A/, £=1,2,3. The y-th element of vector a* represents the relative
amplitude of the £-th component function in they-th row of (7, and A.* represents the
total energy contribution of the £-th component to all rows [34].

, Appendix C . , . • .

q/V/ze m/'sma/c/j
The mismatch T-vector m for a stereo pair of tracks, as defined in Eq. (6), can be
written

m = £(m) • E^ * (30)

with £ the mathematical expectation operator, and T-vector e^ representing the noise
in m. For correct stereo pairs, the epipolar constraint is obeyed, implying

0 (31)

When for an aperture of 0.1 rad, the smaller terms in Eq. (4) are ignored, it holds

(32)

where F-vectors e^, and Ej,, represent the noise in vectors v^\ and v^\ which
correspond to the image coordinates defined in Eq. (19), Appendix A. Vectors E^, and
e^, are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to a gaussian
distribution with zero mean and a variance matrix as indicated, where 7̂  is the 7* 7" unit
matrix, and o is the RMS image position noise. Because of Eq. (31) and the
orthonormality of the vectors A*> &= 1,2,3, it holds

£(l«l*) = £ ( £ l(Ei-^)-M') - 3 *2o* (33)
* • '
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When calculating the mismatch in (7 stereo pairs with parameter estimate & obtained
by minimizing the sum of squares defined in Eq. (8), for the expected value it holds

(34)

where «p is the number of fitted parameters. Accordingly, for the expected value of the
mismatch per stereo pair of marker images, #r' defined in Eq. (9), it holds

r ) ) 2 ^ (35)
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Chapter 7

In order to investigate cardiac mechanics in relation to ischemia, regional motion and
deformation of the myocardium must be measured with sufficient resolution in time and
space. Presently, in our laboratory in open-chest animal experiments optical markers are
attached to the anterior free wall of the left ventricle (LV) and their motion is followed
by using a video camera [1-4]. In order to investigate long term effects of gradually
developing ischemia, or to detect gradual cardiac dilatation or myocardial growth,
however, deformation must be measured in the intact animal in 3-D and over much
longer periods than one heart cycle. At present, following the motion of implanted
radiopaque markers in an X-ray stereo camera set-up seems to be most appropriate for
obtaining accurate 3-D motion data of the heart [5,6] in closed-chest dog experiments.
Recently developed systems for measuring 3-D heart motion by following radiopaque
markers [6-9] use a limited number of markers (14-22), establish correspondences
between marker images in semi-automatic procedures, and obtain geometric calibration
of the stereo camera set-up in a separate procedure using a calibration object having
markers at known positions. In the current thesis methods are developed to
automatically follow the motion of large numbers (10-100) of identical markers and to
increase the accuracy of the image position measurement. Furthermore, an improved
method to calibrate the geometry of the stereo camera set-up on the basis of position
data obtained during the measurements [10-12] is developed, supplemented with a
method to automatically obtain the required set of stereo pairs of marker images. In
computer simulations the developed methods were extensively evaluated and
performance limits were obtained.

General Discussion

When a set of radiopaque markers implanted in the LV is observed in time by two
cameras simultaneously in an X-ray stereo camera set-up, two sequences of cine or
video frames with marker images are obtained. After detection of the marker images,
in each frame a set of 2-D marker image positions is obtained. To reconstruct the 3-D
marker trajectories from the sets of marker image positions, geometric information on
the stereo camera set-up must be obtained. Marker image positions should be identified
with physical markers in time as well as in the two views (Fig. 3, Chpt. 1), and the
highest accuracy of position should be obtained.

When observing the motion of M markers in a sequence of T cine or video frames,
each physical marker is related to a marker track, being the sequence of 2-D marker
image positions measured in time. So, the set of measurements obtained in two views
can be represented by a 4A/x 7" matrix of 2-D image coordinates. From these data the
corresponding 3A/xT3-D marker coordinates are estimated, so 25% of the measured
2-D coordinates are redundant. The redundant information is used to identify stereo
pairs of marker images and to estimate the 5 parameters which describe the geometry
of the stereo camera set-up.

For accurate measurement of regional differences in motion, large numbers of
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myocardial markers (M>10) should be used. When tracking many markers that are part
of a continuum, the motion of the markers is coherent and the corresponding motion
data contain redundant information. This redundancy comes in addition to the afore-
mentioned, inherent redundancy of stereo observations. In the proposed SVD model,
position estimates are obtained by lower rank approximation of the marker image
coordinate matrix based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [13]. Orthogonal
decomposition of a measurement matrix by SVD has been used before to obtain data
or noise reduction [14-18]. When the information in the 4M*rmarker image coordinate
matrix can be adequately represented by a lower rank matrix of rank L, where
Z, < minimum(4M,r), a fraction (l-Z,/4M)x(l-L/r) of the image position coordinates
is redundant. For cardiac motion data Z, is of the order of 10, so with F=50 and M>10,
more than 60% of the 4M*r 2-D coordinates is redundant, which substantially exceeds
the 25% inherent redundancy of stereo observations.

In the current thesis the SVD model is used to obtain noise reduction in marker
position data, to extrapolate marker tracks or estimate missing marker positions, and to
follow markers in 2-D. When the marker position coordinate matrix is complete, the
lower rank approximation is obtained by direct application of SVD (Chpt. 2). For a
matrix with missing data a similar lower rank approximation matrix is obtained in a
modified, iterative procedure (Chpt. 3). Missing data may occur due to detection or
tracking failures. At an early stage of the tracking process missing data occur in the
matrix, because only part of the marker image positions is connected to form a set of
subtracks.

Before applying the SVD model to marker position data, in consecutive frames
measured marker image positions should be identified with physical markers, thus
forming marker tracks. Therefore, in our approach processing of the marker image
position data starts with the formation of marker tracks, separately in each view. In the
developed tracking method (Chpt. 4), relations between image positions are established
by iteratively using lower rank approximation to extrapolate the obtained set of
subtracks. While iteration proceeds subtracks are connected to form longer subtracks.
In the procedure two marker image positions or subtracks are only connected when the
mismatch of the candidate pair is sufficiently small and competing pairs have a signifi-
cantly larger mismatch. The criterion threshold values in the procedure were set to
values resulting in conservatively connecting image positions to form tracks: only when
there is little doubt about the correctness a connection is made, and in ambiguous
situations a decision is postponed until more information is obtained. In this way large
amounts of correct correspondences can be obtained while the fraction of false relations
is kept at an acceptable low level.

Stereo correspondence (Chpt. 6) is obtained by iteratively selecting matching pairs
of tracks in the stereo camera set-up of unknown geometry. Only a coarse prior estimate
(±20°) of the angle between the camera axes has to be provided. When calculating the
mismatch of candidate pairs, the geometry of the set-up must be approximately known.
Therefore, in the procedure the identification of stereo pairs is combined with approxi-
mate calibration of the set-up. The calibration is based on a computationally attractive
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formulation of the stereo mismatch. Initially, when the number of constraints is still
small, the numerical stability of the parameter estimation procedure is enhanced by
using an approximate 4 parameter model for the set-up geometry. The use of pairs of
tracks instead of pairs of single points in calculating the mismatch enables reliable
identification of matching pairs, and noise influence and computation time can be
reduced by using the SVD model. Similar to the marker tracking procedure, a conserva-
tive strategy is used when selecting stereo pairs of tracks, resulting in high amounts of
correct pairs while the fraction of false pairs is kept low.

On the basis of the obtained set of stereo pairs, accurate geometric calibration of the
stereo camera set-up is obtained by maximum likelihood (ML) estimation in the 5
parameter nonlinear geometric model of the set-up. The model (Fig. 2, Chpt. 5) is based
on ideal pinhole camera geometry. It is assumed that the internal parameters (the
distance between source point and image plane, the point of intersection of camera axis
and image plane, and the dewarp correction) of the two viewing systems are known or
have been independently estimated in a separate calibration procedure. The 5 parameter
nonlinear model is preferred because it is parsimonious and the physically interpretable
parameters are appropriate to gain insight into the estimation and reconstruction
problem. The required initial estimates of the parameters are provided by the approxi-
mate calibration which is obtained while establishing the stereo correspondence in the
former processing step (Chpt. 6).

In the current approach, the internal parameters of the viewing systems and the
geometric parameters of the stereo camera set-up are independently estimated in
separate procedures. Thus, the occurrence of corrected parameter estimates is pre-
vented. By calibrating the geometry of the stereo camera set-up with data obtained
during the measurements, a separate calibration procedure with a calibration object is
avoided. Furthermore, when the stereo camera set-up is (accidentally) changed, a
recalibration is relatively simply obtained by calculating new parameter estimates on
the basis of the most recent measurements. The A/*T stereo pairs of measured marker
image positions represent a large set of constraints which can be used to improve the
accuracy of the parameter estimation, and thus the accuracy of the 3-D reconstruction.

On the basis of the obtained accurate ML estimates of the set-up parameters the set
of stereo pairs of tracks can be reviewed and extended by iterating the stereo correspon-
dence procedure. When finally the 3-D marker trajectories are reconstructed, the SVD
model can be applied to reduce noise and estimate missing data in the obtained 3M><r
marker coordinate matrix.

In the current approach detection of false relations and repair techniques are not
provided and the processing steps (Fig. 5, Chpt. 1) are executed sequentially without
iteration. A method for error detection could be based on a model similar to the SVD
model used in filtering and extrapolating marker tracks, and overall performance might
improve when the processing steps are iterated. However, with the currently obtained
vast amounts of correct and small amounts of false relations there is little to be gained
with these additional requirements, so their development and implementation are hardly
indicated.
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The major part of the evaluation of the developed methods is based on computer
simulations of the motion of radiopaque markers attached to a moving LV. The stereo
camera set-up used in the simulations had approximately perpendicular camera axes and
an aperture of approximately 0.1 rad. Realistic motion data were generated by using a
13 parameter kinematic model for 3-D motion of the LV [19], with the parameters set
to values according to the motion observed in a physiological experiment. The geometry
of the simulated set-up was chosen in agreement with the set-up used in physiological
experiments. When measuring deformation, the uniform translation, rotation and scaling
of the observed object are not of interest. So, the displacement corresponding to these
motion components is eliminated from the error displacements when calculating the
reconstruction error in the computer simulations. The use of simulated data in the
performance evaluation is advantageous because: the exactly known true values or
correct relations can be used as a reference, large amounts of repeated trials can be
executed to reduce the effects of statistical variation, and the performance can be
investigated under various conditions. On the other hand when using computer
simulations certain measurement errors, in particular systematic errors, may have been
omitted falsely.

The methods presented in the current thesis have been primarily developed to be
applied in measuring regional myocardial deformation by following radiopaque markers
in an X-ray stereo camera set-up. However, the developed techniques are more
generally applicable. Currently, they are used to follow feature points in images of the
heart obtained with the MRI tagging technique, and to follow optical markers in
measuring the strain distribution of the rat gastrocnemius medialis during active
contraction.

Conclusions

By using a model which is based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), the
position noise in a set of marker tracks is substantially reduced and accurate
extrapolations are obtained when some of the tracks are incomplete. A prior estimate
of the root mean square (RMS) noise level o is used to set a threshold to the number
of SVD components used in the signal estimation. Application of the SVD based
method in computer simulations of 50 myocardial markers recorded in 50 video
frames (256*256 pixels, 50 s"') resulted in a reduction of the noise to 0.3o. When
applying the extrapolation method to computer simulated data of 54 marker tracks
observed in 39 frames and with 10% of the marker image positions removed at
random, the missing coordinates were estimated with an error equal to 1.5o. When
in the same set-up a 10% triangular part of the marker positions in the set of tracks
was removed, the extrapolation error was equal to 6o.
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2. By using SVD based extrapolations of partly known marker tracks in an iterative
procedure, a large set of radiopaque markers can be reliably and automatically
tracked, despite the complications caused by crossing of tracks and missing marker
image positions. In computer simulations 75 markers attached to a moving left
ventricle (LV) were observed in 60 frames with the noise level o set to 0.5 pixel.
Marker images were considered missing, when they approached another marker
image at a closer distance than 4 pixels. From the remaining marker image positions
(91%) a fraction of 90% became part of correct tracks with a duration of more than
50 frames. A fraction of 10% could not be followed, and 0.3% was part of a false
track. Taking into account the increased loss of marker image positions due to
detection and tracking failures when the number of markers is increased, a number
of 50 to 75 myocardial markers was found to be optimal in a stereo camera set-up.

3. By calibration based on Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation in a 5 parameter
nonlinear geometric model of the stereo camera set-up, accurate, unbiased, and
uncorrelated estimates of the set-up parameters are obtained. In computer simula-
tions with M=25 markers positioned at the surface of a sphere of 70 mm diameter,
with the noise level o set to 0.5 pixel, the RMS deformation error of the reconstruc-
tion was found to be equal to 1 mm. When using multiple frame observations of
myocardial markers the parameter errors and the corresponding reconstruction error
decrease with a factor l/^/7\ with 7" the number of frames. However, for an aperture
of 0.1 rad the reconstruction does not improve anymore when increasing the number
of stereo pairs A/xT above 300, because the level of the reconstruction error inherent
in the noise of the image positions is reached. The ML method resulted in RMS
reconstruction errors which ranged from 50% to 80% of the levels obtained by using
the 8 parameter linear model for calibration of the stereo camera set-up [12].

4. Stereo correspondence of large numbers of moving identical markers (10-100)
observed in an uncalibrated stereo camera set-up can be automatically obtained by
using the developed Iterative Track Matching (ITM) method. The algorithm uses
coarse prior knowledge of the angle between the camera axes (±20°) and marker
tracks must be available in both views for at least 5 markers. In computer simula-
tions with 48 myocardial markers observed in 50 frames and a noise level o of 0.5
pixel, in both views 30% of the generated marker tracks were randomly removed.
So only 24 complete stereo track pairs remained. With the ITM method on average
23 stereo pairs were obtained, only 0.5% of which were false. Also accurate esti-
mates of the parameters of the stereo camera set-up were obtained (RMS error 0.02°
to 1°) which can be used as initial values in calibrating the geometry of the set-up.
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Summary

The heart is a hollow, thick-walled muscle, which pumps the blood through the vascular
system. Blood and oxygen are supplied to the heart by the coronary arteries. Stenotic
atherosclerosis may result in inadequacy of the supply because of (partial) occlusion of
the arteries. Regional myocardial ischemia is induced and myocardial function is
restricted. The reduced functioning in the ischemic region is reflected by reduced
segment shortening or even segment lengthening.

In physiological experiments cardiac mechanics are investigated in relation to
occlusion of the coronary arteries. Regional myocardial deformation can accurately be
measured in 3-D by following implanted radiopaque markers simultaneously by two
'cameras' in an X-ray stereo camera set-up. Thus two sequences of frames with marker
images are obtained. The position of a marker image in a frame provides information
about the direction of the markers spatial location as seen from the viewpoint of the
camera. A simultaneously obtained image of the same marker with a second camera
renders a second direction. Then the 3-D position of the marker is found at the intersec-
tion of the two direction rays.

When following a large set of identically shaped markers a major problem is the correct
identification of marker images corresponding to the same marker in different frames.
Similar identification problems occur when identifying corresponding images in
consecutive frames obtained with one camera, and when identifying stereo pairs of
marker images in frames which are simultaneously obtained by two cameras. Correct
identification is hampered by missing marker images due to detection failure. Besides,
detection and identification problems arise when marker images approach closely, or
overlap in the case of crossing marker trajectories.

In order to reconstruct the position of a marker from a given stereo pair of marker
images, the geometry of the stereo camera set-up must be known. Reconstructed marker
trajectories should be as complete and accurate as possible. So. the noise in the position
measurement must be reduced as much as possible, and accurate estimates must be
provided for the missing positions.

Recently developed methods to follow radiopaque markers in an X-ray stereo camera
set-up show some drawbacks:
• a limited number of markers is used (14-22)
• the redundancy in the position data is only incidentally used
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• the geometry of the stereo camera set-up is obtained in a separate calibration proce-
dure using recordings of a calibration object

• stereo pairs of marker images are obtained with operator intervention in semi-auto-
matic procedures

In the current thesis methods are developed to accurately and automatically reconstruct
the 3-D trajectories of large amounts of markers (10-100). In computer simulations the
developed methods were extensively tested and evaluated, and their performance limits
were obtained.

An important aspect of our approach is the more integral use of the redundance in the
position data of a set of markers. The movements of markers attached to the heart are
to a certain extent mutually dependent and can be represented as combinations of a
limited amount of components. The motion of the heart abruptly changes in certain
episodes of the heart cycle. With regards to this behaviour, a decomposition is used
which distinguishes the coherent part in the marker movements from the noisy, incoher-
ent part, without imposing smoothness restrictions to the components. By application
of the Singular Value Decompostion (SVD) the desired decomposition can be obtained.

The sequence of image positions of a marker in consecutive frames is called the track
of the marker. For a given set of tracks the SVD components can be obtained by
applying standard mathematical techniques. Based on prior knowledge of the noise level
in the position measurement, part of the components is removed and the tracks are
recalculated on the basis of the contributions of the remaining components. In computer
simulations of 50 markers observed in a sequence of 50 video frames (256x256 pixels,
50 s ' ) application of the method resulted in a reduction of the noise to 30% of its
original RMS (root mean square) value of 0.1 pixel (C/zop/er 2).

Generally, in part of the frames some of the marker images may be missing and as a
consequence the corresponding tracks are only partly known. For a set of tracks which
contains some incomplete tracks, an iterative version of the SVD method is developed.
With this method accurate extrapolations of incomplete tracks can be obtained over
wide gaps in time. In computer simulations with the tracks of 54 markers observed in
39 frames, in about 50 % of the tracks a consecutive part of 3% up to 44% of the
positions was removed. The SVD method rendered extrapolations with an accuracy of
0.5 pixel (RMS), which is 5 times as high as the noise level, but still small when com-
pared to the total excursion in a track of 20 pixels (C/jap/er i ) .

Based on this extrapolation technique a method is developed to reconstruct tracks from
the set of unidentified image positions obtained with a camera in a sequence of frames.
The procedure starts with connecting image positions in consecutive frames by the use
of conventional tracking methods. When marker images approach too closely, reliable
decisions about the correct extension of a track cannot be obtained with these methods,
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and tracking is interrupted. The result of this procedure is a set of track parts (subtracks)
which still have to be identified. By using the extrapolation method described in Chpt. 3
matching subtracks are searched and connected to form larger compound tracks. In
computer simulations of markers attached to a naturally moving heart, the motion of 75
markers was observed in 60 frames. In these simulations the noise level was set to 0.5
pixel (RMS). Marker images were assumed to be non-detectable when their mutual
distance was less than 4 pixels, which resulted in a loss of 9% of the image position
data. Despite this complication, 90% of the markers was correctly followed. For the
remaining 10% the subtracks could not reliably be connected, and a fraction of 0.3% of
the compound tracks contained a false connection of subtracks associated with different
markers (C/zapter 4).

The geometry of a stereo camera set-up can also be calibrated on the basis of a set of
stereo pairs of marker images obtained during the measurements. In our approach
existing methods are improved. The geometry is represented as a (nonlinear) model
with the minimum of 5 parameters, and Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter esti-
mates were derived. The improved estimation of the geometry results in smaller errors
when reconstructing the 3-D marker positions. In computer simulations 25 markers
were distributed over the surface of a sphere (diameter 70 mm) which was located at
about 700 mm from the X-ray source. With an image position noise of 0.5 pixel (RMS),
the resulting reconstruction error was 1 mm. By using the repeated observations of
markers in a sequence of T frames, the reconstruction error can be reduced with a factor
y/T. By using the ML method the reconstruction error was reduced to 50% to 80% of
the errors obtained with the existing methods (C/japter 5).

Analysis of the parameter estimation in the geometric 5 parameter model indicates that
accuracy problems in the calibration were mainly due to one poorly determined parame-
ter, namely the angle between the camera axes. This knowledge was used when devel-
oping a method to automatically obtain the set of stereo pairs of marker images which
is required for the calibration. Ambiguities were avoided by searching for matching
pairs of tracks instead of pairs of single positions. Reduction of the noise influence as
well as the computational effort was obtained by replacing the tracks by an approxima-
tion based on the 3 most significant SVD components. The developed algorithm uses
coarse knowledge of the angle between the camera axes (±20°) and it is required that
for at least 5 markers the tracks for both cameras are available. In computer simulations
of a naturally moving heart, 48 attached markers were observed in 50 frames, with an
image position noise of 0.5 pixel (RMS). Problems with detection or tracking of
markers were simulated by removing 30% of the generated tracks for each of the
cameras. Thus only 24 markers were observed by both cameras. Besides, each camera
observed an additional number of 10 markers which were not observed by the other
camera. On average the procedure identified 23 pairs of tracks of which 0.5% were
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incorrect pairs. Besides, for the 5 geometric parameters accurate estimates were
obtained which can be used as initial estimates in the calibration method described in
Chpt. 5 (Oiap/er 6).

With the methods developed in the current thesis, the 3-D motion of large sets of
markers attached to the heart can accurately and automatically be reconstructed from
the sets of unidentified marker images which are simultaneously obtained with two
cameras in an X-ray stereo set-up. The geometry of the stereo camera set-up is cali-
brated by using marker images obtained during the measurements. As a result, images
of a calibration object are no longer required and it its allowed to change the stereo
camera set-up between measurement sessions. The stereo pairs of marker images
required for the calibration can automatically be obtained in an arbitrary camera
geometry of which only the angle between the camera axes is roughly known (±20°).

The methods presented in the current thesis were primarily developed to facilitate the
measurement of regional cardiac deformation by following radiopaque markers in an
X-ray stereo camera set-up. However, the obtained methods are more generally applica-
ble and are currently used in the analysis of images of the human heart obtained by the
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) tagging technique, and in following optical
markers in measuring the strain distribution in skeletal muscles.
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Samenvatting

Het hart is een holle dikwandige spier die door regelmatig samen te trekken het bloed
via de bloedvaten door het lichaam pompt. Via de kransslagaders wordt het hart zelf van
bloed en zuurstof voorzien. Door atherosclerose kunnen in deze vaten vernauwingen
optreden waardoor een deel van de hartspier slechter doorbloed wordt. Dat spiergedeelte
brengt minder samentrekkende kracht op en levert daardoor een geringere bijdrage aan
de pompfunctie van het hart. Het runctieverlies komt tot uitdrukking in een verminderde
samentrekking of zelfs oprekking van het betreffende spiersegment in de fase waarin
het hart samentrekt.

In fysiologische experimenten wordt het proces van het dichtgaan van de krans-
slagaders in relatie tot een plaatselijk verminderde samentrekking van het hart onder-
zocht. De lokale ruimtelijke beweging en vervorming van het hart kan nauwkeurig
gemeten worden door het volgen van geimplanteerde metalen bolletjes (markeerders)
met twee 'camera's' in een stereoscopische rontgenopstelling. Aldus worden twee
reeksen beelden verkregen waarin de markeerders als rontgenschaduwen zijn afgebeeld.
Aan de hand van de positie van de schaduw in het beeld is bekend in welke richting,
gezien vanuit de camera, de markeerder zich in de ruimte bevindt. Een tegelijkertijd
verkregen opname met een tweede camera vanuit een andere invalshoek levert een
tweede richting op. De ruimtelijke positie van de markeerder komt dan overeen met het
punt waar de twee richtingen elkaar snijden.

Wanneer meerdere markeerders, allemaal bolletjes van dezelfde afmetingen, tege-
lijkertijd worden afgebeeld is het niet eenvoudig om te bepalen welke schaduwen in
verschillende beelden van dezelfde markeerder afkomstig zijn. Dat geldt zowel bij het
volgen van markeerders in opeenvolgende beelden, als bij het opsporen van stereoscopi-
sche schaduwparen in tegelijkertijd met twee camera's verkregen beelden. Het correct
identificeren van overeenkomende schaduwen wordt bemoeilijkt door onvolledigheid
van de gegevens: markeerders kunnen tijdelijk uit het zicht verdwijnen of hun schadu-
wen kunnen slecht herkenbaar zijn. Daarnaast kunnen herkenning- en identificatiepro-
blemen ontstaan doordat markeerderschaduwen in het afbeeldingsvlak te dicht bij elkaar
komen of (gedeeltelijk) gaan overlappen wanneer afgebeelde markeerdertrajectorien
elkaar kruisen.

Om uitgaande van een bekend stereoscopisch schaduwpaar de ruimtelijke positie van
de bijbehorende markeerder te reconstrueren moet de geometrie van de cameraop-
stelling bekend zijn. Daarnaast is het voor de nauwkeurigheid van de gereconstrueerde
markeerdertrajectorien van belang dat de meetruis zoveel mogelijk onderdrukt wordt
en onvolledige positiegegevens aangevuld worden met betrouwbare schattingen.
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Recent ontwikkelde methoden voor het volgen van geimplanteerde markeerders in een
stereoscopische rontgenopstelling kennen een aantal beperkingen:
• het gebruikte aantal markeerders is relatief gering (14-22)
• de redundantie in de positiegegevens wordt slechts incidenteel benut
• de geometrie van de cameraopstelling wordt bepaald in een speciale calibratie-

procedure waarbij opnamen worden gemaakt van een calibratieobject
• stereoscopische schaduwparen worden verkregen met behulp van interventie van een

'operator' in semi-automatische procedures.

Het promotieonderzoek was gericht op de ontwikkeling van methoden waarmee de
ruimtelijke trajectorien van grote aantallen (10-100) markeerders automatisch en
nauwkeurig konden worden gereconstrueerd. In computer simulaties zijn de ontwikkel-
de methoden uitgebreid getest en geevalueerd en zijn de grenzen aan hun toepasbaar-
heid bepaald.

Een belangrijk element in onze aanpak is het beter benutten van de redundantie in
positiegegevens van markeerders. De bewegingen van in het hart aangebrachte markeer-
ders zijn in zekere mate afhankelijk van elkaar en kunnen als combinaties van een
beperkt aantal componenten gerepresenteerd worden. Voor het hart geldt dat in sommi-
ge episodes de beweging abrupt verandert en in verband daarmee is gekozen voor een
ontbinding die het coherente deel in de markeerderbewegingen onderscheidt van het
incoherente ruisdeel, zonder restricties op te leggen aan de gladheid van de componen-
ten. Door toepassing van Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) wordt een dergelijke
decompositie verkregen.

De reeks posities van een markeerder in opeenvolgende beelden wordt een spoor
genoemd. Voor een verzameling sporen kunnen de SVD componenten verkregen
worden door toepassing van standaard wiskundige technieken. Op grond van kennis van
het nivo van de ruis in de positiemeting wordt een deel van de componenten verwijderd
en de sporen worden herberekend aan de hand van de gehandhaafde componenten. In
computer simulaties van 50 aan het hart gehechte markeerders geobserveerd in 50
videobeelden (256><256 pixels, 50 s ' ) leidde toepassing van deze methode tot een
reductie van de ruis tot 30% van zijn oorspronkelijke RMS (root mean square) waarde
van 0.1 pixel (//oq/c/̂ /M :̂ 2).

Vanwege het ontbreken van posities in een deel van de reeks beelden kunnen sommige
sporen slechts gedeeltelijk bekend zijn. Voor een verzameling sporen die niet allemaal
volledig bekend zijn. is een iteratieve variant van de SVD methode ontwikkeld. Met
behulp daarvan kunnen voor de onvolledige sporen nauwkeurige extrapolaties verkre-
gen worden over vele beelden heen. In computer experimenten met sporen van 54 aan
het hart gehechte markeerders geobserveerd in 39 videobeelden werd bij ongeveer de
helft van de sporen een aaneengesloten gedeelte van 3% oplopend tot 44% verwijderd.
De met de SVD methode verkregen extrapolaties hadden een nauwkeurigheid van 0.5
pixel (RMS), wat een factor 5 hoger is dan het ruisnivo maar nog steeds klein in
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vergelijking met de totale excursie van een marker die ongeveer 20 pixels bedraagt

Op basis van deze extrapolatietechniek worden sporen samengesteld uit de verzameling
ongeidentificeerde schaduwposities in een reeks beelden. De procedure start met het aan
elkaar rijgen van de bij eenzelfde markeerder behorende schaduwposities met behulp
van conventionele volgtechnieken. Wanneer schaduvven elkaar te dicht naderen kan met
deze methoden geen betrouwbare beslissing over de juiste voortzetting genomen
worden. Dan wordt een tot dan toe gevolgd spoor beeindigd. Het resultaat van deze
verwerking is een verzameling losse spoorstukken waarvan de identiteit nog onbekend
is. Op basis van de extrapolatiemethode uit Hfdst. 3 wordt vervolgens gezocht naar
goed bij elkaar passende spoorstukken, die gekoppeld worden tot langere, samen-
gestelde sporen. In computer simulaties van markeerders gehecht aan een realistisch
bewegend hart werden 75 markeerders geobserveerd in 60 frames. Bij deze simulaties
van observaties werd uitgegaan van een ruisnivo van 0.5 pixel (RMS). Markeerder-
schaduwen werden beschouwd als niet detecteerbaar indien de onderlinge afstand
kleiner was dan 4 pixels, hetgeen leidde tot verlies van 9% van de positiegegevens.
Ondanks deze complicatie werd 90% van de markeerders correct gevolgd. Voor de
overige 10% konden de spoorstukken niet betrouwbaar gekoppeld worden, en een
fractie van 0.3% van de samengestelde sporen bevatte een incorrecte koppeling tussen
spoorstukken van verschillende markeerders

De geometrie van de cameraopstelling kan ook gecalibreerd worden op basis van een
verzameling stereoscopische schaduwparen die verkregen is tijdens de metingen.
Bestaande methoden zijn in onze aanpak verbeterd. Daarbij wordt de geometrie gerepre-
senteerd als een (niet-lineair) model met het minimale aantal van 5 parameters, waar-
voor Maximum Likelihood (ML) schatters zijn afgeleid. De aldus verkregen verbeterde
schatting van de geometrie leidt tot kleinere fouten bij de reconstructie van de ruimtelij-
ke positie van de markeerders. In computer simulaties werden 25 markeerders verdeeld
over het oppervlak van een bol (diameter 70 mm) die op ongeveer 700 mm van de
rontgenbron geplaatst was. Een ruis in de positiemeting van 0.5 pixel (RMS) resulteerde
in een reconstructiefout van 1 mm. Door herhaling van de waarnemingen van de
markeerders in een reeks van 7* beelden kan de reconstructiefout met een factor y/r
verkleind worden. Met de ML methode werd de reconstructiefout verlaagd tot 50% a
80% van de fout zoals deze gevonden is bij toepassing van bestaande methoden
(//oo/cfc/w* 5).

Analyse van het 5 parameter model wijst uit dat problemen bij de calibratie met name
veroorzaakt worden door het slecht bepaald zijn van een van de 5 parameters van de
camera opstelling, namelijk de hoek tussen de camera-assen. Van die kennis is gebruik
gemaakt bij de ontwikkeling van een methode voor het automatisch opsporen van de
voor de calibratie noodzakelijke verzameling stereoscopische paren schaduwposities.
Door te zoeken naar paren sporen in plaats van paren posities zijn correcte en incorrecte
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stereoscopische paren beter van elkaar te onderscheiden. Reductie van zowel de
ruisinvloed als de rekentijd wordt bereikt door sporen te vervangen door een benadering
gebaseerd op de drie meest significante SVD componenten. Het ontwikkelde algoritme
gebruikt ruwe kennis van de hoek die de twee camera-assen met elkaar maken (±20°)
en voor tenminste 5 markeerders dienen de twee sporen beschikbaar te zijn. In computer
simulaties werden 48 aan een bewegend hart gehechte markeerders geobserveerd in 50
beelden bij een ruisnivo van 0.5 pixel. Het ontbreken van sporen werd gesimuleerd door
per camera 30% van de aangemaakte sporen te verwijderen. Dit had tot resultaat dat 24
markeerders met beide camera's waargenomen werden. Daarnaast nam elke camera nog
10 markeerders waar die niet door de andere camera gevolgd werden. Gemiddeld
werden 23 spoorparen gevonden, waarvan een fractie van 0.5% incorrect was. Voor de
5 geometrische parameters werden nauwkeurige schattingen verkregen die als begin-
schattingen kunnen worden gebruikt in de in Hfdst. 5 beschreven calibratiemethode

6).

Met de in het promotieonderzoek ontwikkelde methoden kunnen de ruimtelijke bewe-
gingen van grote aantallen (10-100) aan het hart gehechte markeerders automatisch en
nauwkeurig worden gereconstrueerd, uitgaande van de verzamelingen ongeidentificeer-
de schaduwposities in simultaan met twee camera's in een stereoscopische rontgenop-
stelling verkregen opnamen. De cameraopstelling wordt gecalibreerd op basis van
schaduwposities verkregen tijdens de metingen. Als gevolg daarvan zijn geen extra
opnamen meer nodig van een calibratieobject en kan de opstelling zonder bezwaar
tusscn verschillende metingen gewijzigd worden. De voor de calibratie benodigde
stereoparen van schaduwposities worden automatisch bepaald. Daarbij wordt alleen
gebruik gemaakt van ruwe kennis (±20°) van de hoek tussen de camera-assen in een
verder onbekende geometric

De in dit proefschift beschreven methoden zijn primair ontwikkeld om gebruikt te
worden bij het meten van de lokale vervorming van het hart door het volgen van
metalen markeerders in een stereoscopische rontgenopstelling. De methoden zijn echter
algemener inzetbaar en worden momenteel gebruikt bij de verwerking van beelden van
het menselijk hart verkregen met de Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) tagging
techniek en bij het volgen van optische markeerders voor het meten van de rek-distribu-
tie in skeletspieren.
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Resume

Umtot't Mestreechs ziech in 't algemeijn get langer trek daan 't Ingels o f t Nederlands
hobbe veer dit resume beperrek tot de probleembesjreijving en de algemeijn konkluzie.
Detajs euver d'n aonpak en de oontwikkelde methodes kint geer daan nao kaos in eijn
vaan die twie aander taole tot uuch numme.

't Hart is 'n hool dikwandige spier die zich regelmaotig sametrek en daomet deveur
zorrig tot't blood via de aojers door't liechaam weurt gepoomp. Via de kransslaagaojers
weurt 't hart zellef veurzeen vaan blood en zuurstof. Door ateroskleroos kinne in die
aojers vernawwinge goon optreije met es gevolleg tot e stokske vaan 't hart slechter
doorbloojd weurt. Dat spiergedeijlte bringk daan minder sametrekkende krach op
boedoor 'n kleinder beijdraag weurt gelieverd aon de poompfunktie vaan 't hart, 't
Funksieverlees kump tot oetdrokking in e verminderd sametrekke of zelfs opgerek
weure vaan dat spiersegmint in de episood boein 't hart ziech sametrek.

In fysiologische experiminte weurt 't perces van towgoon vaan de kransslaagaojers
in relasie tot 'n plaotselik verminderde sametrekking vaan 't hart oonderzeuk. 't Rezjo-
naal ruimtelik boezjere en vervorreme vaan 't hart kint gans perceijs gemete weure door
't vollege vaan geimplanteerde metaole bolkes (markeerders) met twie 'kamera's' in 'n
stereoskopische rontgenopstelling. Zoe kreijgste twie series pleetsjes boein de markeer-
ders es sjaduwe te zien zien. Aon de hand vaan de plaots vaan 'ne sjaduw in de aofbeel-
ding kinste bepaole in welleke riechting, beloerd vaanoet de kamera, de markeerder
moot zitte. Hobste daoneve nog 'n tegeliekertied gemaakde aofbeelding met 'nne twiede
kamera vaanoet 'nnen aanderen hook, daan lievert dat 'n twiede riechting op. De
markeerder moot daan zjus zitte boe die twie riechtinge ziech totsje.

Es 'n ganse raffel markeerders, allemaol eve groete bolkes, tegeliekertied weurt aofge-
beeld, daan is 't neet gemekelek um oet te make welleke sjaduwe in versjellende
pleetsjes aofkomstig zien vaan dezellefde markeerder. Dat deit zich veur beij 't vollege
vaan markeerders in opeinvollegende pleetsjes, mer zjus zoe good beij 't beijein
zeumere vaan stereoskopische sjaduwpare in twie tegeliekertied met twie kamera's
gemaakde aofbeeldinge. 't Zjus identifisere vaan euvereinkoumende sjaduwe weurt
bemeujelik door't neet kompleet zien vaan de gegeves: markeerders kinne effekes oet
't ziech verdweijne of hunne sjaduw kin slech herkinbaar zien. Daoneve kinne
herkinnings- en identifikasieprobleme ouch nog oontstoon doortot markeerdersjaduwe
te kort beijein koume of (gedeijltelik) goon euverlappe es de aofgebeelde markeerder-
trazjekke ziech kruse.
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Um oetgaond vaan e bekind stereoskopisch sjaduwpaar de ruimteleke peziesie vaan de
beijbehurende markeerder te rekonstruwere moot de zjeometrie vaan de kamera-
opstelling bekind zien. Daoneve is 't veur de perceijsheid vaan de gerekonstruweerde
markeerdertrazjekke vaan importantie tot de roesj in de metinge zoevaol meugelik
oonderdrok weurt en tot oonvolledige peziesiegegeves zoevaol meugelik aongevold
weure met betrowbaar sjattinge.

Recent oontwikkelde methodes veur't vollege vaan geimplanteerde markeerders in 'n
stereoskopische rontgenopstelling hobbe 'n aontal beperkinge:
• 't gebruuk aontal markeerders is relatief kleijn (14-22)
• de redundantie in de peziesiegegeves weurt mer incidenteel benut
• de zjeometrie vaan de kamera opstelling weurt bepaold in 'n spesjaal kalibrasieproce-

duur boebeij opnames weure gemaak vaan 'nne kalibrasieklomel
• stereoskopische sjaduwpare weure hallef-otomaties beijeingezeuk met eine achter de

knup deej moot ingriepe es 't misgeit.

't Oonderzeuk in dees dissertasie waor trop geriech um methodes oet te prakkezere en
inein te fistemolle boemet de trazjekke vaan groete aontalle (10-100) markeerders
otomaties kinne weure gerekonstruweerd. In computer simmelasies zien de technieke
oetgebreijd getes en getoek zoetot me wet wat me demet veerdig kreijg en ouch wienie
de zaak in de sop geit loupe umtot de grenze zien bereik.
Wiegezag veur detajs euver d'n aonpak en de oetwerreking daovaan in de versjellende
hoofstdkke vaan dees dissertasie weurt geer verweze nao eijn vaan de twie aander
resumes. Veer beslete heij met de algemeijn konkluzie.

Met de oontwikkelde methodes is't inderdaad meugelik um de ruimteleke beweginge
vaan groete aontalle (10-100) markeerders otomaties en gans perceijs te rekonstruwere,
oetgaond vaan de hamfele oongeidentificeerde sjaduwpeziesies in tegeliekertied met
twie kameras's verkrege series aofbeeldinge. Daobeij weurt 'n belangrieke rol gespaold
door 't SVD medel dat gebruuk is um de euvermaot aon informasie op 'n integraol
meneer in de procedures te benutte. 'n Aander winspunt is tot de kalibrasie vaan de
zjeometrie vaan de kamera opstelling tot stand kump door gebruuk te maake vaan de
metinge zellef zoetot't gehannes met de kalibrasieklomel nimmie nudig is. De veur de
kalibrasie nudige stereoskopische pare sjaduwpeziesies weure daobeij otomaties
bepaold. Daobeij hoofste vaan de zjeometrie alleijn groof e weg d'n hook tosse de twie
kamera-asse te weite.

De in dees dissertasie besjreve methodes zien primair oontwikkeld um gebruuk te
weure beij 't mete vaan de rezjonaal vervorreming vaan 't hart door 't vollege vaan
metaole markeerders in 'n stereoskopische rontgenopstelling. De methodes zien evels
zjinneraoler inzetbaar en weure alleweijl gebruuk beij de verwerreking vaan aofbeel-
dinge vaan 't minselik hart die verkrege zien met d'n MRI tagging techniek en beij 't
vollege vaan optische markeerders veur't mete vaan de rekdistribusie in skeletspiere.
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